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JESUS: A PRETERIST OR A FUTURIST?*
Richard L. Mayhue
Senior Vice President and Dean
Professor of Pastoral Ministries and Theology
This essay examines Dr. R. C. Sproul’s thesis in The Last Days Acco rding
to Jesus, 1 that m ode rate preterism as it relates to Christ’s sec ond com ing is
con vincin gly proven by three time-indicators in the Go spels 2 and the writing d ate
for John’s Revelation. 3 The essay evaluates each of these four time referents
historically and/or exegetically in order to determine if Sproul’s claims can be
biblica lly substantiated. The three Matthean time-frame references have better
alternative interpretations (both before and after A.D. 70) in regard to time of
fulfillment than the A.D. 7 0 date, which p reterism requires of all three. Also, the
late writing date for Revelation (mid-90s) has the preponderance of evidence on its
side; this one conc lusion alon e invalida tes postmillennial preterism. Since these
time-indica tors that are critically important to the preterist position do not support
the system’s foundational claim that Christ’s parousia occurred within the lifetime
of His disciples, this reviewer 4 concludes that Scripture does not teach preterism,
mo dera te or otherwise, as claimed by Dr. Sproul. Therefore, Jesus wa s a futurist
in regard to biblical prophecies of His second coming.
*****

*
This article has been expanded from a paper delivered at the Annual Meeting of the Evangelical
Theological Society in Danvers, Massachusetts on November 17, 1999.
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The English word “preterist” comes from the Latin term praeteritus which
basically means “past” in regard to time. Thomas Ice explains that there are three
types of preterists/preterism.
It is important to realize that there are three kinds of preterism that I have labeled as (1)
mild; (2) moderate; and (3) extreme. Mild preterism holds that the Tribulation was
fulfilled within the first three hundred years of Christianity as God judged two enemies:
the Jews in A.D. 70 and Rome by A.D. 313; but adherents still look for a future Second
Coming. Moderate preterism, which is the position of Dr. Kenneth L. Gentry Jr., sees
the Tribulation and the bulk of Bible prophecy as fulfilled in events surrounding the
destruction of Jerusalem and the temple in A.D. 70; but they still hold to a future Second
Coming, a physical resurrection of the dead, an end to temporal history, and the
establishing of the consummate new heaven and new earth. Extreme or consistent (as
they like to call themselves) preterism believes that the Second Coming, and thus the
resurrection of believers, is all past. For all practical purposes all Bible prophecy has
been fulfilled, and we are beyond the millennium and even now in the new heaven and
new earth. They believe that if there is an end of current history it is not recorded in the
Bible.5
J. Stuart Russell, 6 whom Spro ul quotes frequently and favorably with regard
to time-indicators, 7 was unquestionably an extreme or radical preterist who believed
that the general resurrection of the dead spoken of in the NT occurred before A.D.
70. 8 W ith the exc eption of rad ical pre terists them selves, all other p reterists and all
conservative non-preterists consider this Hymenaen/Philetean doctrine of extreme
preterism (cf. 2 Tim 2:18) to be heretic al. 9 In fairness to Dr. Sproul, it must be
pointed out that he rejects radical preterism.10

5
Thomas Ice and Kenneth L. Gentry Jr., The Great Tribulation: Past or Future? (Grand Rapids:
Kregel, 1999) 7. Sproul, The Last Days 25, distinguishes between only two kinds—moderate and
radical.
6
J. Stuart Russell, The Parousia: A Critical Inquiry into the New Testament Doctrine of Our Lord’s
Second Coming (London: Daldy, Isbister, 1878; reprint, Grand Rapids: Baker, 1983, 1999).
7

Sproul, The Last Days 24-25.
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Background
Bo th Sproul and Russell (plus others of their general persuasion) have
proposed that only their preterist understanding of Jesus’ statements regarding H is
paro usia being fulfilled in A.D . 70 rescues the Bible from the liberal’s charge of
“errant” and “unreliable.” 11 Or, put another way, without the preterist view of NT
prophecy being fulfilled in A.D. 70, the Scriptures are proven highly suspect or even
guilty of sub stantial error, esp ecially in matters relating to biblical eschato logy.
Referring to the Olivet Discourse in his foreword to the reprint of Russell’s
book, Sproul states,
Though critics grant that Jesus’ prophecy of Jerusalem’s destruction was correct, they
insist that his predictions at the same time, in the same context, and within the same timeframe reference, of his parousia, were incorrect. This poses a higher problem for those
with a high view of Scripture and Jesus. An error in Jesus’ forecast of his parousia would
be fatal to historic Christianity.12
Sproul writes elsewhere,
From the Enlightenment onward, the church has been gripped by a severe crisis regarding
the trustworthiness of Scripture…. Due to the crisis in confidence in the truth and
authority of Scripture and the subsequent crisis regarding the real historical Jesus,
eschatology must come to grips with the tensions of time-frame references in the New
Testament.13
As I have indicated throughout this book, one of my overarching concerns regarding the
points in dispute is the authority of Scripture. As the inerrant Word of God, it precludes
all efforts to ignore or downplay any aspect of its teaching. The evangelical world cannot
afford to turn a deaf ear to the railing voices of skepticism that gut Scripture of its divine
authority, that assault the credibility of the apostolic witness and even of Christ himself.
We must take seriously the skeptics’ critique of the time-frame references of New
Testament prophecy, and we must answer them convincingly. 14
Dr. Sproul strives to answer the objections to biblical prophecy of such
critics as Bertrand Russell and Albert Schweitzer.15 One alm ost gets the idea that he
is bordering on a kind of theodicy in his quest to protect the Scriptures from its
unbelieving detractors. He certainly ap pears to be engag ing in a Hal Lindsey-type
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approach to biblical prophecy by reading or placing historical events—e.g., those of
A.D. 70— into Scripture just as Lindsey does with contemporary events. To reach
sound conclusions in interpretive labor, one must meticulously avoid both critical
objections and a Lindsey-type approach. 16
The advocates of preterism appear to have missed, or at least undervalued,
Peter’s reminder that in the days prior to A.D . 70 the re also were sc offers similar to
Russe ll and Schweitzer. Instead of foretelling the events of A.D. 70, just a few years
away, Peter encourages them to wait in faith, believing that all will eventually
happen in Go d’s timing, which is different from man’s timetable (2 Pet 3:3-4, 8-9).
Attempting to answer objections from skeptics is no way to validate or elevate a
particular eschatological system.
Bo th J. Stuart Russell and R. C. Sprou l have tried to pro ve preterism to be
the correct time-framework for understanding biblical prophecy, which time-frame
then becomes the supposed savior of Scripture’s integrity. Russell appeals to three
distinct declarations of the Lord respecting the time of His coming (M att 10:23;
16:2 8; 24 :34). He states, “The plain grammatical meaning of these statements has
been fully discussed in these pages. No violence can extort from them any other
sense than the obvious and unambiguous one, viz. that our Lord’s second coming
would take place within the limits of the existing generation.” 17
Sproul affirms Russell’s assessm ent:
The central thesis of Russell and indeed of all preterists is that the New Testament’s timeframe references with respect to the parousia point to a fulfillment within the lifetime of
at least some of Jesus’ disciples.18
The purpose of The Last Days According to Jesus has been to examine and evaluate the
various claims of preterism, both full and partial. The great service preterism performs
is to focus attention on two major issues. The first is the time-frame references of the
New Testament regarding eschatological prophecy. The preterist is a sentinel standing
guard against frivolous and superficial attempts to downplay or explain away the force
of these references.19
J. Stuart Russell argues that 99 persons in every 100 would immediately understand Jesus
to mean that the events he was predicting would fall within the limits of the lifetime of
an existing generation. This means, not that every person present will necessarily be
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Gary DeMar, Last Days Madness: Obsession of the Modern Church, 4th rev. ed. (Atlanta:
American Vision, 1999) vii; Keith A. Mathison, Postmillennialism: An Eschatology of Hope
(Phillipsburg, N.J.: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1999) 237-38.
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alive at the time of the fulfillment, but that many or even most will be.20
This essay will show that an understanding of the “time-frame references”
or “time-text indicators” different from that of preterism does not necessarily involve
(1) violent extortion of the text’s meaning, (2) frivolous interpretive efforts, or (3)
superficial exegesis. Nor do other eschatological approaches necessarily downplay
or explain away the meaning or the imp ortance of the se supposed watershe d texts in
determining one’s p rophetic views. Preterism is no t necessarily the only escha tological paradigm or the a priori superior approach to serve as the apologetic approach
of choice when supporting or defending the impeccable character of Scripture, as Dr.
Sproul asserts. Though we co mmend and agree wholeheartedly with Dr. Sproul in
his strong stand for a high view of Scripture, champio ning preterism is not the be st
way to achieve that goa l.
To demonstrate this, the following discussion will briefly examine the four
time-indicators by which preterism, not the inerrancy and infallibility of Scripture,
lives or dies. They are: (1 ) the writing date o f Reve lation; (2 ) M att 10:23; (3 ) M att
16:28; and (4) Matt 24:34. T he examination w ill demonstrate that (1) Jesus was a
futurist, not a preterist and (2) sound exegesis is the best defender of Scripture’s
integrity, not the presuppositions of a particular eschatological system.
The Writing Date of Revelation
Regarding possible writing dates for Revelation, Bible scholars generally
recognize two possibilities. First, the early date is shortly before A.D. 70 (ca. A.D.
68) during Nero’s reign (A.D. 54-68). 21 Second, the late date would be ca. A.D. 95
during Do mitian’s time (A.D . 81-9 6). 22
Significantly, a futurist would not have to change his eschatological
thinking if a pre-A.D. 70 date for the writing were to be established. However, the
preterist position is eliminated from consideration if the late date of ca. A.D. 95 can

20

Ibid., 53.
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Albert A. Bell, Jr., “The Date of John’s Apocalypse,” New Testament Studies 25 (1978):93-102;
Kenneth L. Gentry, Jr., Before Jerusalem Fell: Dating the Book of Revelation, 3d ed. (Atlanta: American
Vision, 1999); John A.T. Robinson, Redating the New Testament (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976);
J. Christian Wilson, “The Problem of the Domitianic Date of Revelation,” New Testament Studies 39
(1993):587-605.
22
D. A. Carson, Douglas J. Moo, and Leon Morris, An Introduction to the New Testament (Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1992) 473-76; Adela Yarbro Collins, “Dating the Apocalypse of John,” Biblical
Research 26 (1981):33-45; Donald Guthrie, New Testament Introduction (Downers Grove, Ill.:
InterVarsity, 1970) 947-59; Everett F. Harrison, Introduction to the New Testament (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1971) 472-75; H. Wayne House and Thomas Ice, Dominion Theology: Blessing or Curse?
(Portland, Ore.: Multnomah, 1988) 249-60; Robert L. Thomas, Revelation 1–7 (Chicago: Moody, 1992)
20-23; “Theonomy and the Dating of Revelation,” The Master’s Seminary Journal 5 (1994):185-202.
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be validated.23
All discussions of Revelation’s writing date are divided into two categories
of evidence—internal and external. Regarding internal evidence, this writer has
foregone any discussion in this essay for two reasons. First, it is too voluminous a
subject for an essay of this size. Second, Revelation contains no direct stateme nts
as to its writing date. Therefore, the subjectivity that could be introduced through
biased eisegesis (by both positions) would generally skew the discussion and would
not be dec isive. Put another way, be cause of the frequent use of figurative language
in Revelation, one could easily read one’s p rophetic choice into the interpretation to
prove his historical and/or theo logical conclusions. On a matter of this importance,
it is best to a void those kinds of questionable speculations and look at the more
objective witness of history. Theorizing and hypothesizing one’s way to a
conclusion proves highly unsatisfactory, regardless of one’s eschatological leanings.
Therefore, severa l salient po ints of external evidence are relevant. First, the
history of dating Revelation dec idedly favors the late date. From the second through
the eighteenth centuries, the late date was essentially the exclusive view. O nly in the
nineteenth century, when postmillennialism was a dominant influence, did the early
date enjoy a brief time as the majority view. Certainly in the last two centuries, the
late date has reb ound ed to its former place of prominence. Though challenged by
a few in the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the vast majority of
Christian scholars sup port the later date, regardless of their eschatolog ical beliefs.
Second, only direct statem ents from primary sourc es should be considered.
At least four direct witnesses in the second to fourth centuries A.D. support the late
date.24 However, only several obscure sixth-century witnesses and the ninth-century
writer, Theop hylact, ad vocate the early date. The earliest histo rical attestation to
Revelation’s date of writing clearly supports the late date. A general axiom states
that ancien t documents who se date is closest to the histo rical event rep orted contain
more accurate and reliable information than documents further removed in time.
Third, the historical conditions of the seven churches of Asia M inor in
Revelation 2–3 point to a late date. The status of the churches is radically different
from the immediate po st-Pauline days of the late 60 s.25 Therefore, that they
represent churches much later than the 60s is the reasonable conclusion, thus
eliminating a pre-A.D. 70 writing date for Revelation.
Fourth, if Christ’s parousia had actually o ccurred in conjunction with
Jerusalem’s fall, it was certainly to be expected that John would then have taught

23
Gentry acknowledges that a late writing date for Revelation would be fatal to the preterist position
in Before Jerusalem Fell 342.
24
Irenaeus, Against Heresies 5.30.3; Victorinus, Common Apocalypse 7:353; Eusebius,
Ecclesiastical History 3.18.3; 5.8.6; and Jerome, Ag. Jovinianum 1.26.
25
See Thomas, “Theonomy” 200-201 for a most convincing discussion; also Harrison, Introduction,
473-74.
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something so important after the fact and that John’s teaching would have been
reflected prominently in the writings of the church fathers. However, there is nary
a word ab out an A.D . 70 paro usia of Christ in John’s post-70 writings or in the
fathers. Far more critical than establishing the writing date of Revelation is
uncontested evidence that the late-first- and second-century churches were pre terists.
Here overwhe lming testimony points to the fact that they were pre millennial. 26
Though admittedly such discussion does not prove once-for-all that Jesus
was a futurist, it does argue strongly and even demand that He was not a p reterist.
The burden of proo f is on the preterist to overturn such compelling external evidence
for a late date o f Revelation’s com position by Jo hn. In spite of valiant attempts,
preterists have not acc omp lished this. As an interesting final comment, even the
introductory notes in the New Geneva Stu dy B ible, for which Dr. Sproul served as
General Editor, state, “Most scholars favor a date about A.D. 95” (200 4).
M atthew 10:23
The first of three Matthean time-indicators that supposedly support
preterism can be translated, “You will not finish (complete) the cities of Israel
until/before the Son of Man comes” (Matt 10:23). The text has no syno ptic parallel;
it has no significant textual variants; and it has no translation difficulties. However,
its interpretation presents a huge challenge. About this passage, D. A. Carson
comm ents, “This verse is among the most difficult in the New Testament cano n.” 27
Certainly, the verse should not be among the sine qua non features of any major
doctrine.
Jesus, in sending out the twelve, tells them what they are to do, proclaim
that “the kingdom of heaven is at hand” to the lost sheep of the house of Israel (vv.
6-7), which will not be acco mplished until (before) He comes. To what “coming”
doe s Christ re fer? A t least six distinguishable possibilities exist.
1.

Jesus meant an imm ediate com ing or “c atching up” in the sense that, “I will
be close behind, so get moving!” 28 The major problem with this view is
that the persecutions of vv. 16-23 were not experienced until after Christ’s
death and resurrection.

26
Larry V. Crutchfield, “The Apostle John and Asia Minor as a Source of Premillennialism in the
Early Church Fathers,” JETS 31 (1988):411-27.
27
D. A. Carson, “Matthew,” The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, vol. 8 (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1984) 250.
28
Jacques Dupont, “Vous N’Aurez Pas Acheve Les Villes D’Israel Avant Que Les Fils De
L’Homme Ne Vienne,” Novum Testamentum 2 (1958):228-44.
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Jesus spoke of His coming by way of resurrection. 29 This is out of plac e in
light of the fact that H is resurrection is nowhere spoken of as “a coming”
and in light of Christ’s NT “coming” being defined as post-ascension by the
angels in Acts 1:11.
Jesus referred to H is coming as it related to the coming of the Ho ly Spirit
(cf. John 15:26-27; 16:7-11). 30 Since the H oly Spirit is a separate person
in the triune Godhead, that would not really fulfill the promise of a personal
“com ing” by Christ.
Jesus indicated G od’s judgm ent against Israel in A.D . 70 associated with
Rome’s destruction of Jerusalem,31 but this did not fulfill the parousia
promises o f Christ.
Jesus plainly meant that his paro usia wo uld occur within the lifetime of the
disciples and that it would be in conjunction with the A.D. 70 plundering
of Jerusalem. 32 The prob lem here and with possibility four is that Jesus d id
not come.
Jesus referred to His future second coming in the sense that God’s gospel
mission to the Jew wo uld not cease or be com pleted prior to His promised
eschatological return and to the completion of G od’s redemptive purposes
among the Jewish nation.33

For severa l reasons, this reviewer favors the view that the “coming” in Matt
10:23 refers to Christ’s future second coming.
1.
2.

It accounts for the context that looks beyond the disciples’ imm ediate
ministry (cf. vv. 16-23).
It allows for 10:22b oc curring elsewhere in an eschatological co ntext (cf.

29

Leopold Sabourin, “You Will Not Have Gone Through All the Towns of Israel, Before the Son
of Man Comes (Matt 10:23b),” Biblical Theological Bulletin 7 (1977):5-11.
30

John Calvin, Harmony of the Evangelists, in Calvin’s Commentaries, vol. 16 (reprint, Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1989) 458.
31

A. B. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve (reprint, Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1971) 118; D. A. Carson,
“Matthew” 252-53; Alfred Edersheim, The Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah (reprint, Grand Rapids:
MacDonald, n.d.) 645-47; Donald Hagner, Matthew 1–13 in Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 33a
(Dallas: Word, 1993) 278-80; J. Dwight Pentecost, The Words and Works of Jesus Christ (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1981) 195.
32
Russell, The Parousia 26-29; Sproul, The Last Days 9, 13, 24, 38, 56, 86. One is tremendously
disappointed to find no exegetical or theological discussion of this text by Sproul, who is eminently
capable of such. Because Sproul places such an extreme importance on these time-indicators, it is
unfathomable why such a treatment has not been included in his volume.
33
Craig Blomberg, Matthew (Nashville: Broadman, 1992) 175-76; F. F. Bruce, The Hard Sayings
of Jesus (Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1983) 109; Charles H. Giblin, “Theological Perspective and
Matthew 10:23b,” Theological Studies 29 (1968):637-61; William Hendricksen, Matthew (Grand
Rapids: Baker, 1973) 466.
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3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

Matt 24:13; M ark 13:10).
The phrase “the So n of M an com es” (cf. Ma tt 24:30, 44 ; 25:31) is most
compatible with the future parousia view.
It does justice to the esch atological imagery that “a Son of Man was
coming” in Dan 7:13.
The aorist subjunctive use of J,8XT (teleÇ , “com plete, finish”) with the
double negatio n of @Û :Z (ou m , “not”) makes the m ost sense gramm atically in an ultimate red emp tive context, e.g., “the disciples will not have
come to the end of the towns of Israel before the parousia breaks upon
them.” 34
Hermeneutically and theologically, it allows for the phrase “shall not finish
the cities o f Israel until” to be taken in a qualitative sense in full harmony
with Paul’s later unambiguous writings ab out Israel’s redemp tive future in
Rom 11:1-2, 25-32.
It does not require calling an A.D. 70 “non-coming” a “coming” as
prop osed b y preterists.
It allows fo r the gospel to reach the Gentiles (cf. Matt 28:19; Mark 13:10)
without God forsaking Israel salvifically. Christ intended to communicate
that what began redemptively for Israel at Christ’s first advent (Matt 1:21)
would be continued until He returns at His sec ond adve nt.

A futuristic interpretation of “coming” in M att 10:2 3 is contextually,
grammatica lly, hermeneutically, and theolo gically more reasonable than the other
views. The noted NT scholar F. F. Bruce summarizes J esus’ intended meaning in
this text:
What, then, does the saying mean in this context? It means, simply, that the evangelisation of Israel will not be completed before the end of the present age, which comes with
the advent of the Son of man…. Paul, from his own perspective, expresses much the same
hope when he foresees the salvation of ‘all Israel’, the sequel of the ingathering of the full
tale of Gentile believers, being consummated at the time when ‘the Deliverer will come
from Zion’ (Rom. 11:25-27).35
In this case, Jesus is a futurist!
M atthew 16:28
This second of three M atthean time reference s that supposedly suppo rts a
preterist view of Christ’s second coming (M att 16:28) has two synop tic para llels
(Mark 9:1; Luke 9:27), a text with no remarkable textual variants, and no translation

34

R. Schippers, “JX8@H,” DNTT (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976), 2:62-63.

35

Bruce, Hard Sayings 109.
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challenges. However, as with M atthew 1 0:23 , interpre ting the text is no easy matter.
C. E. B. Cranfield calls the parallel in Mark 9:1 “one o f the most puzzling [sayings
of Christ] in the gospels.” 36 One wond ers why a text of this interpretive difficulty
would be included as a critical feature to defend/support a major theological
position.
Jesus has been expanding the disciples’ thinking to include His death
(16:21). He then moves from the unthinkable to the sublime— His second advent
(16:27). He immediately promises that a few of the disciples would not die until
they saw the Son of M an co ming in His kingdom. W hat event did Jesus have in
mind when He made this somewhat enigmatic promise?
At least six plausible possibilities have been advanced.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Jesus looked to His resurrection. 37
Jesus meant His ascension.38
Jesus looked ah ead to the H oly Sp irit coming at Pentecost. 39
Jesus pointed to a coming in A.D. 70—the preterist view.40
Jesus referred to the advance of His kingdom through the church.41
Jesus had the transfiguration in mind.42

Some compelling reasons why this reviewer prefers the near/immed iate
historical view of the transfiguration are as follows: 43
1.
2.
3.

This was the m ajority view of the early church fathers.
It fits the sense of immediac y raised by Christ.
Though the unfortunate chapter division between Matthew 16:2 8 and 17:1

36

C. E. B. Cranfield, The Gospel According to Saint Mark (Cambridge: University Press, 1972)

285.
37
Bruce, Hard Sayings 154; Cranfield, Saint Mark 287-88; I. Howard Marshall, Commentary on
Luke (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978) 377-79.
38

Hendricksen, Matthew 659-60.

39

Gleason L. Archer, Encyclopedia of Bible Difficulties (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1982) 327.

40

Donald Hagner, Matthew 14–28 in Word Biblical Commentary, vol. 33b (Dallas: Word, 1995)
485-87; Russell, The Parousia 29-33; Sproul, Last Days 23, 53, 55.
41

Carson, “Matthew” 382.

42

Blomberg, Matthew 261; D. Edmond Hiebert, Mark (Chicago: Moody, 1974) 211-12; S. Lewis
Johnson, “The Transfiguration of Christ,” Bibliotheca Sacra 124 (1967):133-43; A. L. Moore, The
Parousia in the New Testament (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1966) 127, 130.
43
If the reader wonders at this point why the reviewer has not interacted with Dr. Sproul in
discussing these time-reference texts, it is because there is nothing with which to interact except his
assertions with little or no attempt to support them. The Last Days According to Jesus is long on
assertion/conclusion and inadequately short on exegetical or theological substantiation.
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4.

5.
6.

7.

might lead one to believe that there is no contextual connection between
16:28 and that which follows, the parallel passages in Mark 9 and Luke 9
where no intervening chapter breaks appear, prove that what follows on the
Mount o f Transfiguration is a vital part of the immediate context.
The “som e” of 1 6:28 is fulfilled by the “three” of 17:1. It was to be an
exceptional experience, not a unanimous one. The resurrection, the
ascension, Pentecost, and the kingdom were occasions expe rienced by all
of the disciples, and therefore could not have be en what Jesus meant.
No one “saw” Christ in A.D. 70; this is a major disqualifier for the preterist
interpretation.
Only John survived to see Christ in His later glory (Rev 1:12-20), but Peter,
James, and John— i.e., some of the disciples (three out of the
twelve)— actually saw Christ in His kingdom glory and power on the
Mo unt of Transfiguration, plus they heard the glorious, powerful voice of
God the Father. Ad ditiona lly, they saw kingdom po wer manifest by the
appearance on earth of Mo ses who died about 1405 B.C. and Elijah who
was caught up alive by God’s chariots to heaven about 850 B.C.
Bo th John (John 1:14) and Peter (2 Peter 1:16-1 8) later wrote about this
pow erful, kingdom preview. Their descriptions of the actual event closely
parallel the expectations raised by Christ’s promise.

Matthew 16:28 refers to the prophetic preview of Christ’s future paro usia
glory on the Mount o f Transfiguration, because it is contextually superior (3), the
only acceptable view with regard to substance (2, 4, 5, 6, 7), and the historically
preferred view (1). T herefo re, the passage definitely shows Jesus to be a futurist,
because He promised to be seen at His future parousia just as He previewed it at the
Transfiguration. He could not have been a preterist, because no one saw Christ at
the A.D. 70 destruction of Jerusalem.
Judging from the above factors and the place of the narrative in the Gospels, it seems safe
to affirm that the transfiguration event was a kind of preview, and thus anticipation, of
kingdom power and glory which would come permanently at the parousia.44
Since this text refers a time in Christ’s earthly ministry, it does not directly
prove that Jesus was a futurist; but given the implications of what Christ previewed
for the three disc iples, it strongly points in that direction. It clearly does not teach
that Christ would come in A.D. 70.
M atthew 24:34
Matthew 24:34 is the third of three Matthean time-indicators used to
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support the preterists’ contention that Christ’s parousia occurred in A.D. 70 whe n
Rome sacked Jerusalem. It has two synoptic companions (Mark 13:30; Luke 21:22)
and has no textual variants. All three texts involve a straightforward translation.
One very confident preterist has claimed that, after a co mplete study o f Ma tt
24:34, his view is “ind isputab ly clear” and “a bsolutely dem anding.” 45 In contrast,
noted NT scholar J. Fitzmeyer lamented that this is “…the most difficult phrase to
interpret in this com plicated eschatolo gical discourse.” 46 When dealing with such
com plexity as “this generation will not pass away until all these things take place”
involves, Fitzmeyer’s approach is the sensible one.
At least seven plausible views have arisen regarding Matthew 24:34.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Christ was mistaken.
Christ was speaking o f the hum an race in general.
Christ was referring to A.D. 70. This is held by preterists 47 and non-preterists.48
Christ sp oke of faithful Christians in genera l.
Christ referred to the Jewish race generically (futurist view).49
Christ referred to a future evil generation. 50
Christ was indicating the generation which would be alive at His future
parousia.51

In this passage, the futurist possibilities (6 & 7) are preferred over the
preterist option (3 a) for very convincing reasons:
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1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Options 1, 2, 4, and 5 have been set aside as less than comp elling because
of faulty theology (1) or being too general for such a specific text (2, 4, 5).
Contextually, Matthew 24 and 25 must be taken as a whole, not separated.
The preterist view cannot handle the content of “the coming of the Son of
Man” throughout 24:37–25:30, a theme which began in 24:3, 27, 30. The
“coming” of 24 :30-3 1 is the same coming of 25:31 and cannot possibly be
accounted for or said to be fulfilled in the d estructio n of Jerusalem in A.D.
70.
Historically, the church that existed after A.D. 70 and in close time
proximity to the event was still looking for a future fulfillment of Matthew
24–25, i.e., the second advent of Christ. Since John lived beyond A.D. 70,
one would have e xpected him to ha ve at least com mented on this and for
it to be reported by those who might have heard him, that Jesus had come
in accord with the preterist view. H owever, there is no evidence of this
whatsoever. Just the opp osite is true in the Didache and Justin’s Dialogue
with Trypho, 52 both written decades after A.D. 70.
Gra mmatically speaking, “all these things” ( BV<J" J"ØJ", pan ta tau ta)
give direction to help determine the meaning of the text. Whether one
looks back or ahead in the passage, “these things” are the features which
both preceed and acco mpa ny Christ at His se cond coming (c f. vv. 27, 30,
37, 39, 4 2, 44 ). Keep in mind that Matt 24:4-44 is all part of Christ’s direct
answer to the disciples’ question in 24:3, “What will be the sign of Your
coming and of the end of the age?”
Because it has been concluded contextually, historically, and grammatically
that Christ’s second coming is yet future, not historically fulfilled in A.D.
70, one can then deal with the meaning of “this generation.” The
interpretation has two possibilities: “generation” can be taken pejoratively
(view 6) or temporally (view 7). The pejorative view understands
“generation” in the sense of referring to the category of rebellious, sinful
peo ple who have rejected Go d’s truth and righteousness (cf. Ma tt 12:45;
23:35-36); this has an OT precedent in Deut 32:5, 20 and Prov 30:11-14.53
The temporal view understands “generation” to be the group of
contemporaries who a re alive at the time of Christ’s paro usia, extend ing
from the birth pangs of 24:3 through the coming of the Son of Man (24:44).

Either of these last two views deals with Matthew 24–25 in a futurist sense.
W hether one opts for the “evil generation” view or the “eschatological generation”
view, an eschatological period of time b eyond A.D . 70 is in view. T hus, it is
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conclude d from this text that Je sus was a futurist.
Conclusions
The preterist view, by its own definition and adm ission, essentially rests
upon (1) a Revelation writing date before A.D. 70 and (2) the “time-text” indicators
in M att 10:23, 1 6:28 , and 2 4:34 all pointing to an A.D . 70 fulfillme nt.
In regard to the writing date of Revelation, the overwhelming consensus of
second to twenty-first century scholars, with good reason, embraces a late writing
date of Revelation (ca. A.D. 95) rather than the early date (pre-A.D. 70), with the
exception of the nineteenth century when postmillennialism was the majority
opinion. This one conclusion alone eliminates a preterist app roach from viable
consideration.
The biblical focus of preterism on A.D. 70 is not as do minant, or clear-cut,
or even o bvious to the careful interpre ter as preterists wo uld have one believe; this
is evidenced by numerous other a ttractive interpretive op tions which pre terists fail
to appreciate fully when d ealing with Matt 10:23, 1 6:28 , and 2 4:34 . Preterists
unanimously interpret all three Matthean “time-indicators” as referring to A.D. 70,
while others of differing eschatological scho ols of thought genera lly deal with these
texts indep endently and exege tically. It would appear that the preterist view has
been used to interpret these passages, rather than the texts being treated
indep endently of one another and without undue concern for particular theological
outcom es. Put another way, only the preterist position demands a unanimous A.D.
70 interpretation for all three time-reference indicators—M att 10:23; 16:26; 24:34.
However, the three “time-text” indicators, so critical to proving a preterist approach
correct, have better alternative interpretations (both before and after A.D. 70) than
A.D . 70 alone.
To build one’s eschatology on textual interpretations that have other, more
compelling views is risky if not fatal. The three Matthean texts used by preterists are
generally judged by scholars to be less than immediately clear, not to mention that
they are am ong the mo st elusive texts to interp ret in the entire N T. In this reviewer’s
opinion, preterism has erected its eschatological superstructure on just such a weak
foundation as understanding all four of these “time-frame” references in relationship
to A.D . 70. T hey do not effectively support the weight of preterism (moderate or
otherwise) as proposed by R. C. Sproul, which, by the way, actually involves three
separate comings of Christ, but that is the sub ject of anothe r essay. 54 Therefore, it
is concluded, based on a review of these four time-text indicators, that Jesus was a
futurist in His teachings, and certainly not a preterist.
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MODERN LINGUISTICS VERSUS
TRADITIONAL HERMENEUTICS *
Robert L. Thomas
Professor of New T estament
An emerging field of study am ong evan gelica ls goes b y the na me m odern
linguistics. Its terminology, self-appraisal, approach to language analysis, and
relationship to trad itional exeg esis furn ish an introd uction to a com parison with
grammatical-historical herm eneutics. Indispensa ble to an analysis of mod ern
linguistics is a grasping of its preu nde rstanding —its placing of the language of the
Bible into the same category as all human languages and its integration with other
secular disciplines—and the effect that preunderstanding has on its interpretation
of the biblical text. Its con flicts with grammatical-historical principles include a
questioning of the uniqueness of the biblical languages, its differing in the handling
of lexical and grammatical elements of the text, its differing in regard to the
importance of authorial intention, its lessening of precision in interp retation, its
elevating of the primacy of disco urse, its elevating of the imp act of stylistic
considerations, and a questioning of the feasibility of understanding the text in a
literal way. Such contrasts mark the wide divergence of modern linguistics from
traditional grammatical-historical interpretation.
*****
Introductory Facts about Modern Linguistics1
“Mod ern linguistics” is the chosen title for an emerging field of studies that
has potential for radically affecting many long-held principles of biblical interpretation. Though it so recent that it does not yet have widespread-agreed-upon

*
The following essay is an abridgment of chapter 8 in Robert L. Thomas, Evangelical
Hermeneutics: The New Versus the Old (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2002), and is used by permission.
1
For detailed information about this portion of the essay, see Robert L. Thomas, Evangelical
Hermeneutics 196-208.
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terminology, the discipline has adopted some terms that may not be familiar to mo st.
“Pho nology” refers to the elementary sou nds of language (phonemes), “morphology”
to the smallest meaningful units of language (morphemes), “syntax” to the formation
of phrases and sentences from these smaller units, and “semantics” to the meanings
of morphemes and words and various ways to construct larger units. “Discourse” is
a structural portion of language longer than a sentence.
Mo dern linguists loo k upo n their approach to language as indisp ensab le to
an interpretation of Scripture. T hey profess to trace a thought as it begins in the
human mind to physiological abilities in making sounds to how these sounds become
words, then sentences, paragraphs, and discourse. Following this sequence leads
them to be strongly critical of what have been viewed as standard lexical works for
NT study because of those works’ neglect of disco urse, sentences, and paragrap hs.
At the present stage in the development of modern linguistics, much uncertainty
prevails amo ng its adherents regard ing definitions and pro cedures.
In certain respe cts this relatively new field agrees partially with traditional
principles of biblical interp retation, usually called grammatical-historical hermeneutics. The areas of agreement include matters like divine inspiration, the importance
of literary context, the need for careful study of words in their developing usage, and
thorough understanding of grammatical relationships and historical-cultural
backgrounds. Proponents of m ode rn linguistics recognize the overlap o f their
studies with traditional exegesis, b ut feel that their new discipline has additional
contributions to make to biblical understanding.
W ith these brief facts in mind, the remainder of this essay will deal with
principles that differentiate modern linguistics from trad itional gra mmaticalhistorical hermeneutics.
THE PREUNDERSTANDING OF MODERN LINGUISTICS
Mo dern linguistic advocates accept the inevitability of the interpreter’s bias
affecting his interpretation of Scripture. S ilva’s words typify the position of others
in expressing this:
I take it as a valid assumption that the interpreter approaches any text with a multitude
of experiences (‘filed away’ with some degree of coherence) that inform his or her
understanding of that text. I further assume that it is impossible for the interpreter to
evaluate the text without the point of reference provided by those presuppositions. But
I believe just as strongly that the interpreter may transcend, though not eliminate, that
point of reference. This can be done not by assuming that we can set aside our
presuppositions in the interest of objectivity, but rather by a conscious use of them. The
moment we look at a text we contextualize it, but a self-awareness of that fact opens up
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the possibility of modifying our point of reference in the light of contradictory data.2
He even goes so far as to call a quest for objectivity in interpretation a hindra nce to
good exegesis: “The (usually implicit) claim that proper exegesis may be done, or
even can only be done, if one avoids commitments to broader issues seems to me not
only to b e a de lusion, b ut to create an o bstacle for interpretation.” 3
Likewise, Cotterell and Turner reject the possibility of ob jective exege sis
when they write, “In fact, the criticism goes, the Cartesian or Baconian ideal of
‘objective’ exegesis, an exegesis that is unaffected b y the world of the analyst, is
unattainable. Every attemp t to define an au thor’s intended me aning actually on ly
discovers a meaning which is somehow related to ‘meaning -for-me’.” 4 They later
add, “All that we can do is to infer the meaning, and that will in some measure be
affected by our present und erstand ing of our world.” 5
This provision for preunderstanding contrasts distinctly with the
grammatical-historical emphasis on maintaining objectivity in approaching the text
of Scripture. In representing traditional hermeneutics, Terry has written,
In the systematic presentation, therefore, of any scriptural doctrine, we are always to
make a discriminating use of sound hermeneutical principles. We must not study them
in the light of modern systems of divinity, but should aim rather to place ourselves in the
position of the sacred writers, and study to obtain the impression their words would
naturally have made upon the minds of the first readers. . . . Still less should we allow
ourselves to be influenced by any presumptions of what the Scriptures ought to teach. . . .
All such presumptions are uncalled for and prejudicial.6
The fact that the goal of co mplete objectivity may never be reached does not relieve
the interpreter of aiming fo r that goal. If an interpreter accepts his own
preunderstanding as a starting point in exegesis, his bias will inevitably find a place
in his conclusions about a passage’s m eaning . If, on the o ther hand, he seeks to
repress any personal expectations regarding what he will find in the passage and uses
sound hermeneutical principles, he can make great progress toward attaining that
goal of objectivity. That will allow the passage to speak for itself rather than having
its meaning colored by the interpre ter’s bias.
Two types of preunderstanding have great impact on the hermeneutics of
mod ern linguistics. One is the assumption that the language of the Bible will bear
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all the characteristics of human language in general as propounded by modern
linguistic study. T he other is that the hermeneutics of modern linguistics must be
integrated with hum an disc overies in other secular fields. The following description
will illustrate how these two presuppositions work their way into much of modernlinguistic interpretation of Scripture.
Hu man Langu age and the L ang uag e of th e Bible
Linguistic theory assumes many things regarding human language and
through further an achro nistic assum ptions puts the language of the Bible into the
same categories of usage as modern languages that have thus far been analyzed.
Nida, for example, states the following:
The fact that language in discourse is approximately fifty percent redundant, whether on
the phonological, syntactic, or semantic levels is important, and this helps one to realize
why verbal communication cannot be one hundred percent efficient. Such a measure of
redundancy is essential if verbal communication is to overcome physical and psychological ‘noise.’7
Even if someone accepts N ida’s statistic about redu ndancy as accura te— and this is
open to question—how can he be assured that the same was true in ancient times
when human memories were more highly developed and other different conditions
existed? Even fellow linguist Silva offers a precaution about such an anac hronistic
assumption.8 Furthermore, even if the same linguistic principles are applicable to
ancient languages, who would dare to say that words written by divine inspiration
would show the same redundancy that allegedly characterizes modern communication? To be sure, God used normal human language when He inspired the Bible, but
the ultimately divine origin of that language certainly puts it into a unique category.
Yet modern linguistics proceed s under the assump tion that biblical
interpretation should fully endo rse and utilize the ne wly developed principles
delineated by its system. Even Silva, in spite of his word of caution about doing
such a thing, seems fully supportive of that anachronistic type of reasoning:
Moreover, we should keep in mind that, while we have no access to the spoken form of
many ancient languages (including of course Old Testament Hebrew and New Testament
Greek), general linguistics seeks to formulate principles and rules that are characteristics
of human language as such, not necessarily those that belong exclusively to specific
languages. Therefore, many of the results arising from modern linguistic research are
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applicable even to communities in the past for which a spoken form is not extant.9
Mo dern linguistic theories about the relationship of contemporary human language
in general to language o f the Bible is a significant p reund erstand ing that no ticeably
impacts principles of biblical interpretation.
Integration of M odern Linguistics with Other Secular Disciplines
W rong views o f general revelation have distorted biblical hermeneutics
through attemp ts to integra te biblical herm eneutics with hum an disc overies in
various secular fields. 10 The same problem arises in trying to integrate modern
linguistics with bib lical hermeneutics, because modern linguistics draws upon
several secular fields of knowledge in building its own system of analyzing human
language. Black has listed some of these: “Linguistics is not, of course, wholly
autonom ous. It must draw up on suc h scienc es as physiology, psych ology,
anthro polo gy, and so ciology for certain basic con cepts and d ata.” 11 He later adds
philosophy to the list of integrated fields: “W hat language is and how it functions are
also impo rtant philosop hical co ncerns.” 12 The integration of these with modern
linguistics, which in turn is integrated with biblical hermeneutics, amounts to a
formidable preunderstanding that drastically affects biblica l interpre tation no t only
in the direction o f humanly derived linguistic principles, but also in the direction of
various humanly derived principles in the other secular fields of specialization.
W ithout endorsing a particular psychological theory, Nida writes, “There
is no generally recognized psychological theory which is adequate to explain all that
is involved in language acquisition, competence, and performance, but it is quite
clear that many universal features of language point to a number of what may be
called ‘predispo sitions’ of mental activity and structure.” 13 Through linguistic
theory, can linguists actually understand the human mind and its functioning as Nida
asserts? And if so, what effect does that have on interpretation of a divinely inspired
book whose human authors had minds supernaturally impacted by the Holy Sp irit?
Linguistics is closely related to anthropology, as Black notes, “Anthropologists and linguists have long enjoyed close ties with each other, especially in the
United States.” 14 Do anthropological theories of the present day tell us anything
reliable about ho w man o perated in ancient times? And if so, how does that help our
understanding of the B ible at the time when G od w as granting direct revelation to
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writers of Scripture? Do current anthropolo gists agree with one ano ther in their
writings? Do those writings agree with what God says about man? Answers to those
questions raise serious doubts about the practice of integration.
The Effect of Preunderstanding
The doubts of C otterell and Turner that interpreters can ever reach a point
of certainty regarding authorial intentions of biblical writers has already been
noted.15 They later add , “The original meaning is hidden from us, and we have no
way of resurrecting it. . . . All that we can do is to infer the meaning, and that will
in some measure be affec ted by our p resent understanding of our world.” 16 Carrying
the point a bit further,
Rather, awareness of the problem should generate the appropriate caution, both in respect
of method and in the degree of certainty we attach to our ‘conclusions’. We need fully
to recognize that our reading of the letter to Philemon (or whatever), however certain we
may feel it is what Paul meant, is actually only a hypothesis—our hypothesis—about the
discourse meaning.17
W ith the approach of modern linguistics, the best an interpreter can hope
for is his own sub jectively conceived impre ssion o f what the b iblical text meant in
its original setting. T hat pro spect oblitera tes the possibility of deriving propositional
truth from S cripture. Whatever one comes up with will be distinctly colored by what
his preunderstanding has read into the text. It will not be divinely revealed meaning
with absolute doctrinal implications. That, of course, is quite the opposite of the
results yielded by grammatical-historical interpretation.
Traditional hermeneutics is void of such sweeping statements of uncertainty
as those coming from modern linguistics. Terry has written,
[I]t is of fundamental importance that all formal statements of biblical doctrine, and the
exposition, elaboration, or defence of the same, be made in accordance with correct
hermeneutical principles. The systematic expounder of Scripture doctrine is expected to
set forth, in clear outline and well-defined terms, such teachings as have certain warrant
in the word of God. He must not import into the text of Scripture the ideas of later times,
or build upon any words or passages a dogma which they do not legitimately teach. . . .
[N]o man has a right to foist into his expositions of Scripture his own dogmatic
conceptions, or those of others, and then insist that these are an essential part of divine
revelation. Only that which is clearly read therein, or legitimately proved thereby, can
be properly held as scriptural doctrine.18
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Incorporation of preunde rstanding into the interpretive process directly violates the
fundamental tenets of grammatical-historical interpretation and its goal of discerning
the meaning of the text as intended by the author and as understood by the original
readers.

CONFLICTS W ITH GRAM M ATICAL-HISTORICAL PRINCIPLES
Aside from the conflict with traditional interpretation at its starting
point— i.e., the foundational level of preunde rstanding— mod ern linguistics alters
other longstand ing principles in specific areas.
Questions about the Uniqueness of the Biblical Languages
The Traditional View. Granting that the Bible results from a combination
of divine and human elements, traditional grammatical-historical principles have
given due consideration to the divine side of inspiration. Terry has expressed that
considera tion thus:
[W]e conceive that the language and style of a writer may be mightily affected by divine
influences brought to bear upon his soul. Such influences would produce important
effects in his thoughts and his words. To affirm, with some, that God supplied the
thoughts or ideas of Scripture, but left the writers perfectly free in their choice of words,
tends to confuse the subject, for it appears that the inspired penmen were as free and
independent in searching for facts and arranging them in orderly narrative as they were
in the choice of words. (Luke i, 3.) It seems better, therefore to understand that, by the
inspiring impulse from God, all the faculties of the human agent were mightily
quickened, and, as a consequence, his thoughts, his emotions, his style, and even his
words, were affected. In this sense only we affirm the doctrine of verbal inspiration. We
have seen above, that form and style are often essential elements of an organic whole, and
to attempt to give the sentiment, without the form, of some compositions, is to rob them
of their very substance and life.19
Terry observes that inspiration impacted the form, style, and wo rds of Scripture so
that the result is not just another form of human communication. He sees the biblical
use of Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek not as an “accident of history, but a particular
providence, grounded in highest wisdom.” 20 He a lso notes the special suitability of
the biblical languages for conveying divine revelation to the human race.21 By
contrast, modern-linguistic advocates see nothing special about the languages of the
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Bib le and proceed to analyze biblical writings the same way they analyze an
exclusively human comm unication.
The Modern Linguistic View. Silva represents the linguists in writing,
“At the most fundamental level, Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic share all the features
that constitute them , quite simply, as human languages.” 22 Elsewhere he is critical
of those who grant special consideration to divine inspiration: “One common way
of overemphasizing the biblical languages is by romanticizing them, by giving the
impression that Greek and Hebrew have a unique (and almost divine?) status.” 23
Black joins Silva in this perspective:
Linguists reject the notion that any one language can be more expressive than all other
languages, an opinion incorrectly held by many teachers of New Testament Greek. God
has undoubtedly conferred special honor upon Greek as the language chosen for the
inscripturation of the New Testament, but Greek is not inherently superior to the other
languages of the world. At present, both linguists and Bible translators agree that any
language can express whatever ideas its speakers are capable of having, and that a
language can and does expand and change to fit new needs or ideas those speakers may
have.24
This norm alization of the b iblical languages brings the proposal that
biblical languages be studied in the same way as foreign languages are studied in
modern times: “By concentrated approaches to the total structure of a language and
with emphasis upon the distinctive features of language rather than on the
subo rdinate mass of details, students have gained remarkable facility in modern
languages. There is absolutely no reason why the biblical languages cann ot be
equally well taught, but in so many instances they are not.” 25 Yet anyone who learns
to speak a foreign language by the method thus prescribed realizes that he/she has
no depth of understanding of vocabulary and gramm ar that would permit a close
scrutiny of that language. Such a superficial knowledge of Greek, Hebrew , and
Aram aic renders fruitless efforts to probe the meaning intended by the author and
understoo d by the first readers.
The Effect on Bible Translation. Modern linguists’ view of the biblical
languages directly impac ts their translation philosophy. It directs their attention
away from divine inspiration of the thoughts and words to the contemporary readers
of the translation: “[A]ny legitimate analysis of the adequacy of a translation must
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accept as a prima ry criterion of correctness the manner in which such a translation
is understood by the majo rity of persons for whom it is designed.” 26 It directs
attention away from verbal inspiration, as Black reflects in these words: “One of the
benefits of semantic classification is that the translator is liberated from the burden
of always having to find nouns to translate nouns, verbs for verbs, and so on. He
recognizes that while the semantic classes are universal, the parts of speech each
langua ge uses for surface expression are variab le.” 27
Silva speaks of two types of translations: “The most fundamental
difference, however, is that which pertains to philosophy of translation. We often
speak of translations as being ‘literal’ or ‘free.’ More precisely some translations
aim at representing the form of the original as closely as possible (without, however,
doing violence to English grammar) while others, especially those influenced by
linguistics, do not.” 28 He then ac knowled ges the preferenc e of linguists: “The
principle of dyna mic eq uivalence is widely favored by professiona l linguists, and so
it has become com mon to denounce versions such as the N ASB as linguistically
naive and inadequate. From the other side, it is just as common to hear com plaints
that the dynamic-equivalence [i.e., free-translation] approach reflects a low view of
the authority of Scripture.” 29
Mo dern linguists have no interest in approximating the original languages
of Scripture as closely as possible when they translate to a different language.
Though this may not reflect directly their stated view of inspiration, it does reflect
their view that the languages of the Bible are no different from any other language
that has ever been spoken or written. It reflects their persuasion that regular
linguistic rules can app ly to interpreting the Bible, with no special consideration
being given to the d ivine input in the inspiration process.
Lexicography
The de-emp hasis of dia chronics. A pro nounced tendency of modern
linguistics is to downplay the importance of diachronics. Cotterell and Turner
exem plify this tendency:
The history of a word (a diachronic study of its use) may explain how a word came to be
used with some particular sense at a specified time, but in order to find out what a lexeme
means at that particular time we have only to look at the contemporary usage. The state
of a language, and of its lexical stock, can be understood entirely by direct observation
of usage at the time in question (synchronous study). We no more need to know the
history of the language, or of its lexical stock, to understand the sense of utterances today,
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than we need to know precisely what moves have been made in a game of chess in order
to understand the state of the game and its potentialities now.30
Nida echoes the same opinion: “Etymologies, whether arrived at by
historical documentation or by comparative analysis, are all very interesting and may
provide significant clues to meaning, but they are no guarantee whatsoever that the
historical influence is a factor in the people’s actual use of such linguistic units.” 31
Silva supports this opinion: “This whole discussion is of the greatest relevance for
biblical studies. W e must accept the obvious fact that the speakers of a language
simply know next to nothing about its development; and this certainly was the case
with the writers and immediate re aders of Scripture two millennia ago.” 32 Cotterell
and Turner even speak of the d anger of diachronic study: “Appeal to etymology, and
to word form ation, is therefore always dangerous. Even if a wo rd did originally
mean what etymology and word formation sugge st, there is no guarantee whatever
that the word has not changed meaning by the time a particular biblical writer comes
to use it.” 33
Silva q uotes Sausu re with apparent favor toward the latter’s endorsement
of the exclusive use of synchro nics: “[T]he linguist who wishes to understand a state
must discard all knowledge of everything that pro duced it and igno re diachrony. He
can enter the mind of speakers only by completely suppressing the past. The
intervention o f history can only falsify his ju dgm ent.” 34
Mo dern linguists have little if any interest in the historical backgrounds of
words. They argue that such history is absent from the immediate consciousness of
speakers and writers and therefore has little or no contribution to understanding
meaning. Traditiona l grammatica l-historical interpretation, however, sees such
etymological input as of great value. Terry writes, “T o und erstand . . . the language
of a speaker o r writer, it is necessary, first of all to know the meaning o f his words.
The interpreter esp ecially, needs to keep in mind the difference, so freque ntly
app arent, between the primitive signification of a word and that which it subsequently obtains. W e first naturally inquire after the original meaning of a word, or
what is co mmonly called etym ology.” 35
The modern linguist admits that such a history is interesting, but insists that
the history was not a part of the direct consciousness of the biblical writer. T o this,
grammatical-historical hermeneutics would respond that it did not need to be part of
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his direct awareness to be relevant. The writer belonged to a culture in which this
kind of awareness was intuitive, an intuition that the modern interpreter lacks. To
atone for that missing intuition, an interpreter must reconstruct the history in order
to appreciate what was subconsciously available for an ancient culture and therefore
an implied element in his usage of a given word. This is the only way modern man
has to “get into the minds” of the ancients and so better understand their intentions
in the choice of words. Without knowing how word meanings have developed, the
understanding of an exegete is impoverished.
An illustration o f the difference in approaches to diachronics relates to the
Greek noun ekkl sia. Terry dev otes over a p age to discussing the historical
background and make-up of the word along with its usage in various N T
contexts— in other words b oth diachro nics and synchro nics. 36 Cotterell and Turner,
on the other hand, spend almost two pages telling why Barr disallowed the relevance
of diachronics in determining what ekkl sia means in any given co ntext. 37 Their
final paragraph closes with their approval of the way “Barr mercilessly elucidates the
etymo logizing and related errors of a panoply of scholars.” 38
The traditional method is, of course, just as interested in synchronics as is
the modern linguist, but not in the exclusive or near-exclusive use of synchronics.
Leaving diachronics out of the interpretive process ca n lead only to an incomplete
understanding of what is written.
Words versus concepts. Another pronounced tendency of mod ernlinguistic lexicography is to emphasize that a word canno t deno te a concept. Only
sentences and larger un its of literature can specify concepts. In speaking of the
TDNT article on agapaÇ and its failure to limit itself to the lexical concept of love
instead of including the broader notion of the concept of love, Cotterell and Turner
observe, “One suspects that the reason for this lack is the failure ad equately to
distinguish between words and concepts, and a resultant tendency to use the terms
interchangeably.” 39
The area of words/co ncep ts is where mod ern linguists are critical of most
established reference works dealing with lexical matters for this reason: those tools
fail to distinguish between words and conc epts. Cotterell and Turner broad en their
criticism to includ e the whole of TDNT when they say, “It cannot be said there is
much consensus as to the precise nature o f the relations between wo rds, senses,
concepts and thing s-in-the-world. But that does not excuse Kittel’s repeated failure
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to distinguish them. . . .” 40 Silva joins this line of critcism in naming TDNT,41
Cremer’s Biblico-Theo logical Lexicon of New Testament Greek,42 and B auer’s
Lexicon (BAG D). 43 Black extends the criticism to include other lexical tools that
“arrange their m aterial alp habetically accord ing to ind ividual word s.” 44
Such a negative appraisal of standard lexical tools differs substantially from
the persp ective o f traditional hermeneutics, which values such tools ve ry highly.
Speaking of similar works coming from the nineteenth century, Terry calls parts of
Cremer’s work “a very excellent treatment” and says W ilson’s Syntax and
Synonymes of the Greek Testament (London, 1864) “is well worthy of
consultation.” 45 Traditional approaches recognize that through extensive usage in
various contexts, some word s do e quate to co ncep ts and so would dispute the claims
of modern linguistics that words and concep ts must be distinct from each other.
Syno nyms. Representing traditional gramm atical-historical principles,
Terry o ffers the following in introducing a section o n synonyms:
The biblical interpreter needs discernment and skill to determine the nice distinctions and
shades of meaning attaching to Hebrew and Greek synonymes. Often the exact point and
pith of a passage will be missed by failing to make the proper discrimination between
synonymous expressions. There are, for instance, eleven different Hebrew words used
in the Old Testament for kindling a fire, or setting on fire, and seven Greek words used
in the New Testament for prayer; and yet a careful study of these several terms will show
that they all vary somewhat in signification, and serve to set forth so many different
shades of thought and meaning. 46
The importance of studying synonyms and allowing for their shades of meaning has
long been a part of conservative evangelical interpretation.
Yet this is an area where modern linguistics differs from traditional
interpretation mo re than any other. Silva, for instance, ob serves,
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In Philippians 1:3-4, for example, Paul appears to include the giving of thanks (not only
the petitions) under desis; that is, in this particular context proseuch could have been
substituted without any loss of meaning. Similarly, we could argue that in Philippians
4:6, where both of these terms are used, no special distinction is intended; rather, Paul
is probably exploiting their similarity to strengthen the stylistic force of his exhortation.47
Such an observation is shocking to those who hold to verbal inspiration of Scripture.
To substitute one word for another is to tamper with the words God used in inspiring
the author. It is true that one may not press for distinctions in meaning of synonyms
when synonyms occur in widely separated contexts, but to say that a substitution can
be mad e “without a ny loss of meaning” veers off in the direction of d ynamic
inspiration rather than verbal inspiration. To go further and say the author intended
no special distinction when synonyms are used side by side as in Phil 4:6 in the same
context, contradicts traditional principles. Once that course is taken, no limit to
other possible sub stitutions and verbal eq uations is in sight.
Black’s position is essentially the same as Silva’s. He writes, “In each
instance [i.e., of the use of syno nyms], the princip le of semantic neutralization
informs us that any of the terms in these pairs may be used interchangeably without
any significant difference in meaning, depending upon the purpose of the biblical
author.” 48 Among such synonyms he includes pairs such as agapaÇ and phileÇ (“I
love”) and oida and ginÇ skÇ (“I know”). By contrast, Terry makes a major point of
distinguishing the meanings o f each of these two p airs.49
Silva suppo rts the modern-linguistic equating of the meanings of such
synonyms as these:
One question that arises generally in the Pauline corpus, but pointedly in Philippians, is
whether the apostle intends clear semantic distinctions when similar terms are grouped
together. Many commentators, persuaded that Paul could not be guilty of redundancy,
look for these distinctions and emphasize them. . . . Linguists, drawing on the work of
communication engineers, have long recognized that redundancy is a built-in feature of
every language and that it aids, rather than hinders the process of communication.50
He departs from a traditional approach to the text in light of “communication
engineers” who side with the recognized tendency of human speech and writing
toward redundancy. In other words, inspired Scripture has no more precision than
everyday human communication. Here preunderstanding reads into biblical
interpretation what is known about other forms of communication. In other word s,
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when God inspired the Word, He did so through incorporating human imprecision
that requires the repetition of the same generalized tho ught two or m ore times. This
is one of the qualifications he makes in reference to the time-honored works of
Trench and T erry in their discussions of synonyms. 51
This philosophy of substituting one word for another without changing the
meaning of a sentence in the least bit lies behind the strong endorsement of Louw’s
and Nida’s Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic
Domains (2d ed., 2 vols. [N ew Y ork: U nited B ible Societies, 19 89]). Here is a work
that mod ern linguists see as offering alternatives to various words that Scripture does
not distinguish fro m one ano ther even when used together in the same con text.
Grammar
For modern linguists, the theory of substitution without change of meaning
carries over into the area of grammar. Nida typifies the approach:
One of the severe handicaps to objective analysis of grammatical structures has been the
mistaken concept that there is something so uniquely individual about the grammatical
structure of each language and so intimately connected with the entire thought processes
of the speakers of such a language, that one cannot really comprehend the meaning of a
message without being immersed in the syntactic formulations.52
He adds, “The requirement that language provide for novelty means that conceptual
determinism based on syntactic forms is basically false.” 53 In other word s, the
biblical languages have nothing unique to say, based on their syntactical relationships. Divine inspiration did nothing for the Bible’s message that cannot be done by
human imitation. Ultimately, that is the position of modern linguistics.
Black exemplifies the same posture as Nida: “The use of transformations,
for example, permits us to change the overt grammatical structure of an expression
in a variety of ways witho ut materially altering the meaning.” 54 Silva does the same:
“One specific syntactical questio n that req uires co mment is that of tense (or better,
aspectual) distinctions. The viewpoint adopted in this commentary is that the
significance of such distinctions for biblical interpretation has been greatly
overestimated by mo st com mentators, particularly conservative writers.” 55 As
Silva’s stateme nts imply, that represents a substantial departure from traditional
hermene utics.
He shows a bit more caution elsewhere:
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We would go too far if we were to argue that a writer’s decision between, say, an aorist
and a present subjunctive never reflects a stylistic decision that may be of some interest
to the interpreter. But we can feel confident that no reasonable writer would seek to
express a major point by leaning on a subtle grammatical distinction—especially if it is
a point not otherwise clear from the whole context (and if it is clear from the context,
then the grammatical subtlety plays at best a secondary role in exegesis).56
Yet even here, he reflects the unimportance placed upon grammatical relationships
found in inspired Scripture. He places himself at the opposite pole from Terry, a
foremost spokesman for traditional grammatical-historical interpretation. Terry has
written,
The significance of the presence or the absence of the article has often much to do with
the meaning of a passage. . . . The position of words and clauses, and peculiarities of
grammatical structure, may often serve to emphasize important thoughts and statements.
The special usage of the genitive, the dative, or the accusative case, or of the active,
middle, or passive voice, often conveys a notable significance. The same is also true of
conjunctions, adverbs, and prepositions. These serve to indicate peculiar shades of
meaning and delicate and suggestive relations of words and sentences, without a nice
apprehension of which the real sense of a passage may be lost to the reader.57
That is grammatical-historical interpretation in the traditional sense.
Authorial Intention
Much that was said above under the heading “The P reunderstanding of
Mo dern Linguistics” applies to the discussion of “Authorial Intention.” Barr
observe s, “Today it is increasingly realized that a written document does not
necessarily give access to the intentions of the author and, correspondingly, cannot
necessarily be interpreted on the basis of these intentions. A document takes on a
sort of life of its own and has its own mea ning, created and expressed by its own
wording and its o wn shape.” 58 He argues that readers must take into account not
only what is written, but also what is only implied. Tha t, he says, opens the door for
a wide variety of understandings which may or may not represent authorial intention.
From this uncertainty he reasons that a quest for authorial intention is fruitless and
that literal interpretation leads to different interpretations for different people.
From a slightly different perspective, Cotterell and Turner see merit in
seeking authorial intention up to a certain point, but beyond that point concede that
an interpreter is never able to divorce his own circumstances from the authorial
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intention he is seeking. They write,
However, when we come to the study of language as it is actually used, we find a second
category of meaning intruding itself: connotative meaning. Here we move away from
objectivity to subjectivity, away from cold grammar to flesh-and-blood utterances.
Words are not, in fact, the neutral entities we might intuitively assume them to be. . . .
We know the word ‘father’ and we know also our own experience of ‘father’: a kindly
figure, a bullying figure, an absent figure, a suffering figure or whatever. We also have
some experience of other people’s fathers, and we have our attempt to formalize this
diverse experience. Inevitably then the word ‘father’ carries for each individual a
connotation.59
That “conn otative meaning” fo r Cotterell and Turner is the obstacle that hides a pure
understanding of authorial intention. They observe that getting back to the author’s
intended meaning “is not only practically impossible: it is also theoretically
impossible, as modern hermeneutical philosophers from Schleiermacher and
Gadamer onwa rds have insisted .” 60 This is where subjectivity intervenes with the
interpreter unable to separate a text’s significance for himself from what the author
intended. Note the definition of interpretation offered by Co tterell and Turner: “the
bringing to expression of the interp reter’s understanding of the significance for his
own world of the discourse me aning o f the text.” 61 They include “the interp reter’s
understanding of the significance for his own world ” as a part of interpretation,
which clearly confuses application with interpretation.62
Earlier discussion has cited Terry’s caution against allowing any contemporary considerations, whether d octrina l or practical, to infringe on the meaning
intended b y the author and comp rehende d by the original read ers. 63
Precision
Mo dern linguistics is more p essimistic about success in the interpretive task
than traditional hermeneutics. In writings of its proponents, one finds repeated
statements about uncertainty in grasping th e intention of the communicator. In a
chapter entitled “D etermining M eaning ,” Silva writes about his approach creating
greater uncertainty: “The title of this chapter . . . is . . . likely to raise unrealistic
expectations, as though mastery of the contents of this book meant the end of
uncertainty in the study of words. T he truth o f the matter is that, at least in some
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cases, our discussion will lead to greater uncertainty. . . ” 64 God’s purpose in
granting biblical revelation to the human race was to make H is will know n, not to
create uncertainty among the recipients of His revelation.
The tone o f uncertainty is a far cry from the optimism o f traditional
hermeneutics about man’s ability to receive communication accurately. Years ago
Stuart penned these words:
I venture . . . to aver that all men are, and ever have been, in reality, good and true
interpreters of each other’s language. Has any part of our race, in full possession of
human faculties, ever failed to understand what others said to them, and to understand
it truly? Or to make themselves understood by others, when they have in their
communications kept within the circle of their own knowledge? Surely none.
Interpretation, then, in its basis or fundamental principles is a native art, if I may so
speak. It is coeval with the power of uttering words. It is, of course, a universal art; it
is common to all nations, barbarous as well as civilized.65
In continuing, Stuart indicates that the ability to communicate and to receive
communication is not dependent on acquired skill for discovering and developing
principles of communication. In the case of modern linguistics, attempts to discover
and develop principles of communication have clouded human understanding of
Go d’s W ord rather than increasing it.
Plagued with uncertainties about meaning, modern linguistics has the
related problem of assum ing imp recision in biblical communicatio n, as indicated in
the following word s:
It is, perhaps, a danger of exegesis that we tend to demand a precision in the use of words
which our everyday experience should tell us is not to be expected, and to find
differences in meaning where none is demonstrably intended. A case in point is John 21
and the alternation between two Greek words for ‘love’ in Jesus’ questioning of Peter.
It is probable that we are right in seeing significance in the three-fold question in vv. 1517, less probable, however, that the change in word is significant.66
Terry’s discussion of John 21 contrasts sharply with this opinion. He goes to great
lengths to discuss distinctions in meaning not on ly between the two word s for “love,”
but also three other pairs of synonyms that appear in the three verses—i.e., two
word s for “kno w,” three words for “sheep ,” and two wo rds for “feed.” 67
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By assuming that the B ible has no more precision than everyday human
speech, modern linguistics reduces exegesis to a “ballpark” estimate of what were
the intentions of the human author and, ultimately, of God who inspired the Bible.
In other w ords, Go d’s revelation to man furnishes only the “gist” of what God
wanted man to know. Such an assumption, if implemented, results in a great loss of
propositional truth for the church.
Discou rse
Mo dern linguistics emphasizes the dominance of discourse considerations
in determining meaning. Black writes, “Moreover, because macrostructures
dom inate the comp osition and structure o f texts, discourse is analyzed from the top
dow n.” 68 In another place he indicates, “A spoken or written word in isolation may
have many different possible meanings, but a discourse, which is the environment
in which words exist, imposes limitations on the cho ice of possible meanings and
tends to shape and define the me aning of each wo rd.” 69 Silva holds the same
perspective: “[I]n recent decades linguists have given increasing attention to the
paragraph as a basic unit of language. This new approach, usually referred to as
discourse ana lysis, has led to a renewed concern for the textual coherence of biblical
writings.” 70
Discou rse analysis is the ultimate court of app eal for mod ern linguistics.
The advocates refrain from deciding meaning based on the details of a text and even
speak somewhat disparagingly of those who do em phasize those details. In speaking
of traditional exege tical approaches, Cotterell and Turner ha ve this to sa y: “English
exegesis in the past has excelled in the study of the meaning of words, lexical
semantics, rather than in the study of chunks of text, because of the assumed
precision of such stud ies.” 71
Yet among mod ern linguists disagreement and confusion reigns regarding
how to use discourse analysis, as noted by Cotterell and Turner: “[A]t the present
there are no firm conclusions, no genera lly accepted formulae, no fixed m ethod ology, not even an agreed termino logy. 72 If so much is unsettled regarding d iscourse
analysis, a field loo ked upon as the d etermining facto r in interpretation, it is no
wonder that so much uncertainty prevails amo ng mod ern linguists.
The subjectivity of discourse analysis should be o bvious. In taking a larger
section of material to analyze before probing the details within that section, a person
can come up with a goodly number of different understandings of what an author
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meant. A comparison of utilizations of discourse analysis in Paul’s Epistle to the
Philippians furnishes an instructive example of the method’s subjectivity. Two
proponents of discourse analysis ap plied the method to the epistle and came up with
drastically different understandings of Paul’s intent in the letter. They agree that
1:27–2:18 is the heart of the ep istle, but in analyzing that section they disagree
regarding its meaning . Silva co ncludes, “The pe rvasive theme in this section [i.e.,
1:27–2:18] is Christian sanctification, as reflected in the commands to behave in a
manner worthy of the gospel (1 :27), to obey (2:12 ), to becom e blam eless (2:25).” 73
Black differs: “Paul’s purpose in Philippians is to persuade his readers to undertake
a united course of action in the future on the grounds that it is the most advantageous
course.” 74 So what do es the section and the epistle as a who le teach, Christian
sanctification or united action? The subjective inclinations of the interpreters, not
the text itself, determine the answer. Far more agreement exists among practitioners
of tradition al exeg esis regarding the theme of the epistle because they have analyzed
the details within the ep istle before moving on to the overall emphasis. Traditional
exegetes may differ regarding some interpretive matters within the text, but there will
be a consensus among them that the purpose of the epistle is not found in 1:27–2:18,
but in the expression of Paul’s gratefulness to the Philippian church for its generous
gift.75
Stylistic Considerations
Three stylistic matters that frequently arise in modern-linguistic discussions
are redundancy, ambiguity, and vagueness.
Redundancy. Mo dern linguists make m uch of the hum an tend ency to
repeat the same idea using different vocabulary without a difference in meaning.
They call this “redund ancy.” The follow ing briefly describes this ten dency:
We can never forget, however, that writers often use a diverse vocabulary for simple
reasons of style, such as a desire to avoid repetition. In these cases, we may say that the
differences among the words are ‘neutralized’ by the context. Even when an author
makes a lexical choice for semantic (rather than stylistic) reasons, it does not follow that
our interpretation stands or falls on our ability to determine precisely why one word was
chosen rather than another. After all, people normally communicate not by uttering
isolated words but by speaking whole sentences.76
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For that reason they feel that synonyms in proximity to each other have at best o nly
secondary contributions to make.
Yet the burden of proof rests on those who would explain away distinctions
in meaning. N T writers in general did not co ncern themse lves with stylistic matters
such as avoiding repetition. Their language was the language of the man on the
street, not of the classical poet or author who sought to entertain his readers with
clever stylistic maneuvers. 77
Ambiguity. Silva insists that ambiguity is for practical reasons a
chara cteristic of all languages: “But eve n that considera tion misses the important
point that ambiguity is a valuable and even necessary aspect of all languages, since
otherwise the num ber o f word s in everyone’s active vocabulary would grow to
unma nageable p roportions.” 78 He illustrates from Scripture:
For literary effect, however, authors sometimes tease their readers with double meanings,
as when the Gospel of John 1:5 tells us that the darkness did not understand the light;
since the Greek verb (katalambanÇ) can also mean “overcome,” quite possibly John has
deliberately used an ambiguous word. Before drawing such a conclusion, however, one
should have fairly strong contextual reasons. In the case of the Gospel of John, the
character of the book as a whole and other likely instances of ambiguity support the
conclusion.79
Yet the verd ict is not decisive in favor of ambiguity in John 1 :5 or in the Gospel of
John as a whole. Traditional hermeneutics has limited each passage one meaning
and one me aning only, unless a contextual feature indicates an exception.80 No such
indicator exists in Jo hn 1:5 or, for the most part, in the rest of the Gospel of John in
examp les usually cited by those emb racing modern herm eneutical trends.
Rather than viewing such instances as ambiguous, the interpreter should
app ly various exegetical considerations in determining which o f the possible
meanings the writer and/or speaker intended. Defending an interpreter who cannot
decide between two possibilities on the ground of ambiguity 81 directly violates the
time-honored principle of single meaning.
Vaguen ess. Silva specifies two kinds of vagueness: “W e must carefully
distinguish between, on the one hand, vaguene ss in the sense of sloppiness (that is,
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in contexts where some precision is appropriate and expected) and, on the other,
vagueness that contributes to effective communication (that is, in contexts where
greater precision may mislead the reader or hearer to draw an invalid inferen ce).” 82
Only deliberate vagueness falls into the catego ry of stylistic considerations.
He o ffers a lengthy discussion of one example of vagueness:
The classic example here is to euangelion tou Christou, “the gospel of Christ” (e.g., Phil.
1:27). What precisely is the relationship between the two nouns in this phrase? The
gospel that belongs to Christ (genitive of possession)? The gospel that comes from Christ
(genitive of source)? The gospel that Christ proclaimed (subjective genitive)? The
gospel that proclaims Christ (objective genitive)? Perhaps the very asking of the question
throws us off track. Countless readers of Paul’s letters, without asking the question, have
understood the apostle perfectly well. It would not be quite right to say that Paul meant
all of these things at once—a suggestion that aims at stressing the richness of the
apostle’s idiom, but at the expense of misunderstanding the way that language normally
works. The point is that Paul was not thinking about any one of these possibilities in
particular: he was using a general (‘vague’) expression that served simply to identify his
message.83
Vagu eness offers another alternative for violating the principle of single
meaning. Grammatical-historical principles dictate that “the go spel of Christ” in Phil
1:27 has on ly one m eaning . Since it is a gospel about Christ, the usual explanation
is that “of Ch rist” is an objective genitive. To posit that the apostle did not
distinguish between four different meanings does injustice to his precision of
langua ge and beyond that to the Holy Spirit who inspired the apostle to write what
he did. God does not intend for His people to grasp only a vague idea with several
possible facets. He wants them to know specifically what is in His mind.
Literality
Mo dern linguistics opposes the categorization of literature as either literal
or figurative: “W e would no t wish to suppo rt the no tion of a simple dichotomy
between literal and figurative langua ge.” 84 Cotterell and Turner contend that no
utterance is without its figurative aspects: “Just as there can be no music other than
mood music, so there can be no utterance which is not emotive, and to that extent
non-literal.” 85 Since all language affects the emotions, they contend that no clearcut
line divides literal from figurative.
Barr builds a similar case aga inst literality. He conc ludes that literality “can
be salutory but also damaging, progressive and creative but also dulling and
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restrictive.” 86 He says it can make a sharp distinction between physica l and sp iritual,
but finds it difficult to handle in a category that is somewhere between, “such as
legend, or imprecise narration, or events such as the resurrection where the Bible is
as firm on its non-p hysical as on its physical cha racter.” 87
By viewing biblical interpretation without the philosophical lens used by
mod ern linguists, traditional principles define literal as follows:
The grammatico-historical sense of a writer is such an interpretation of his language as
is required by the laws of grammar and the facts of history. Sometimes we speak of the
literal sense, by which we mean the most simple, direct, and ordinary meaning of phrases
and sentences. By this term we usually denote a meaning opposed to the figurative or
metaphorical. The grammatical sense is essentially the same as the literal, the one
expression being derived from the Greek, the other from the Latin.88
Philosophical preunderstanding has created the confusion that hinders modern
linguistics from making a clear distinction between literal and nonliteral language.
By eliminating that preund erstand ing, traditional hermeneutics does make a clear
distinction between the two, with no middle ground.
FINAL APPRAISAL
M odern linguistics has usefulness in analyzing an unwritten language, in
devising an alphabet for that language, in teaching the users of that language to read
and write literature compo sed in their language. It also has po sitive features in
relation to hermeneutics wh en it coincides with principles o f traditional gram matica lhistorical princip les. But in an overall ap praisal of the value of the field, it stands
opposed to that traditional method in so many crucial areas that it can only detract
from interpretive analyses of the meaning o f the biblical text.
The system’s use of the interpreter’s preunderstanding as the starting point
in exegesis forces the interpretive procedure into a subjective mold tha t inevitably
steers his conclusions away from an o bjec tive und erstand ing of the author’s
meaning. Based upon this beginning, other fallacious principles such as und erestimating the divine role in inspiration, mishandling various lexical and grammatical
issues, its mixing of ap plication into the interpretive step, its assumption of
imprecision in the text, its demeaning of the importance of details, its assumption of
stylistic guidelines, and its muddying of the difference between literal and figurative
language com bine to constitute modern-linguistic hermeneutics as a system distinct
from traditional grammatical-historical hermeneutics, and therefore as a hindrance
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Summary of M odern Linguistics Versus Traditional Hermeneutics
Modern Linguistics
Agreement

C
C
C
C
C
C

Disagreement

Conflicts

divine inspiration
importance of context
lexicography (partial agreement)
grammatical analysis (partial agreement)
historical-cultural background
possible supplement to g.-h.

Grammatical-Historical
C
C
C
C
C

divine inspiration
importance of context
lexicography (partial agreement)
grammatical analysis (partial
agreement)
historical-cultural background

preunderstanding, starting point:
C biblical languages not unique
C integration with general revelation
C impossibility of absolute
certainty

objectivism, starting point:
C uniqueness of Bible languages
C prefer special revelation
C

yields propositional truth

C
C

inspiration does not matter
diachronics minimized

C
C

C

words cannot denote concepts
substitution of synonyms
permissible
grammatical relationships
not unique
authorial intention evasive
uncertainty and imprecision
subjective meaning from
discourse
redundancy, ambiguity, and
vagueness
literal and figurative not
distinguished

C

inspiration does matter
diachronics equal to
synchronics
words can denote concepts

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

substitution of synonyms not
permissible
grammatical relationships
unique
authorial intention available
certainty and precision
objective meaning from details
single meaning and clarity

C

literal and figurative distinct

C
C
C
C
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DO WE NEED MESSIANIC SYNAGOGUES?
BIBLICAL, HISTORIC, AND PRAGMATIC ISSUES*
W illiam C. Varner**
An assessment of the Messianic Syn ago gue mo vem ent is difficult becau se
it exists in so ma ny forms, b ut som e gen eral observ ation s to cover all the forms a re
possible. Early in the twentieth century, a Jewish Christian named David Baron
evaluated the Messianic Judaism of his day. In the mo vement he saw sp ecific
dangers for the body of Christ, stressing how the movement tends to destroy u nity
in the body of Christ by erecting a wall of partition between Jewish believers and
Gentile believers. Similar concerns about the Messianic Jewish mo vem ent prevail
in its revival during the last several decades. They touch on biblical-theological
matters, including the movement’s bringing into the present the Judaism that Paul
relegated to the past (cf. Gal 1:13-16), its tendency to promote divisions among
Christians (cf. Gal 3:28; Eph 2:11-22), its emphasis on the shadow rather than the
substance of NT fulfillments (cf. Col 2:16-17), and its tendency to redefine Jesus’
deity. Other concerns arise in historical and pragmatic matters: a return to the
Juda ism of apostolic times is impossible; history teaches that Messianic Synagogues
are not more effective in witnessing to the Jewish community; taking Jewish
believers away from churches contributes to “Gentilization” of the church;
Me ssianic Synagogues may become an excuse for the church to tran sfer efforts in
Jewish evangelism; and emphasis on non-biblical Jew ish obse rvan ces is subject to
Jesus’ condemnation of the Pharisees’ Oral Law. The early church in Antioch of
Syria in its assimilation of Jewish and Gentile believers into one body offers a
suitable model for the contemporary church to follow.
*****

*
This essay is a slightly expanded version of a chapter in a book on Messianic Congregations to be
published by Zondervan in their “Counterpoints” series.
**
Dr. Varner is Professor of Bible and Director of the Israel Bible Extension (IBEX) program at The
Master’s College, Santa Clarita, California.
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The one who writes about Messianic Judaism/Synagogues faces serious
challenges. Not the least of these is what exactly to call the movement. The problem
is that the term “Messianic” could possibly refer to any Jewish person who believes
in a personal Me ssiah, whether or not that Messiah is identified with Jesus of
Nazareth. For example, the Lubavitcher Hasidim fervently proclaim their belief in
“M oshiach,” some even to the point of identifying their former “Rebbe” (Menachem
Mendel Schneerso hn) with that M oshiach. Does that mean that Lubavitchers are
also “Messianic Jews”?
The title “Messianic Judaism ” is here to stay, and to argue abo ut its
semantic nuances is fruitless. This essay will use the expression even though many
may not believe it to be the best title. It is also true that some prefer “congregation”
to “synagogue” to describe their local bod y of believers. I will simply use
“M essianic Synagogue” for convenience, while recognizing the great diversity of
expression among both adherents and oppo nents of the mo vement. M essianic
Judaism, whatever be the strengths or shortcomings of the title, is a “fait accompli”—and that is the movement to be evaluated here in the light of theo logical,
historical, and pragm atic considerations.
The movement in its mod ern form is now ove r thirty years o ld. M ost of
those involved in Messianic Judaism for any length of time have by now mad e up
their minds and will probab ly not be dissuaded by arguments pro posed ag ainst it.
On the other hand, persons interested in exploring the questions that Messianic
synagogues inevitab ly raise may find so me he lp here as they sort through those
issues.
Evaluating the movement creates ano ther obstacle, that of which form of
Messianic Judaism to address. In the early 1990s a Reconstructionist Rabbi named
Carol Harris-Shapiro made an ethnographic study of Messianic Judaism.1
Ethnography requires the researcher to enter a community as both an observer and,
to some extent, a participant. Though other full-length treatments of M essianic
Judaism have bee n done by non-M essianic Jewish writers,2 Harris-Shapiro’s work
is a fairly reliable treatment by someone who, as an outsider, tried to view the
movement from the inside. She categorizes the various organizational strands of
Messianic Judaism into five basic groups: 1. Union of Messianic Jewish Congregations; 2. International Alliance of Messianic Congregations and Synagogues; 3.
Fellowship of Messianic Congregations; 4. Association of Torah-Observant
Messianics; and 5. T he International Federation of Messianic Jews. Referring to the
last three as the smaller of the five, Harris-Shap iro adds, “T hese Messianic margins
point to the increasing diversity in the mo vement, while their small numbers
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highlight the strength o f the mainstream expression of M essianic Juda ism.” 3
Therefore, to whom do these observations apply? I will leave that question
to be answered by the reader, who must realize that I may paint at times with a broad
brush. If I wrongly cover someone, I fully realize that such is inevitable in light of
the mo vement’s great diversity.
Before I address my concerns, I would like to share a few perso nal
observations about my invo lveme nt in this subject. First, I rejoice greatly in the fact
that God is preserving a remnant of Jewish believers, as Paul would say, “at this
present time” (Rom 11:5). Jewish evangelism has always been a major factor in my
life, first, following seminary during my seven years as a pastor. I then had the
privilege of working with a ministry to Jewish people for seventeen years, ten of
which I served as dean of a Bible institute dedicated to teaching students, many of
whom were Jewish b elievers, about the history and culture o f the Jewish peo ple both
in America and Israel. I received a master’s degree in Judaic studies under the
tutelage of a well-known conservative rabbinical scholar and gave the valedictory
add ress at the com mencement in a P hiladelphia synagogue. Recently my teaching
in a Christian liberal arts college has been primarily to Ge ntile Christian students,
and it has been a jo y to introduce them to the culture, history, and spiritual needs of
the Jewish people. In add ition to tea ching, I am also the director o f our co llege’s
branch campus program in Israel and have led thirty-six stud y trips to that country.
There I have tried to familiarize myself with the challenges that “Yehud im
Meshichim” (Messianic Jews) face in their homeland.
I write this, not to impress anyone, but to let the reader know that, although
I am a G entile, I write as one who is a sympathetic friend to Jewish believers. One
of my m inistry goals has also been to educate the churches where I minister about
the Jewish people and Israel an d to expo se anti-Jewishness wherever it raises its ugly
head. So let m y criticisms o f Me ssianic Judaism be understood in that light. If I
wound anyone be assured that it is done in the spirit of Proverbs 27:6, ”Faithful are
the wounds of a friend . . . .”4
A V oice from the Pa st
Jewish Christianity is certainly not a modern phenome non, but has existed
since the first century. As an identifiab le movement within the church, ho wever, it
ceased to exist by the sixth century A.D.5 There was a renaissance of faith in Jesus
as the Messiah during the nineteenth century, when literally thousands of Jew ish
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peo ple came to such faith.6 Jewish Christian orga nizations formed and new Jewish
missions appeared in England, in America, and on the Continent. Some of the
greatest “giants” in Jewish Christianity lived and ministered in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Among the most notable was the great David B aron,
who came to faith in Jesus as Messiah from an Orthodo x European ba ckground and
went on to fo und the Hebrew Christian T estimony to Israel in England. Baron
contributed major scholarly works that are still read and appreciated today, such as
Rays of Messiah’s Glory, Types, Psalms and Prophecies, Israel in the Plan of God,
and the invaluable co mmentary, Visions and Prophecies of Zechariah. A highly
respected Jewish believer who died just recently has written, “Many of David
Baron’s friends testified that he was the most Christlike man they had ever known.” 7
Most of Baron’s writing originally ap peared in the periodical The Scattered
Nation, magazine o f the “Testimony.” In 1911 he published an article in that
periodical titled, “M essianic Judaism; or Judaising Christianity.” Reading this article
should recall Kohelet’s statement that “there is nothing new under the sun” (Eccl
1:9). That article makes it clear that the movement is not a new phenomenon, but
was significant enough at the turn of the ce ntury to cause gre at concern to David
Baron. The issues he raised ninety years ago are important for today, especially
since he was reg arded so highly as Jewish be liever.
Baron writes that Messianic Judaism’s founders such as Theodore Lucky
advocated
that it is incumbent on the Hebrew Christian not only to identify themselves with their
unbelieving Jewish brethren in their national aspirations—as explained, for instance, in
Zionism . . . but to observe the national rites and customs of the Jews, such as the keeping
of the Sabbath, circumcision, and other observances, some of which have not even their
origin in the law of Moses, but are part of the unbearable yoke which was laid on the
neck of our people by the Rabbis. 8
He cites writers who prepared both a “Minimum Programme” and a
“Maximum Pro gramme” for their turn of the century form of Messianic Judaism.
The “M inimum Programme” ad vocated the following:
A Hebrew Christian movement will hold fast to Passover, Pentecost, Tabernacles,
Chanucah and Purim; will include in its liturgy a good deal of the traditional Synagogue
prayer; will be favorably disposed towards every ceremony that has entwined itself in the
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Hebrew consciousness; . . . insists on circumcision; attaches itself to the Hebrew
consciousness and holds by the historical and Biblical continuity of Israel’s mission.9
This was the “Minimum Program me.” In Baro n’s words, the “Maximum
Programme” also included “joining in all forms and ceremo nies of the Christrejecting synagogue, to wear phylacteries and the talith, to use the Jew ish liturgy, just
as the other J ews do, only to smuggle in now and then the Name o f Jesus into their
prayers.” 10
Baron also mentions the following in a section he calls the “Dangers of the
Movement.”
These Judaizing brethren forget that during the period of Israel’s national unbelief a new
thing is being formed. Every essential element of what constitutes nationality is to be
found in this new brotherhood. Those who profess allegiance to Christ become members
of the body of which He is the Head, and must be ready to take up the cross and follow
Him. And one very heavy part of the cross is the separation which it involves to disciples
. . . for those near and dear to them. It is hard to bear suffering and reproach, but the
conditions of discipleship are not different now than they ever were. ‘He that taketh not
his cross and followeth after me is not worthy of me’.11
He com pares the present situation of the Jewish believer to the scene in
Exodus when “everyone who sought the Lord went out into the tent of meeting which
was without the cam p” (E xod 33:7 ). “So also during this much lo nger period of
national apostasy God’s tabernacle is removed from the camp of corporate official
Judaism, and everyo ne from am ong Israel who in truth seeks the Lord must be
prep ared to go fo rth unto Him without the cam p, bearing H is repro ach.” 12
Lastly, Baro n stresses the unity of Jews and Gentiles in the terms of Gal
3:28 (“neither Jew nor Greek”) and the picture of unity in one body found in Eph
2:11-22.
Now, to say that in the one Church of Christ are one set of rules, one attitude in relation
to certain rites and observances enjoined in the law, and certain earthly or “ritual hopes”
and expectations are incumbent on its Jewish members, which are not incumbent on its
Gentile members, is nothing less than to try to raise up again the middle wall of partition
which Christ by His death hath broken down, and to introduce confusion into the one
“House of the Living God.” The New Testament nowhere tells the Gentile believer that
he is ‘free’ from anything from which the Jewish believer is not freed.13
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Baron concludes this section by offering that Paul also had in mind Je wish as well
as Gentile believers in his strong warning against law-keeping in Galatians 4–5.14
One more significan t point tha t Baron makes lays the groundwork for
something to be expressed later in this essay. He notes the claim often made by
advocates of Messianic Judaism that early Jewish believers remained in unbroken
continuity with the Hebrew nation and attended the Temple and synagogue worship,
kept the Sabbath, and the Jewish festivals, as is evident in the Acts of the Apostles.
He deals with this issue by declaring that it was the unbelieving synagogue which
made this “unbroken continuity” between church and synagogue an impossibility by
driving the Nazare nes from their m idst. “W hat these brethren overloo k is that in
relation to this and other matters the Acts of Apostles introduces us to a transition
period and describes conditions which most evidently were not intended by Go d to
be perma nent.” 15
Baron’s point is that the destruction of the Temple should have ended once
for all any pe rplexity that the H ebrew Christian ma y have had about what were
called those “national observances.” “With the breaking up of the Jewish national
polity there emerged the Church of Christ—not dependent upon any building or land
for its center of unity, and whose wo rship does not consist in observances but in
spiritual sacrifices and service which are acc eptab le to God through Christ Jesus.” 16
I have summ arized Baron’s article to illustrate tha t Messianic Jewish issues
were a live concern well over a century ago—and also were strongly opposed by one
of Hebrew Christianity’s greatest lights. The rest of this essay will build upon what
Baron so passionately wrote out of concern for his fellow Jewish believers and for
the overall cause of the Messiah.
Biblical-Theological Concerns
Concerns expressed about the Messianic Jewish movement have been
largely theological in nature. To these biblical-theological issues can be added some
historical and pragmatic issues. Though the first area is the most important, the last
two also raise significant questions abo ut Messianic Judaism and M essianic
Synagogues. Three general propositions will summarize the biblical-theological
concern s. The fourth proposition expresses what is only a pote ntial theological
danger at the present time.
1. The Apostle P aul d escribed his previous life in “Judaism” as something
that was part of his past life, not so mething that w as pa rt of his presen t life. The
word “Judaism” ( z3@L*"^F:`H) occurs in the N T o nly in Ga l 1:13 -14 (emph asis
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added):
For you have heard of my former life in Judaism, how I persecuted the church of God
violently and tried to destroy it. And I was advancing in Judaism beyond many of my
own age among my people, so extremely zealous was I for the traditions of my fathers.
The context of this passage indicates clearly that those practices that were part of
Pau l’s “Judaism” ende d whe n Go d revealed His Son to him (1:15-1 6). T his
“Damascus Road” experience in Acts 9 so completely re-oriented Paul’s thinking
that he never afterward identified with “Judaism” as a way of life. Why, therefore,
would Jewish believers desire to be part of any form of “Judaism”?
That does not mean that Paul thoug ht he had ceased being a Jew. He
evidences that in many places, bo th in Acts and in his epistles (Acts 22:3; Rom
11:1). But his involvement in “Judaism” ended when Jesus was revealed in him. He
was then part of something new. How, then, can modern Messianic Jews d esire to
take part in the rituals of their pre-Messiah life?
Paul uses even stronger language about that past life in Phil 3:4-8:
Though I myself have reason for confidence in the flesh also. If anyone else thinks he has
reason for confidence in the flesh, I have more: circumcised on the eighth day, of the
people of Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of Hebrews; as to the law, a Pharisee;
as to zeal, a persecutor of the church; as to righteousness, under the law blameless. But
whatever gain I had, I counted as loss for the sake of Christ. Indeed, I count everything
as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my Lord. For his sake
I have suffered the loss of all things and count them as rubbish, in order that I may gain
Christ.
In listing the privileges and attainments of his life before the Messiah, Paul
first grouped together privileges that were his by birth and could never be changed
(circumcision, membership in Israel and the tribe of Benjamin, and his Hebrewspeaking heritage). The second set of attainments were those things he attained by
his own effort (Pharisaic membership, persecuting zeal, and his Torah-observant
life). He did not view these things as badges of honor, however, but rather as
impe dime nts to pleasing God. He describes them with a very strong word—“rubbish.” Although he lost all these huma n attainm ents, he had no regrets. The
knowledge of Jesus as his Messiah was far more valuable than any of those
privileges and ac comp lishments.
That does not mean that Paul became an example of the “self-hating Jew”
described in so much recent Jewish literature. It means that those practices that some
Messianic Jews emphasize so strongly are the very things that often can lead to selfrighteousness and actual lo ss of the real knowledge of the Messiah. Though m any
today want to find their identity in “Jewishness,” Paul found his identity in the
Messiah.
I know that these are strong words, but Paul’s words are even stronger. The
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usual respo nse to this is to point out the incidents in Acts where Paul observed
certain Jewish rituals such as the Nazirite vow (Acts 18:18; 21:23-26). Such
incidents, however, cannot be interpreted as c ontradiction s of his clea r teaching in
Galatians and P hilippians, as well as what will be seen in Ephesians and
Colossians—letters written by Paul himself! Paul’s actions should be viewed as
illustrating personal choices motivated by the pragmatic concern of becoming a Jew
to the Jews. Those actions, recorded in the narrative genre of the book of Acts, were
never intended as normative for others or to set forth a norm for congregational
worship. His choices have b een “o ver-interpreted” to justify a pattern of o bservances that we re never intend ed.
Furthermore, the present-day absence of the Temple with its elaborate ritual
is a serious factor that needs to be taken into sober consideration. How does the lack
of the Temple impact the observance of these and other ritual practices that belong
to another time and often cannot be observed today in the way they were o riginally
command ed? A mo re serious question also arises. Where in the NT are the ritual
practices of Second Temple “Judaism” and did they ever characterize the congregational pattern for early churches?
2. Me ssianic Judaism tends to pro mo te divisions that the redem ptive work
of Jesus has torn down. The key texts in this regard are Eph 2:11-22 and Gal 3:28.
Even without a citation of the entire E phesians passage , it is evident that it clearly
proclaims the spiritual unity of all Gentile and Jewish believers in one bod y. Verses
14-15 deserve special notice:
For he himself is our peace, who has made us both one and has broken down in his flesh
the dividing wall of hostility by abolishing the law of commandments and ordinances,
that he might create in himself one new man in place of the two, so making peace. . . .
Most interpret this text with a layout of the Herod ian T emp le as its
background. Paul declares that the Messiah’s work has resulted in His abolishing
“the law of commandments and ordinances.” The Greek text reads literally “the law
of command ments in ordinances” ( JÎ< <`:@< Jä< ¦<J@8ä< ¦< *`(:"F4< , ton
nomon tÇ n entolÇ n en dog ma sin). At the very least this would refer to the
disannulling of the ce remo nial laws and also the so-called “civil laws” of Exodus
21–24. The phrase “the law of commandments” occurs in Exod 24:12 (%9I|%
H &A
%&I7A 
E %&
H A [w hatôr~ h w hammisE w~ h in the M asore tic Te xt; JÎ< <`:@< 6"Â JH
¦<J@8VH [ton nomon kai tas entolas] in the LXX ), referring to what God had given
to M oses o n the mount up to that point.
Paul further illustrates this unifying work of the Savior by referring to the
fence (soreg in Hebrew) in the Herodian Tem ple that kept Gentiles from entering
into the mo re sacred area of the Temp le ( <"`H, naos) where only Jews could enter
and worship. That dividing wall, in the Pauline spiritual analogy, has been abolished
because that which kept the two peoples apart, “the law of the commandments,” has
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been disannulled. Both Jewish and Gentile believers can now enter together, not into
a physica l temple, but into something brand new, the spiritual body of the Messiah.
It has sometimes been charged that M essianic Juda ism is reb uilding this
wall of partition. Actually, no one can rebuild the wall—it is done away with forever.
But Messianic Juda ism, by its em phasis on laws that have no continuing spiritual
relevance for either Jews or G entiles, is creating an appearan ce that the wall still
separates the two gro ups.
A prominent Messianic Jewish commentary on the NT spends pages trying
to explain these verses as having no reference to the Mosaic laws. The com mentary
states that the “ordinances” referred to in Eph 2:15 are not the laws of Exodus but
are the “takkanot,” i.e., Rabbinic ordinances added to the Torah, such as the “soreg”
or dividing wall. 17 This bifurcation of “commandm ents” and “ordinances” with the
idea that the M essiah abolished the latter and not the fo rmer is unsupportable by any
fair reading of the text. Is a preconceived position forcing this commentator to avo id
the plain reading of the text? Scholarly commentaries on Ephesians do not support
his imagined distinction between divine and human commands in the passage.
Hodge rep resents the scholarly conse nsus:
This may mean the law of commandments with ordinances—referring to the two classes
of laws, moral and positive; or it may refer to the form in which the precepts are
presented in the law . . . tÇn entolÇn giving the contents of the law, and en dogmasi the
form. 18
The most often recognized Greek lexicon in use today does not support the
idea that the “ordinances” are Rabbinic decrees, but defines them as the specific
ordinances in which the com mandme nts are expressed.19 Therefore, it appears that
the author of the previously cited Messianic commentary employs a questionab le
meaning when calling these ordinances “takkanot.” Furthermore, that is a rather
anachronistic com ment, since the R abb inic decrees refer alm ost exc lusively to
decisions made by the rabbis much later than the NT period. An example of such a
takkanah is the one by Rabbenu Gershom banning polygamy in the eleventh century
A.D.20 The article on “takkanot” in the highly regarded Encyclopedia Judaica
nowhere refers to the fence in the Temple as an example of a “takkanah.” 21
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Messianic Juda ism propo nents will go to great lengths to explain away texts which
clearly teach that observance of Jewish ordinances confounds the unity of Jewish and
Gentile believers in C hrist.
One of the key texts in this discussion is G al 3:28: “There is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor female, for you are
all one in Christ Jesus.” The three pairs of peop le mentioned in this verse focus on
ethnic (Jew/Gentile), social (slave/free), and gender (m ale/female) distinctions.
Ob viously, such distinctions do not just disappear when someone com es to the Lord.
To say that no one can speak of himself as a Jew or a Gentile anymore is foolish, for
then one could not speak of himself as a free man, a slave, a man, or a woman! Paul
add resses all such gro ups b y name in his epistles (e.g., Col 3:1 8–4 :1).
The unity described is clearly a spiritual one. But how Christians manifest
that unity in personal practice and congregatio nal life is the cruc ial question. If it is
necessary to establish Jewish congregatio ns to accom mod ate Jewish believers, is it
necessary to estab lish slave congregations or fem ale co ngregations to meet the needs
of those so cial and gender gro ups? The epistles indicate that the early churches had
all groups in them, each finding its needs met in the Messiah and not in ceremonial
observances or cultural “identity.” Is not the estab lishment of such congregations
contrary to the whole emphasis of Gal 3:28? Should not the ideal be for congregations to exemplify the spiritual unity of a body in which ethnic, social, and gender
differences do not matter? Should not worship be patterned in such a way as to
“flesh out” what it means to be “all one in Christ Jesus”? Should not our congregants seek their identity in their Lord and not in their culture?
3. Me ssianic Jud aism empha sizes the “sha dow ” of O T typical practices
when believers should be emphasizing the “reality” of NT fulfillments. The key text
here is Col 2:16-17, but Galatians 4 and Hebrews 10 also affirm what this passage
teaches. “Therefore let no one pass judgment on you in questions of food and drink,
or with regard to a festival or a new moo n or a Sabbath. These are a shadow of the
things to come , but the substance be longs to Christ.”
Paul states that two main categories of the Mosaic Law, dietary restrictions
and festival observances— as important as they were to the OT Israelite—were
intended to be temporary from the very beginning. For many centuries these
ordinances were only a shadow (F64V , skia) of the Messiah. Now that believers
have the “substance” (literally, “body”— Fä:", sÇ ma), why would anyone want to
encoura ge others to co ntinue to practice the shad ow? F . F. Bruce writes,
Under the Levitical economy the observance of such days, like the food laws, was
obligatory on the Jews. But now the Christian has been freed from obligations of this
kind. If a Christian wishes to restrict himself in matters of food and drink, or to set apart
days for special observance or commemoration, good and well. . . . But to regard them
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as matters of religious obligation is a retrograde step for Christians to take.22
The stress on those observances in many messianic circles leaves the impression that
they are not personal preferences but “as matters of religious obligation.”
Some defenders of Messianic Judaism have argued that P aul addresses only
Gentiles here and that the words do not apply to Jewish believers. T his also is the
case, according to some, when Paul so strongly opposes the observance of timebound festivals in Gal 4:10-11: “You observe days and months and seasons and
years! I am afra id I ma y have labored over you in vain.” 23 Yet no one can prove that
the Colossian and Galatian churches were completely or even predominantly Gentile.
Scho larly commentaries provide abundant evidence of large Jewish communities in
the Lycus Valley location of Colosse.24 Though it is true that the Colossian he resy
was a mixture of Jewish and Gno stic ideas, it also involved plenty of Jew ish
elements, enough to argue for a significant Jewish presence in the church. W hy
would Jewish believers be exempt from the warning? Also, J. B. Lightfoot provides
extensive evidence for a large Jewish pop ulation in the regio n of G alatia during the
first century A.D. and shows there were a significant numb er of Je wish be lievers in
the Galatian church.25 Paul nowh ere ind icates in either of the two ep istles that he is
addressing Gentile believers without including Jewish believers in the warnings. If
it is wrong for Gentiles to fo llow shadow s, it is wrong for Jew s as well.
Such a supposed disjunct in the apostolic teaching re garding the “shad ows”
(i.e., that the warnings apply to Gentiles and not Jews) is certainly answered by the
epistle to the H ebrews: “Fo r since the law has but a shado w of the good things to
come instead of the true form of these realities, it can never, by the same sacrifices
that are continually offered ev ery year, make perfect those who draw near” (Heb
10:1). This verse is o nly a small part of the much larger “word of exhortation” found
in a book written primarily to Jewish believers. If there is any support for M essianic
Judaism, it should be here, but just the oppo site is the case. The anonymous author
states that as good as were the prophets, the angels, Moses, and the ceremonial law,
Jesus is better! After a careful consideration of Hebrews 8–10, one must conclude
that the institutions of the M osaic Law have been replaced by something far
better—the reality of which they were only the shadow s. Therefore, why wo uld
anyone want to confuse believers by emphasizing ephemeral observances, when they
have the reality for which the obse rvances were only a shadow? To use such
“shadow s” as teaching tools is proper; to use them as wo rship ordinance s in
Christian congregations is to re verse redemptive history.
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Much more could be said about the implications of Hebrews for this study.
But a reminder of the last of the author’s famous “hortatory subjunctives” must
suffice: “Therefo re let us go to him outside the camp and bear the reproach he
endured” (13:13). All believers, Jewish or Gentile, are called to suffer outside the
camp of whatever religious system they followed previously. Jesus did no t please
the Jewish religious leade rs of H is day, and He suffered beca use of it. Messianic
Jews will never be able to please the Jew ish religious lead ers tod ay, no matter how
“Jewish” they try to be. They must be willing to suffer because of that fact. May
believing Jewish readers be willing to jo in Him outside the camp o f Rabbinic
“Judaism,” the Judaism o f the last nineteen centuries. His company will sweeten any
suffering they may be called upon to endure.
4. A last conc ern may or m ay not d evelo p into a majo r problem. Christians
should beware of a few Messianic writers who have tended to raise the issue of
Jesus’ deity in ways tha t seek to redefine that aspect of His perso n for Jew ish
believers. The reason given is that the Trinitarian discussions of the fourth century
were framed in Greek philosophical terminology rather than in Jewish categories.
Framing truths in ways that Jesus and the NT writers expressed them is commendable, but concern about where this tendency leads is justified. In the ancient church,
some Nazaren es (the genera l term for Jewish Christians from the first through the
fifth centuries) slipped into a heresy called Ebionism, which affirmed Jesus’
messiahship but denied His deity. Attempts to redefine the doctrine s so carefully
hammered out at Nicea and Chalcedo n is cause for alarm. W ill this result in limiting
the full deity of Messiah? Since any teaching that portrays Jesus as more than human
will be rejected by Juda ism, what purpose will be served? W hat appears to be a
desire to express truths in less of a “Greek” way may actually be encouraging an
unintended slide toward Ebionism. Messianic Jewish leaders in Israel have
recognized that there are congregations in that country that espo use views sim ilar to
Ado ptionist and Arian positions. 26 Believers must heed the warning “Caveat Lector”
(“Let the reader beware!”).
Historical and Pragmatic Concerns
Having traced four areas of theological concern, a brief discussion of some
historica l and p ragmatic issues about M essianic Juda ism is necessary.
1. Messianic Judaism mu st face the reality that returning to the same
situation that Jewish believers faced in ap ostolic times is imp ossible. Many
Messianic Jewish authors seek to recreate for today conditions that existed before
A.D. 70. T hat recreation is simply impossible and unwise. Three historical events
must factor into a discussion of why this is so: 1. T he D estructio n of the T emp le in
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A.D. 70; 2. The D ecisions at Yavneh around A .D. 8 0; and 3. The Bar Cochba
Aftermath in A.D. 132-135.
The first event ended Jewish believers’ particip ation in the Temp le
observances they practiced in the Book of Acts (e.g., 3:1; 21:26). Early church
history records that the Nazarenes even fled to Pella before the Roman siege and
returned afterward. 27 Recalling their M aster’s prophetic words recorded in Matthew
24:2 must have been sobering fo r them. If God allowed the destruction of the
Temple, arguments from Acts that are tied to that system cannot be used for Christian participation in the Temple observances. Besides, since so many ceremonial
observances were intimately involved with the Temple ritual, how can they be
observed today, especially in their modified rabbinical form? T he current
observances of Shavuot and Yom Kippur, for exam ple, differ radically from their
OT format. The rabbis gave entirely different interpretations following the
Temp le’s destruction.
In the post-destruction decade, the Pharisees, under the leadership of
Yohanan ben Zakkai, reorganized Judaism along Pharisaic lines at Yavneh (Greek:
Jamnia). One of their many decisions was the introduction into the Amidah
prayer— also known as the Shemoneh Esreh— of an additional petition to the
eighteen in the prayer. This petition was the much -discussed “B irkat Haminim ,”
which was basically a curse pronounced on the N azare nes and “heretics.” 28 That
innovation made it impossible for Jewish believers to continue p articipa ting in
synagogue worship. In other words, the rabbis at Yavneh finally ejected Jewish
believers from official and unofficial participation in any synagogue.
Most Messianic Jews today do not attempt to continue worshiping in nonbelieving synagogues. That momentous event, however, should cancel any notion
that somehow the synagogue will accept Jewish believers. Attempts to contextualize
Messianic synagogues to make them more acceptable to modern Jew s simply ignore
the events at Yavneh.
The Nazarenes could not support Bar Cochba’s rebellion in A.D. 132-135
due to Rabbi A kiba’s advocacy o f him as the Messiah. Altho ugh the sources are
scanty, it appears that this pseudo-messiah strongly persecuted the Naza renes, 29
which, in addition to their earlier expulsion from the synagogue, effectively led to
their final rejection even from the Jewish com munity.
Faith in the messiahship of Jesus is consistent with the Hebrew Scriptures.
Such faith, however, was declared clearly and finally to be inconsistent with the
“Judaism” that emerged in the aftermath of A.D. 70. To attempt to remain part of
“Judaism” or even the Jewish comm unity is to ignore these historical realities and
is an ana chronistic action. The “parting of the ways” between synagogue and church
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clearly and irrevocably took place by A.D . 135 . Nothing said by the R abb is in
nineteen centuries since then has even begun to reverse the events. However one
may disagree with their decisions, the Jewish com munity has the right to define who
belongs to their com munity. T hey ma y be inconsisten t with Scripture and even with
later rabbinical rulings about who a Jew is, but they do have the right to be
inconsistent and wrong. Therefore, as painful as it may be to some, Jewish believers
today are no t part of that Jewish com munity. Like Paul, they ne ed to realize that
their identity is not to be found in their Jewishness, but in their Savio r— “. . . and in
Him you have been ma de comp lete” (Col 2:10a).
2. The idea that Messianic Synagogues are a more effective witness to the
Jewish com mu nity ign ores h istorical realities. No hard statistics prove that
Messianic Synagogues are more effective in evangelizing Jewish people. The fact
is that many Jewish people who come to faith in Jesus find their sp iritual hom e in
Bible-teaching churches. All areas of the body of Christ have benefitted from the
increased spiritual harvest of Jewish believers in the last thirty years. Only
anecdotal evidence shows that Messianic Synagogues are more effective witnesses
to Jewish friends and co -workers than are go dly believers who attend no n-M essianic
churches. Many members of the Messianic congregations are actually transfers from
Christian churches.
Ano ther historical reality is that most mem bers o f Me ssianic Synagogues
were led to the Lord by Gentile believers. Even most of the M essianic leadership
today were led to the Lord by Gentile believers or grew up in Jewish believ ing
homes which were not involved in the movement. That some who argue for greater
evangelistic effectiveness of Messianic Synagogues were actually evangelized by
Gentile believers is strange.
Historically, some current advocates of M essianic Juda ism originally
opposed the “new” ideas. The Am erican Board of M issions to the Jews, now called
Chosen People Ministries, issued a statement against the movement in 1976.30
Consider also the conclusions of another early opponent of establishing separate
congregations for Jewish be lievers:
The main problem with a Hebrew Christian church, however, is that it goes against the
biblical ideal of Gentile and Jewish believers worshiping and functioning together in the
local church. . . . Establishing Hebrew Christian churches is not the solution to the
problem. . . . Such a solution robs the local church of the benefits it can derive from
having Hebrew Christian members. . . . The local church must be composed where
possible of both Jewish and Gentile believers working together for the cause of Christ.31
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The organizations rep resented by these authors now suppo rt the establishment of
Messianic congregations. W hat happened to cause these and other leaders to change
their positions?
3. By taking Jewish believers away from g ood churches, Me ssianic
Juda ism is actually co ntribu ting to the greater “Gentilization” of the church. Thus,
the more the exodus takes p lace, the legitimate com plaint that the church is too
“Gentile” becomes more legitima te. W e need eac h other in the body. G entile
believers need their Jew ish brethren— not in some theoretical way, but in tangible
ways— to remind them of the Jewish roots and Hebraic contours of their shared
faith. Jewish believers also need their Gentile brethren to keep them from p ossible
ethnocentricity, a potential danger for any ethnic group, not just the Jewish people.
4. The more Messianic Syn ago gue s develop, the m ore the chu rch is
relieved of its missiona ry obliga tion to reach out to the Jewish peop le in evangelism
and discipleship. The church has always had difficulty in seeing its duty to include
the factor of “to the Jew first” in its mission program. If Messianic Synagogues
become the norm, an attitude of “defer and refer” will become the attitude of the
church. Churches will think that they cannot reach Jewish people and will “defer”
that responsibility to Messianic Synagogues, to which they can then “refer” them.
That is clearly an unbib lical attitude and d enial of the Great Comm ission. Churches
need to be challenged with their obligation to provide a place where Jewish people
are welcome and can hea r the gospel. If M essianic Synagogues are the only place
where such can hap pen, then the church is relieved of that sacred re sponsibility.
5. By emphasizing so many non-biblical Jewish obse rvan ces, M essian ic
Juda ism falls under Jesus’ condemnation of the Oral La w of the P harisees.
Practices such as wearing the yarmulke (kippah or head covering) and the tallit
(prayer shawl) as separate garments, as well as specific ways in which many
holidays plus the Bar/Bat M itzvah celebrations are observed, have no basis in the
Torah but date from Rabbinic and sometimes even medieval times. The danger of
adding to the Word o f God, even unwittingly, needs to b e seriously considered in
light of Jesus’ warning about the “tradition of men” in Matt 15:3-9 and Mark 7:6-8.
All churches have traditions, but a serious problem arises when Messianic leaders
make the traditions part of the worship ordinances and give the impression that they
are what God desires. Immature believers do not always have the discernm ent to
distinguish between preferences and comman ds. Unfo rtunately, many M essianic
Synagogues give the impression that God expects these things even when they were
added in later centuries by the Ra bbis.
A Con cluding Model
Many churches have failed to minister the good news in a Jewishly
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sensitive way. Insensitive anti-Jewish comments abound. Churches desperately need
to rediscover the Jewish roots of their faith. All these are valid criticisms, but
Messianic Juda ism and Synagogues are not answers to such concerns. Y es, it will
take time, but Jewish believers should not give up on the church. The church,
however, will not imp rove its Jewish se nsitivity if Jewish b elievers abandon it.
Consider, therefore, an alternative to Messianic Synagogues that was utilized for
generations—a H ebrew Christian Fellowship within a church.
The solution is not to organize separate Hebrew Christian churches, thus violating the
Biblical norm, but to organize Hebrew Christian Fellowships where believing Jews can
come together as often as they like. Such a fellowship would help to meet the needs of
new believers, hold children’s classes in Jewish studies, and become a center for Jews
to reach out to unbelieving Jews, and be a place where Hebrew Christians can gather to
study the Scriptures in a Jewish context and perform the functions involved in the
various Jewish celebrations.32
Many H ebrew Christian fellow ships are still active in churches tod ay.
In light of the above discussion, a sound biblical-theological, historical, or
pragmatic case cannot be made for the establishment of M essianic Synagogues.
Though exceptions may occur in extraordinary circumstances, like some situations
in Israel, exceptional circumstances sho uld no t be the norm to follow for congregational life.
Finally, let me urge my readers to look at a specific church in the NT as a
model to emulate. That church was not in Jerusalem but in Antioch of Syria. It was
really there that the “ch urch,” in its multi-cultural and multi-ethnic dimensions, was
truly “born.”
Now those who were scattered because of the persecution that arose over Stephen
traveled as far as Phoenicia and Cyprus and Antioch, speaking the word to no one except
Jews. But there were some of them, men of Cyprus and Cyrene, who on coming to
Antioch spoke to the Hellenists also, preaching the Lord Jesus. And the hand of the Lord
was with them, and a great number who believed turned to the Lord. The report of this
came to the ears of the church in Jerusalem, and they sent Barnabas to Antioch. When
he came and saw the grace of God, he was glad, and he exhorted them all to remain
faithful to the Lord with steadfast purpose, for he was a good man, full of the Holy Spirit
and of faith. And a great many people were added to the Lord. So Barnabas went to
Tarsus to look for Saul, and when he had found him, he brought him to Antioch. For a
whole year they met with the church and taught a great many people. And in Antioch the
disciples were first called Christians (Acts 11:19-26).
The Antioch congregation cannot simply be explained away as a “Gentile
church,” because it is evident from the context of the passage that Jews were already
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being reached there when Gentiles began to come to the Lord in great numb ers. A
potentially explosive situation in a mixed Jewish-Gentile congregation was
channeled into peaceful paths by the wisdom of the “encourager” Barnabas, and the
“exhorter” Saul. Also, in that same church P aul rebuked Peter’s inconsistent Jewish
behavior (Gal 2:11-14), rescuing the church from legalistic disaster.
Let us then try to follow in our twe nty-first-century churches the ex amp le
of the first-century churc h at Antioch. W e need congregations like Antioch which
“flesh out” the truth of Gal 3:28. We need congregations like Antioch who do not
just say “Gentiles are welcome,” but proclaim a Messiah who is for all men and
wom en. We need congregatio ns like Antioch where the center of their fellowship
is not culture but Christ. Finally, let us also remember that it was in Antioch where
all believers, bo th Jews and Gentiles, were first called “C hristians.”
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EXEGETICAL AND CONTEXTUAL FACETS OF
ISRAEL’S RED SEA CROSSING
R. Larry Overstreet*
If one accepts the inerrancy of the Bible, locating Israel’s crossing of the
Red Sea in Exodus 14–15 any place other than the northwestern arm of the Red Sea
(i.e., the Gulf of Suez) is practically impossible. Reasons for such a placement
involve direct references to yam sûph in Num 33:10-11; Exod 10:19; 23:31; Num
21:4; Deut 1:40; 2:1; Judg 11:16; 1 Kgs 9:26; Jer 49:21 and an indirect reference
to the body of water in Isa 11:15. The w ritings of Hero dotus, P indar, and Strabo
furnish further evide nce that ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF" (erythr thalassa, “Red Sea”) was
the name correctly applied to the place of Israel’s crossing. From writers involved
with translating the LXX and The Genesis Apocryphon and from Josephus comes
even more proof of that location. In two instances the NT verifies the “Red Sea”
terminology as correct when referring to the exodus. Sûph means “end” or
“termination” rather than “reeds.” Details of the Red Sea crossing require a
supernatural intervention that created a substantial opening in the sea to allow so
many Israelites to cross in such a short time.
*****
INTRODUCTION
Some scholars doubt or openly deny the historical reality and validity of the
biblical acco unt of the exodus. One example of this was seen in a conference of
historians, archaeologists, and Egyptologists at Brown University in 1992. Speakers
made such statements as the following: “The themes of the Sojourn and the Exod us,
as embellished in the Pentateuch, belong in the realm of folklore to a large extent,” 1
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and “Not only is there no archaeological evidence for an exodus, there is no need
to posit such an event. W e can account for Israelite origins, historically and
archa eologically, without presuming any Egyptian b ackground.” 2 Concerning the
crossing of the R ed Sea a p articipa nt said, “Moving on to the Sinai tradition, the
crossing of the Red (Reed) Sea is obviously a miraculous tale that can in no way be
validated or even illuminated by archae ological investigation.” 3
The purpo se of this article is not to argue against such po sitions. Instead,
it accepts the presupposition that “The Bible alone, and the Bible in its entirety, is
the Wo rd of God written, and therefore inerrant in the auto graphs.” 4 With that
assumption, the problems related to the events of the exodus, including the crossing
of the R ed Sea, are worthy of care ful investigation.
Among interpreters who do interact with the problems of the exodus, many
com mon ly accept that Israel crossed a “sea of reeds” (yam sûph), rather than actually
crossing the northwestern arm of the Red Sea (that is, the Gulf of Suez). In 1965
Snaith wrote that the “rendering ‘the sea o f reeds’” had lately “becom e fashionable.” 5
Proposed sites for the crossing include: Lake Sirbonis, 6 Lake M enzaleh,7 Lake
Ballah, 8 Lake T imsah or the no rthern Bitter Lake s,9 or the southern Bitter Lakes. 10
Predom inant reaso ns for postulating a crossing site distinct from the Red
Sea itself include: identifying the phrase “Sea of Ree ds” as a common noun rather
than a proper name, that the Gulf of Suez has no reeds (and the word sûph is taken
to mean that in Exod 2:3), that the Shur Desert is in northwest Sinai (too far away
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from the Re d Sea), that the Gulf o f Suez is too far south from Pi Hahiroth and
Migdol, and that Baal Zephon is to be asso ciated with Tahpahnes in the northeast
delta region. In view of these reasons, the conclusion is that Israel must have crossed
north of the Gulf of Suez arm of the Red Sea at another location. Many conservative
scholars who fully accep t the miraculous nature of the crossing of the sea, with its
attendant judgment on the Egyptian pursuers, advocate this position.11
This essay does no t interact with those argum ents. However, an exegetical
and contextual evaluation of relevant biblical references to the Red Sea may require
reconsideration which w ill lead to another conclusion. The tables at the end of the
essay identify the biblical references to the Red Sea, and the quantity of references
indicates the importance that biblical writers placed on this body of water. Exegetes
need to consider carefully, therefore, the total impact of their conclusions when
evaluating the term in any particular location, particularly that in Exodus 14–15.
The essay will focus attention first on significant OT references to the term yam sûph
apart from those in E xodus 14–15. Pertinent observations will then be made
concerning additional historical references and the NT references to the Red Sea.
Finally, a few comments concerning the context of Exodus 14 –15 will culminate the
prese nt study.
THE OT AN D THE YAM-SÛPH
In order to visualize correctly the location of the bodies of water under
discussion, a map showing the entire Red Sea, the Arabian Sea (northern part of the
Indian Ocean), and the Persian G ulf will provide helpful reference po ints. The gulfs
of Aqaba and Suez extensions of the Red Sea have special relevance to the exodus
since the Peninsula of Sinai is between those two gulfs.

11
In contrast to conservatives, liberal scholars have various positions regarding the yam-sûph. For
example, Kloos connects the whole story of the “Reed Sea” with an alleged Canaanite mythological
influence on Israel (Carola Kloos, Yhwh’s Combat with the Sea: A Canaanite Tradition in the Religion
of Ancient Israel [Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1986] 191).
Towers has another theory. He asserts that it cannot be proved whether or not an actual place called
the yam-sûph ever existed, but that some Egyptian texts indicate “that the ‘Sea of Reeds’ referred to the
‘world beyond’” (John Robert Towers, “The Red Sea,” Journal of Near Eastern Studies 18 [1959]:150).
McCarthy takes yet another approach. He provides a literary analysis of Exod 5–14 and concludes
that chapters 11–13 are not “an originally integral part of a literary whole which included the
introduction in ch. 5 and the stories of the plagues in chs. 78 -102 7 with their special structure and
vocabulary” (Dennis J. McCarthy, “Plagues and Sea of Reeds: Exodus 5–14,” Journal of Biblical
Literature 85 [1966]:149).
Childs, while agreeing with the idea “of a mythological battle with Yam which was common
throughout the Ancient Near East” (413), also agrees that distinct traditions of the exodus and the
wilderness cycle were combined over an extended period (Brevard S. Childs, “A Traditio-Historical
Study of the Reed Sea Tradition,” Vetus Testamentum 20 [1970]:413, 418).
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Yam-Sûph and the Gulf of Suez
The Hebrew term 4&2 .* (yam sûph) appears in many OT passages. Some
of these refer directly to the western arm of the Red Sea known as the Gulf of Suez.
Numbers 33:10-11
Numb ers 33 summarizes the journeys of Israel from their exodus to their
arrival at the eastern side of the Jordan River. The miraculous crossing of the sea is
given in 33:8. After that event they journeyed three more days and camped at
Marah. They then traveled to Elim where they cam ped . Leaving Elim they moved
on to an encampment by the “Red Sea” (33 :10). Leaving that location they next
journeyed from the “Red Sea” to the wilderness of Sin (33:11). This text thus
indicates that Israel journeyed at least five days after the miraculous crossing of the
sea (3 3:8), and the y were still alo ngside the “Re d Sea” after all that mo vement.
Ashley finds it surprising that the yam-sûph “is not mentioned until three
stops after the crossing through the midst of the sea.” He theorizes that in this text
traditions were combined which did not originally belong toge ther, but he also
admits, “While the words [yam-suph] are clearly used to describe the Gulf of
Aqabah, they may also designate the Gulf of Sue z.” 12 Snaith, like Ashley, sees
strands from JEPD through the Pentateuchal narrative, and thinks that “Apparently
the sea which the Israelites crossed was some where by the B itter Lakes,” but he also
recognizes that in Num 33:8-10 “the yam-sûp mentioned here is the Gulf of Suez.” 13
Budd conc urs: “The Sea of Reeds in this itinerary is probably the Gulf of Suez
itself.” 14 Although Allen makes no specific identification of the Red Sea in this text,
he does locate the Desert of Sin “in the south-central Sinai Peninsula” 15 which
requires that the Red Sea here be the Gulf of Suez. Kitchen also agrees, saying that
this encampment was “somewhere on the Gulf of Suez coast of Sinai, if Mount
Sinai/H oreb be located in the S o f that peninsula.” 16
Numb ers 33:10-11, therefore, testifies that Moses and the Israelites camped
along the yam-sûph at least five days after they crossed miraculously through the sea,
which Exodus identifies as the yam-sûph. That indicates that the identical body of
water, the yam-sûph, is at the least long enough to parallel five days of journeying.
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Any identification of this body of water as a small lake in Egypt is exegetica lly
improbable.

Isaiah 11:15
Although the pre cise term , yam-sûph, is not used in Isa 11:15, its reference
to the Red Sea crossing of Israel is unmistakab le and pertinent to the discussion
because of its contribution to the overall identification of the body of water involved.
This prophecy of Isaiah refers to a future time when Israel will return to its land.
Different eschatological viewpoints of individual writers affect their understanding
of the time of fulfillment, but the identification of the body of water involved
rema ins unaffected b y those d ifference s.
The verse states, “The L ORD will utterly destroy the tongue of the Sea of
Egyp t.” The crucial word here is “tongue” which occurs about 117 times in the OT,
usually referring to the tongue as a physical organ. However, Kaiser states that this
word, by extension, “carries geographical meaning such as the ‘tongue’ of land
which protrudes into the Dead Sea (Jo sh 15 :2, 5; 18:19 ; Isa 11 :15). . . .”17 Kaise r is
correct concerning the verses in Joshua, but he has missed the significance of Isaiah,
since the Dead Sea is nowhere in that context. Kedar-K opfstein is more accurate
when he observes that the Isaiah reference is the reverse of the Joshua references:
“The topo graphically opp osite pheno menon is intended in Isa. 11:15, which speaks
of Yahweh’s threat to destroy (or dry up) the leson yam -misrayim . This refers to a
water-filled bay in Egypt, namely, the Gulf of Suez.” 18 The com ments by Martin,19
Young, 20 Oswalt, 21 and Motyer 22 seem to concur with this identification.
Comm entators corre ctly observe parallels between the prophecy of Isaiah
and Israel’s crossing of the Red Sea. Grogan is an example:
The nations mentioned in v. 14 were small and insignificant when compared with the
great militarist regimes of Egypt and Mesopotamia. God’s hand of power will be
stretched forth in fulfillment of his purposes for his people in both areas. He had dried
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up the water of the Red Sea before. He would act again to dry it up—and for the same
liberating purpose (v. 15). He had used a great wind (Exod 14:21) at the Exodus; he
would do so again to bring the people back from Mesopotamia, for the wind would
produce a delta there not unlike that at the mouth of the Nile. The highway promised (v.
16) may contain an allusion to Exodus 14:26-29, the dry road through the Red Sea; or
it may mean that God will bring them back safely across the desert that stretched between
Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean sea-board (cf. 35:8).23
W atts also notices the parallel between Isaiah and the exodus concerning
the waving of the hand and the wind: “The parallel to Moses’ outstretched arm and
staff and the mighty East wind (Exod 14:21) is unmistakable.” He further comm ents,
“The return of captives from Assyria is being seen as a parallel to Israel’s exodus
from Egypt,” and he specifically identifies the “tongue of the Sea of Egyp t” as “the
upper end of the G ulf of Suez which is referred to simply as .*% ‘the Sea’ Exod
14:2,9; 15:4,8,22; Isa 51:10; 63:11 and as the 4&2 < .* ‘the Reed Sea’ Exod 13:18;
Num. 14 :25; D eut. 1:40, etc.” 24
The prophet Isaiah, therefore, stands as a witness to the crossing of the Red
Sea as parallel to the “tongue” of the Sea of Egypt. Since this “tongue” is a
reference to the Gulf of Suez, an e vidence for the cro ssing as b eing at tha t Gulf
becomes integral to the discussion.
Exodus 10:19
At the conclusion of the plague of locusts (the 8th plague) in the land of
Egyp t, Exod 10:19 testifies that God used a strong wind to drive “them into the Red
Sea .” Difference of interpretation concerning this verse does exist. Some writers
make no particular identification of this body of water.25 Being more specific, Hya tt
states that this “is not properly the Red Sea as we know it today, but the ‘sea of
reeds,’” 26 which he later identifies as “a very shallow body of water or only a wet
marsh,” 27 “that is, at the southern end of Lake Menzaleh, or in the marshy lagoo n just
S. of it.” 28
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However, a more consistent contextual interpretation is that it refers to the
Gulf of Suez,29 or even to the main body of the Red Sea itself. That this is the
correct identification is indicated by the number of locusts involved and the wind
that blew them into the sea.
The biblical text is clear that the mass of locusts was huge, that locusts
settled throughout the entire land of Egypt, that never before or after were there so
many, that their sheer num bers covered the entire co untry so that they darkened all
the ground, and that they strippe d the entire land of every green plant and tree in
Egyp t. To eliminate the millions of locusts involved, spread out over the entire
length and breadth of Egypt, wo uld necessitate a mam moth dispo sal unit.
That dispo sal unit was arranged by Go d when H e sent a “very strong west
wind” to blow them into the sea. This “west wind” literally means “a sea wind,” and
refers to “a storm com ing in from the Mediterranean and blowing the locust swarms
down the Nile Valley and into the so uth, out o f the land.” 30 This wind, therefore,
“origina ted from the M editerranea n to the north or northwest.” 31 Durham writes,
.* < (&9 is often translated “west wind,” because of the orientation of the land of Israel
to the Mediterranean Sea to the west. As the sea is not to the west of Egypt, however, the
more literal translation above [sea wind] is preferable. The locust swarm is blown by this
wind into the 4&2 .* “Sea of Reeds,” the sea which Israel is later to cross in exodus from
Egypt, and the miraculous nature of the mighty act is emphasized by the pointed
statement that every single locust was removed from the whole territory of Egypt.32
Concerning the dispersement of the locusts, F retheim states that they “were
driven into the Red Sea and ‘no t a single locust was left’ (10:1 9; see 8 :31). This is
precisely what happens to the Egyptians in 14:2 8.” 33 To imagine that this extensive
mass of locusts was destroyed by b eing blown into a marshy lake is unfathomable.
Even such a bod y of water as the p resent Bitter Lakes is woefully too small to handle
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the dispo sal pro blem adeq uately. H owever, the G ulf of Sue z, which is some twenty
miles wide, and/or the Red Sea itself, which is about 100 miles wide, are more likely
candida tes. That becom es even more probab le assum ing a no rthwest wind is
blowing the locusts in a southeasterly direction since that would drive them into the
waters of the ac tual Red Sea or its G ulf of Sue z. Th e cultivated land of E gypt, which
is where “every plant” and where “all the fruit of the trees” (Exod 10:15) would be
located, stretches from the Delta region south along the Nile to a distance some 300
miles south of the Mediterranean.34 Logistically, only the Gulf of Suez and/or the
Red Sea itself could possibly be the d isposal areas for tho se locusts which devastated
such a geographical stretch. A northwest wind would blow the locusts in a
southeasterly direction, straight into that body of water.
Yam-Sûph and the Gulf of Aqaba
In addition to the OT references outside Exodus 14–15 which identify the
Red Sea as the Gulf of Suez, several others use the term for the Gulf of Aqaba.
Tho se references are important because they contribute to a knowledge of the
general identity of the body of water involved.
Exodus 23:31
W hile Israel is camped at M t. Sinai, God aga in assures Israel concerning
their promised land. In Exod 23:31 H e identifies the land’s boundary as extending
“from the Red S ea to the sea of the P hilistines, and from the wilderness to the River
Euphrates” (NA SB ). Som e writers do not find a reference to the Red Sea in this
text. 35 However, by examining the context and obse rving the locatio n of Israel in its
travels, other writers are more definitive.
Childs concisely states, “By the Yam Su^ p_ (Reed Sea) the Gulf of Aq aba is
undo ubted ly meant as in I Kings 9:26 and elsewhere. T he Sea of the P hilistines is
naturally the Mediterranean Sea and ‘the river’ is the Eup hrates.” 36 Cole agre es:
“The Red Sea (literally ‘Sea of Reeds’) must clearly be the Gulf of Aqaba he re
(whatever area o f water is meant in Exodus 14), because it is considered as the
eastern border, as opposed to the Mediterranean in the west.” 37 Kaiser takes a
similar position, “The b orders G od wo uld establish would be from Yam Suph (here
an eastern boundary), the Gulf o f Aqabah with its port city of Elath; to the ‘Sea of
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the Philistines,’ the M editerranea n Sea on the west. . . .” 38
Sarna states that in this text the reference must be to “the modern Red
Sea.” 39 Does this me an that he takes it as including the Red Sea p roper along with
both of its two gu lfs? Sarna is imprecise, but that is precisely the view that McQuitty
takes. 40 However, this seems to be stretching the bounds of the co ntext of this
passage. The Gulf of Aqab a is the bo dy of water invo lved, and that bod y is
specifically named the Red Sea.
Numbers 14:25
The event of Israel’s failure at Kadesh-barnea is detailed in Numb ers
13– 14. In the judgment of God, Israel must turn away from the promised land and
experience years of wilderness wandering. Numbers 14:25 instructs the nation as to
which way they are to travel: “[T]urn tomorrow and set out to the wilderness by the
way of the Red Sea.”
Some writers do not even attempt to locate this “Red Sea.” 41 Others
recognize that this pro bab ly refers to a specific route, b ut say that the “precise
locatio n of the se a remains unc ertain.” 42
Wenham, however, speaks mo re directly to the issue when he ob serves,
“Geographica lly this probably means they were to head south-east from K adesh
toward the Gulf of Aqabah, one of the recognized north-south routes across the Sinai
Pen insula.” 43 Ashley correctly expands on this b y writing, “Although some
commentators see this as a general directive to turn back south, others have realized
that it is not likely that so large a group as the Israelites could hope to survive in the
wilderness apart from a well-kno wn road or path; the way of the Reed Sea was such
a road. It stretched from the area of Kadesh to the north shore of the G ulf of
Aqabah.” 44
Once again, the refore, the biblical text distinctly refers to the yam-sûph and
identifies it as a body of water which is a physical extension of the actual Red Sea.
Num bers 21:4
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As the Israelites moved toward the eastern side of the land of Canaan after
their years of wandering, the Red Sea again came up for mention. The setting for
Num 21:4 is found back in 20:14-21 where Edom would not permit Israel to travel
through its land, and in 20:27-29 where the acco unt of A aron’s death on M t. Hor is
given. Instead of traveling north and west, which lead to the promised land, they had
to detour south and east where, as Allen observes, they “rejoined the road to the Sea
of Reeds to m ake a broad circuit around E dom .” 45 Although Allen does not here
identify this “Sea of Reeds,” his identification of the geographical location of Israel
necessitates that this is the same one as seen in Num 14:25.
W enham obse rves, “W hether Mount H or is to be located near Petra or near
Kadesh-barnea, it seems clear that the Israelites were heading south down the Arabah
towards Tim na.” 46 In corrobo rating this, A shley writes, “W hateve r the specific
meaning, this term [the way of the Sea of Reeds] must ind icate a so utherly route from
Mt. Hor, b ecause by it the Israelites go around . . . Edom as they had been forced to
do in 20:2 0-21 .” 47 In this text, therefore, the reference must be to “the modern Red
Sea,” as seen in its extension, the Gulf of Aqaba.48
Deutero nomy 1 :1
Deuteronomy 1:1 locates the children of Israel “across the Jordan in the
wilderness, in the Arabah opposite Suph,” at the app arent border of the land of
Canaan. The reference to Sup h is the integral element here. As C raigie points out,
the Arabah denotes “the great rift valley that extends from the Sea of T iberias in the
north to the Gulf of Aqaba in the south.” Craigie tentatively identifies Suph as being
“in Mo ab in the vicinity of the Arnon River,” but says this is uncertain.49 Thompson
does not suggest a location. 50
Kitchen, however, proposes that this naming of Sûp h refers to a place in
“the wilderness in the vicinity of Kadesh-barnea (Num 10 :12; 13:26; etc.), and the
Arabah is the S end of the Jord an rift valley, between the Dead Sea and the Gulf of
Aqaba. Hence, Suph is so me p lace in this vicinity, if it is not merely an abbreviation
for yam-sup, the Gulf of Aq aba itself.” 51 Simila rly, Tigay connects Suph with the
Yam Suph, which he equ ates with the “Gulf of Elath” (Aqaba) in this text, adding
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that “Suph could also be a name for some site on the shore of Yam Suph. If ‘in the
Arabah’ and ‘near Suph’ go together, the phrase refers to the southern Aravah, where
the Israelites began their march through Seir-E dom toward M oab (2:1-8 ).” 52 Since
the rift valley end s at the G ulf of Aq aba, it is probable that this is indeed the meaning
in this text. If that is the case, then the Scriptures add another reference to the Red
Sea as being that of the geo graphical body o f water itself.
Deutero nomy 1 :40; 2:1
In both Deut 1:40 and 2 :1 the reference is to events immediately following
Israel’s disobedience at Kadesh-barnea. D eutero nom y 1:40 is similar in tho ught to
Numb ers 14:25, describing how God told Israel they would wand er after the ir
disobedience. Deuteronomy 2:1 again indicates that they wandered for “many days”
(some 38 years in totality). Interpreters have identified the locale in which this all
occurred.
Kalland writes, “In obedience to the Lord’s command in 1:40, the chastised
Israelites returned to the desert, the area between Kadesh and the Seir range. This
range east of the Arabah in Edom ran roughly from the area south of the Dead Sea
to the Gulf of Aq abah . . . . The period probably encompassed both departures from
Kad esh recorded in Num bers 1 4:25 and 2 0:22 .” 53 Brown makes no comment on this
question,54 but Craigie concurs precisely: “After spending a long time in the oasis at
Kadesh-barnea, the Israelites set out once again at the command of the Lord through
Moses. . . . They set out in a southeasterly direction toward the Gulf of Aqaba, and
spent many days travelling in the vicinity of Mount Seir, the mountain range of
Edom, south o f the Dead Sea and extending down the eastern flan k of the A rabah.” 55
Tigay agrees: “That is, ‘on the Road to the Sea of Reeds,’ a road leading from
Kadesh-barnea to the G ulf of Elath.” 56 Thus, here is further testimony that the term
yam-sûph refers to an arm of the physical Red Sea.
Judges 11:16
Jephthah is judge of Israel in Judges 11. The king of Ammon threatened
war against Israel on the basis of his contention that Israel had unjustly taken his land
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years before whe n the nation had first come to Canaan under Joshua. Jephthah
attempted to reason with that king, rather than go to war, and in the process provided
a history lesson o f Israel’s journeys and battles to demonstrate that they were
innocent of the king’s charges. In that explanation, Jephthah states that after leaving
Egyp t, “Israel went through the wilderness to the Red Sea and cam e to Kadesh”
(11:16).
Many com mentators give no id entification o f what the Red Sea is in this
context. 57 Goslinga also makes no direct reference to the Red Sea, but he does
provide helpful contextual data:
When they arrived at Kadesh on their journey from Egypt (this was their second stay at
Kadesh, in the fortieth year of their desert wanderings; Num. 20;1, 14; cf. Deut. 1:46;
2:1, 14), they asked the king of Edom (Num. 20:14-21) and probably also the king of
Moab (Numbers does not mention this, but Jephthah could easily have known it from oral
tradition) for permission to pass through their territories.58
Other writers have shown that the reference to the Red Sea at this stage of
Israel’s history is the same as the Gulf of Aqaba.59 Fausset writes that “the Yam Suf,
Israel’s last station before reaching Kedesh, was Ezion Gaber [sic], on the gulf of
Akaba, the eastern tongue of the Red Sea (Num b. xxxiii. 36, 37; 1 Kings ix.
26. . . .”60 Fausse t’s mention of Ezion-geber leads to the next reference for
investigation.
1 Kings 9:26
First Kings 9–11 summ arize the later years of Solomon’s reign, providing
information about his many accomplishments. One of those, detailed in 9:26-28,
relates to Solomon’s fleet of ships and their successes in international trade.61 That
endeavor centered at Ezion-geber, which is near Elath on the shore of the Gulf of
Aqaba, in the land of Edom.
Although Gray is uncertain about the exact location of Ezion-geber, his
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possibilities all place it clearly on the Gulf of Aqaba.62 Other writers, however, are
precise in identifying the place.
Keil obse rves, “Eziongeber a harbour at the north-eastern end of the
Elanitic Gulf [G ulf of Aqa ba], was pro bab ly the ‘large a nd beautiful town of Asziun’
mentioned by M akrizi . . ., and situated on the great b ay of Wady Emrag. . . .”63
Davis provides a more contemp orary opinion:
Solomon had an extensive fleet of ships located at Ezion-geber which is located on the
Gulf of Aqaba. In all probability the port was under the supervision of Phoenicians who
were known for their ship building capabilities (cf. 10:22). Archaeological work
conducted at Tell el-Kheleifeh or Biblical Ezion-geber indicates that it was not only
extensively occupied in the days of Solomon, but was used as a smelting operation.64
DeVries states that “E zion-geber, with Eilat slightly to the west, lay at the
head of the Gulf of Eilath/Aqaba, the eastern arm of the Red Sea.” 65 Kitchen
cogently obse rves that this reference to Ezion-geber identifies “a location which fits
the Gulf of Aqaba but neither that of Suez or Lake B allah.” 66 Thus, once again the
biblical writers identify the yam-sûph indisputably with an arm of the geographical
Red Sea.
Jeremiah 49:21
The final OT reference to be examined in this section is found in Jeremiah
49:21. This text is interpreted in two ways. Some connect it to the Red Sea crossing
of Exod us 14– 15, saying that the cry of Ed om in their time of destructio n “would
carry to the Red (Reed) Sea—the site of God’s first destruction of a nation that
threatened His C hosen People (cf. Exod 1 4:21 -31).” 67 If this interpretation is
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adopted, then this prophetic text provides no direct contribution to the identity of the
Red Sea in Exodus 14–15.
An exam ination o f the ove rall context of this verse, howe ver, helps to
identify the Red Sea reference prope rly. Feinberg summarizes the context of 49:1322:
Here the destruction of Edom is underscored. Bozrah (vv. 13, 22) is referred to because
it was the capital of Edom in Jeremiah’s time. It was midway between Petra and the
Dead Sea, and here it represents all the Edomite cities (cf. Isa. 63:1). It is the modern elBuseirah. The completeness of Edom’s overthrow is left beyond doubt (v. 15). The cause
of Edom’s downfall was her inveterate pride (v. 16; cf. 48:7, 29; 49:4; Obad 3, 10-14).
Jeremiah’s message from the Lord (v. 14) is that the nations have been summoned to war
against Edom. Because of her fortifications and topography, Edom had convinced herself
that she was impregnable. The “rock” (sela`; NIV, “rocks” [v. 16]) referred to was later
called Sela (Petra GR.)—the capital city and chief fortress of the Edomites. The ruin of
Edom will be irreversible (v. 17), like that of Sodom and Gomorrah and their neighboring
cities Admah and Zeboiim (v. 18; cf. Gen 14:2, 8). Edom’s foe will pounce like a lion
scattering a flock (v. 19). (Verses 19-21 are repeated in 50:44-46 where they refer to
Babylon). Dispersion, destruction, and devastation will be the lot of Edom. Its doom
shows how fearful a thing it is to fall into the hands of the living God (Heb 10:31).68
In his comments on 50:4 6, which substitutes a reference to the “nations” for
that of the “Red Sea,” Feinberg states, “The phrase ‘among the nations’ (v. 46)
indicates a wider audience than the one in view in 49:21 because of the greater
prominen ce of the Babylonian po wer.” 69
If Feinberg’s comments concerning the context of Jeremiah 49:13-22 are
accurate, it is more in keep ing with that context to identify this referen ce to the Red
Sea as being in the vicinity of Edom, rather than across the Sinai Peninsula in Egyp t.
This would, therefore, point to the Gulf of Aqaba. Kitchen agrees when he says that
this verse “a lludes to the yam-sup in an oracle on Edom, again prob. the Gulf of
Aqaba.” 70 Holladay adds, “It is not appropriate here to undertake a full treatment of
the meaning of yam-sup in the O T, whether the ‘Red Sea’ or (in the interpretation
since the end of the nineteenth century) ‘the Sea of R eeds’ in the Egyptian Delta, but
it is clear that in the present passage the intention is ‘the Red Sea’ rather than (as
Duhm, G iesebrecht, C ornill, V olz, Rudolph, B right, JB, and NJV have it) ‘the Sea
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of Reeds.’” 71
Therefore, if Jer 49:2 1 is interp reted as the G ulf of Aq aba, as seem s best,
then another biblical writer identifies the yam-sûph with an arm of the physical Red
Sea.
The other direct references to the Red Sea in the OT point to the event of
Israel’s miraculous crossing of the sea at the time of their exodus from Egypt. These
passages do not co ntribute to the meaning of the biblical title, Red Sea, as to a
precise geographical identification. However, concerning these examined biblical
texts where the term yam-sûph refers to the Gulfs of Suez and Aqaba, McQuitty
draws this conclusion:
In every case where there is sufficient information to determine what body of water is
referenced, 4&2 .*I [yam sûph] without exception is to be identified with the Red Sea
including its two gulfs. In no case is there ever a usage which in any way suggests that
any body of water other than the Red Sea and its gulfs is referenced by this name. The
biblical usage of the name 4&2 .*I [yam sûph] provides absolutely no support for the
supposition that 4&2 .*I [yam sûph] could be applied to any number of marshy areas or
lakes. On the contrary, there is the strongest indication that the biblical authors were not
themselves confused nor desiring to confuse their readers, but that they used the name
4&2 .*I [yam sûph] in a completely consistent manner, always as a reference to the Red
Sea including its two gulfs.72
LATER CONTRIBUTIONS
In 1 Cor 10:1-2 Paul clearly has in mind the crossing of the sea in the time
of the exodus. Yet he refers to it only by the general term “sea.” B ecause of that,
the verse does not contribute to the study at hand. However, two specific NT
references do name the Red Sea, Acts 7:36 and Heb 11 :29. They are important to
the identification of this body of water. The G reek term for Red Sea, used in both
Acts and H ebrews, is ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF" (erythr thalassa, “Red Sea”). This is also
the usual name for the Red S ea in the LX X and among ancient Greek writers.
Greek Writers
In the Classical Period
Among the Greek writers, one of the most helpful is the Greek historian
Hero dotus (ca. 48 5–425 B C) in his The Persian Wars.73 He refers to the Red Sea
in various contexts, and dem onstrates that the name had extensive application. He
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writes, for example, that the River Euphrates “empties itself into the R ed Sea,” 74 a
clear reference to the Persian Gulf. He further writes, “In Arabia, not far from
Egyp t, there is a long and narro w gulf running inland from the sea called the Red
Sea.” 75 That “gulf” is the body of water presently called the Red Sea, and the water
that he calls the Red Sea is that which is presently identified as the Arabian Sea, the
northeast part of the Indian Ocean. At this point, George Rawlinson, the translator
of Hero dotus, explains, “Th e Greeks generally did not give the name Red Sea to the
Arabian Gulf [the Gulf of Suez], but to all that part of the Indian Ocean [today’s
Arabian Sea] reaching from the Persian Gulf to India. It was also applied to the
Persian Gulf and Herodo tus sometimes gives it to the Arabian Gulf [of Suez], and
even the western branch between Mt. Sinai and E gypt.” 76 Just such a reference to
this “western branch,” the modern Gulf of Suez, is found when Herodotus refers to
a canal that Pharaoh Neco started to build to join the Mediterranean to the Gulf of
Suez, and which was nearly completed by D arius I of Pe rsia. Herodotus states that
the Egyptian started
the construction of the canal to the Red Sea, a work completed afterwards by Darius the
Persian, the length of which is four days’ journey, and the width such as to admit of two
triremes being rowed along it abreast. The water is derived from the Nile, which the canal
leaves a little above the city of Bubastis, near Patumus, the Arabian town, being
continued thence until it joins the Red Sea. 77
Hero dotus even gives the length of this canal as 115 miles.
Herodo tus again refers to the Gulf of Suez when he writes that Phoenician
sailors “took their departure from Egypt by way of the Red Sea, and so sailed into
the southern o cean.” 78
In 5th century B.C., therefore, the Greeks commo nly referred to the waters
of the Gulf of Sue z, today’s Red Sea, the Arabian Sea part of the Indian Ocean, and
the Persian G ulf all by the name of ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF". The extension of the name
to include all these bodies of water is “understandable since the waterways are
connected and maritime trade was the primary means of establishing the geography
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of the seas.” 79 No reference in extant Greek literature points to any of the lakes in
Egypt as ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF".
Herodo tus is not alone in the Classical Period in identifying the Red Sea.
The Greek lyric poet Pindar (ca. 520–ca. 438 B .C.), in presenting the story of Jason
and his search for the fleece, writes that “they reached the streams of the Ocean, and
the Red Sea,” pointing to the same general bodies of water as He rodo tus.80 In a
similar way, the Greek historian Xenophon (431– ca. 357 B.C .), when discussing the
“Education of Cyrus,” asserts that the Indian Ocean along with the Persian Gulf and
the Red Sea formed the Eastern boundary of the Persian Empire under Cyrus. He
also regarded them as one connected bod y of water.81
Strabo
The Greek geograp her Strabo (ca. 64 B .C.–A.D . 21) in his Geography 82
further confirm s how the ancient peoples identified the same bodies of water. He
refers to the R ed Sea, as it is presently identified, and ob serves that sailors could
start “from the Red Sea” and eventually sail into the south Atlantic,83 which would,
of course, take them around the southern tip of Africa.
Strabo also writes that co nnecting to the “Exterior Sea,” which is the
Arabian Sea (that between Arabia and India), are various gulfs, gulfs including the
“Persian Gulf” and the “Arabian Gulf.” The Arabian Gulf is also called the Red Sea.
This is “particularly” identified as having a “narrow inlet,” 84 which is exactly the
case geographically. Strab o’s kno wledge of the Arab ian Gulf (the modern Red Sea)
included the fact that its “head consists of two recesses: one extending into the
region near A rabia and Gaza, which is called Aelanites [the Gulf of Aqaba], after the
city situated on it, and the other, extending to the region near Aegypt [the Gulf of
Suez ] in the neighbo urhood o f the City of Heroes. . . .” 85
In describing the area around Egypt, Strabo writes about the ancient canal
connecting the Arabian Gulf to the M editerranea n that was nearly completed by
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Darius I. He writes:
There is another canal which empties into the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf [of Suez]
near the city of Arsinoe, a city which some call Cleopatris. It flows also through the Bitter
Lakes, as they are called, which were indeed bitter in earlier times, but when the above
mentioned canal was cut they underwent a change because of the mixing with the river,
and now are well supplied with fish and full also of aquatic birds.86
His description is especially pertinent to the discussion of the route of the
exodus, since it clearly indicates that ancient writers drew a sharp d istinction
between the Bitter Lakes and the Re d Sea/Arabian G ulf (of Suez). In contrast to
modern writers who advocate that Israel crossed the Bitter Lakes and that Exodus
calls the Bitter Lakes the Red Sea, ancient geographers made no such identification.
Such would have been the accepted thinking in the time of the LXX and the NT.
Just as modern scholars wrestle with why this great body of water was
called the Red Sea, so ancient writers struggled with the identification. Strabo
describes in detail some of the theories in his day about the name’s origin, although
he doe s not actually know what the origin of the name is.87
Even in early times, considerable discussion of the origin of the name Red
Sea indicates that uncertainty abounded. However, for purposes of this study, the
significant item that must not be overlooked is that the Red Sea is alwa ys identified
as the same body of water. That body of water is never a lake in Egypt or anywhere
else. The body of water is what encompasses the gulfs of Suez and Aqaba to the
prese nt Red Sea to the Arabian Sea to the Pe rsian G ulf.
Jewish Writers
The Septuagint
The LXX normally uses ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF" in its translation of yamsûph.88 Although modern scholarship debates the exact origin of the LXX, it seems
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that “the Pentateuch was translated in Alexandria by the middle of the third century
B.C.,” 89 and that “most of the O T existed in Greek by the late 2nd ce nt. B.C.” 90 If the
LXX was translated in Alexandria, Egypt, during the 3rd-2nd centuries, the LXX
translators lived in Egypt during a time when ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF" referre d to the
bodies of water discussed above, none of which was a lake in Egypt. That is evident
from the writings of Herodotus and Strabo. Rather, the Greek name was used of the
Gulf of Suez, the modern Red Sea, and even the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea.
Unless the LX X translators were totally isolated from a knowledge of world and
Egyptian geography, did not understand the term ¦DL2D¬ 2V8"FF", and were
com pletely insensitive to accuracy, one m ust conclude that their use of ¦DL2D¬
2V8"FF" for yam-sûph points to that body of water now identified as the Gulf of
Suez for the exodus of Israel from Egyp t.
The Genesis Apocryphon
The scroll known as The Genesis Apocryphon, 91 one of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, retells and expands stories of the patriarchs in the Book of Genesis, usually
with a first person narration. The scroll from the first century B.C. confirms the
identification of the term Red Sea. In Column XX I.17-19, Abraham summarizes
some of his travels stating, “I traveled along the Euphrates, until I came to the Red
Sea in the east. (Then) I moved along the R ed Sea, until I reached the tongue of the
Reed Sea, which goes forth from the Red Sea. (From there) I journeyed to the south,
until I reached the Gihon River. T hen I returned , came home safely and found all
my househo ld safe and so und.” 92
Fitzmyer observes that the reference to the Re d Sea here “cannot designate
anything else but the Pe rsian G ulf and the Indian Ocean, into which the Euphrates
River emp ties.” 93 Although Fitzmyer asserts, erroneously in this writer’s opinion,
that the yam sûp of the B ible is normally “an inland lake east of Baal-zephon,” he
also recognizes that ancient mariners considered the Red Sea as “the sea between
Asia and Africa and was gradually extended from the Gulf of Suez to the Persian
Gulf including the Indian Ocean. The co lor was probably derived from the
neighb oring mountains, desert sands, co rals and phospho rescence.” 94
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Josephus
The Jewish historian Josephus (ca. A.D. 37– ca. 100) adds further
confirmation of the identity of the Red Sea. Co mmenting on the rivers that flowed
out of the Garden of Eden, he writes that the “Euphrates also, as well as Tigris, goes
down into the Red Sea,” 95 in other words, the Persian Gulf. In addition, he
specifically identifies Eziongeber96 and Elath (or Elat) 97— areas located on the Gulf
of Aqaba— as being on the Red Sea. Once again, evidence points to an identification
distinct from any lake in E gypt.
The New Testament Writers
Though some mod ern writers do not discuss the location or identification
of the Red Sea in Acts 7:36,98 some older commentaries on Acts do. Alexander, for
examp le, identifies the location of the Red Sea, and a lso discusses the o rigin of its
name, in a fashion reminiscent of Strabo:
The Red Sea, in the earlier Greek writers, is what we call the Indian Ocean, with its two
great arms, the Persian and Arabian Gulfs, to the last of which the name is given in the
Septuagint version. It was called Red, as some of the ancients thought, from the colour
of the water; but even Quintus Curtius speaks of this as an ignorant mistake, and derives
the Greek name from that of an old king (Erythra). The moderns trace it to the colour of
the sea-weed which abounds in it, and from which it was called in Hebrew (and in the
Peshito here) Yam Sûph (Mare Algosum) the Sea of seaweed. The name Red Sea is still
applied to the same narrow gulf between Arabia and Africa, about 1400 miles in length,
through the northern extremity of which the Israelites passed (Exod 14, 21.22.). Local
tradition still identifies the spot as the Bahr-al-Kolsum or Sea of Destruction, in allusion
to the fate of Pharaoh’s host (Exod 14, 28).99
The case of Heb 11:29 is similar to that of Acts 7:36 in that many
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commentaries do not identify the Red Sea.100 W estcott makes only a brief comment
that the Greek w ord com es from “the LX X. rendering of 4{2 .I* ‘the sea of weed
[sic].’” 101 Kent and Bruce exp ress contrasting views. Kent, following much
contemporary opinion, writes,
The Red Sea translates the Greek expression in Hebrews (eruthran thalassan) which in
turn reproduced the Septuagint rendering of Exodus 13:18 (et al.). The Hebrew text in
Exodus calls it the Sea of Reeds (yam sup_). Its precise location has been a problem of
long standing. Good reasons exist for placing it in the Bitter Lakes region, north of the
Gulf of Suez. 102
In contra st to Kent, Bruce comm ents, “H eb. yam suph (Ex. 13:18, etc.),
used of the Gulfs of Suez and A qab a, in this instance of a northern extension of the
Gulf of Suez. LX X renders it º ¦DL2D 2V8"FF" (‘the Re d Sea’).” 103
The significance of the two NT uses is pertinent to the issue at hand.
Evid ence supp orts the position that Greek writers prior to the time of the N T (e .g.,
Herodo tus), and virtually contemporary with the NT (e.g., Strabo), along with the
LXX translators, The Genesis Apocryphon, and Josephus consistently identified the
Red Sea as water distinct from any lakes of Egypt, the Bitter Lakes in particular.
Such evidence, therefore, invariab ly supports the fact that Israel miraculously
crossed the water at a place identified as the modern extension of the Red Sea, the
Gulf of Suez.
A person could advocate that Herodotus was wrong in his historical
identifications, and that Strabo was mistaken in his geography. One could also argue
that the LXX translators, The Genesis Apocryphon, and Josephus likewise were in
error. Considering the wid espre ad knowledge of maritime identifications of that day,
however, such arguments are weak. Furthermore, as M cQuitty coge ntly points out,
even if it is admitted that ancient Gree k and Jewish writers are erroneous,
it is another matter to argue that the NT writers shared in this error. To do so would be
to deny that God communicated through them, for He of all persons knows where the
crossing took place and He cannot lie. The NT identification of the body of water
crossed by the commonly used Greek name z+DL2D¬ 2V8"FF" would be misleading
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if it were not accurate. 104
One may conclude that the testim ony of the NT to the identity of the Red
Sea, based upon the historical and geographical identifications that precede it and
the acceptance of its God-breathed character, points to the location of the Israe lite
crossing of the sea in the exodus as the Gulf of Suez. In addition to the consistent
testimony of the OT, which invariably specifies that location, the totality of Scripture
is clear. H ence the interp reter who ap proaches Exo dus 1 4–1 5 can not do so in a
vacuum. To postu late that this one section of Scripture must be understood in a
manner at odds with the seemingly unanim ous testimony of the rest of Scripture
places an interpreter in a precarious position. Tha t is espec ially the case if
substantial reasons exist for rejecting the commonly held identification of the Red
Sea crossing as be ing over som e body of water ren amed the “R eed Sea.”
EXOD US 14–15
To attempt a full study o f all the pro blems connected with this passage is
beyond the scope of the present study. Brief observations, however, will show that
a viable understanding of the Exodus account points to Israel crossing the Red Sea
at the northern end of the Gulf of Suez.
The Word Sûph
A mainstay of the position that Israel cro ssed north of the G ulf of Sue z in
another body of water is the argument that yam-sûph should not be translated Red
Sea, but rather “Sea o f Reeds.” T his is often given in mod ern Bib le translations.
The NIV and NASB, for example, consistently have footno tes when the Red Sea is
named, giving a literal me aning o f Yam Sûph as “Sea of Reeds.” The argument is
that the word sûph is etymologically borro wed from the Egyptian _t w f(y), which
means papyrus reed. The word , the argumen t continues, occurs in Exo d 2:3 , 5 to
refer to papyrus reeds, so it m ust refer to that in the na me o f this bod y of water.
A recent translation which does not follow this reasoning is the English
Standard Version. T his versio n always translates yam-sûph as Red Sea, and has no
footnote to explain it differently.
The positio n that yam-sûph means “Sea of R eeds” is, therefore, not as
firmly established as often considered. Concerning this matter, Batto has cogently
written that the title “does not designate an expanse of water, but rather a district or
area where not on ly papyrus gro ws but also where pasturage for animals was found
and agricultural enterprises unde rtaken.” 105

104
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McQuitty, “The Location and Nature of the Red Sea Crossing” 146.

Bernard F. Batto, “The Reed Sea: Requiescat in Pace,” Journal of Biblical Literature 102
(1983):29.
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Furthermore, the biblical usages of the term sûph can poin t in another
direction, as M cQuitty observes:
The verb 4&2 means “to bring to an end, to consume, to cease, or to fulfill” (Ps 73:19;
Amos 3:15; Esth 9:28; Isa 66:17; Jer 8:13; Zeph 1:2, 3; Dan 4:30; 2:44). The noun 4&2
means “end, conclusion” (2 Chr 20:16; Eccl 3:11; 7:2; 12:13; Joel 2:20), and in the
Aramaic portion of Daniel the Aramaic equivalent 4&2 has the identical meaning (Dan
4:8, 19; 6:27; 7:26, 28). The %5I&2 was the terrific storm which brought an end to life and
property (Job 21:18; 27:20; Ps 83:16; Pro 1:27; etc.), and the verb %5I2
I means “to
consume or destroy” (Jer 12:4; Ps 40:14; Gen 18:23, 24; etc.). The common element in
all of these words is the idea of “end” or “termination.” Even the seemingly remote
meaning of 4&2 as “reed” or more probably “marsh” is nicely understood as that which
was customarily found at the end or edge of the water. This is why 4&2 did not refer to
a particular water plant but to the marsh area in general, which was ordinarily composed
of a variety of weeds.106
This description could easily fit the coast of the G ulf of Sue z, and it could
also be appropriately applied to the area in Exod 2:3, 5.107
Further Areas
Significant terms are used in the text of Exodus which indicate that Israel’s
crossing of the Red Sea was not facilitated by natural phenomena. The strong wind
was supernatural as indicated by the fact that it caused the water to rise in heaps on
the right and left hands (Exod 14:22, 29). A crucial item here is that the waters d id
not merely get blown in the direction of the wind, but were instead “piled up” (15:8).
After the waters were divided, the people crossed over on “dry land” (14:22). The
emphasis of the verbs in Exod 1 5:8, “piled up,” “stood up like a heap,” and
“congealed” all p oint to a supernatura l event.
The number of the people involved is another crucial matter. Although
some scholars interp ret the numbe rs involved as referring to only a few thousand
people, the Scriptures indicate frequently that over 600,000 men were involved in
the exodus from Egypt (Exod 12:37; 38:26; Num 1:46; 2:32; 11:21). Adding women
and children, the number probably increased to about 2,000,000.
As W ood corre ctly observes, “A marching line of two million people,
walking ten abreast with an average of five feet separating each rank, would be 190
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McQuitty, “The Location and Nature of the Red Sea Crossing” 138.

A recent, well-researched, and cogently written study of the many problems connected with
Israel’s entire history in Egypt is by James K. Hoffmeier, Israel in Egypt (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1997). Hoffmeier ably defends the position that Israel crossed at “most likely the Ballah Lakes,
Lake Timsah, or Bitter Lakes region” (215), and interacts at length with many questions that surround
such an identification. Although his arguments are persuasive, he does not give adequate weight to the
many OT passages where Yam Sûph cannot be compatible with such an identification.
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miles long.” 108 Ob viously, therefore, a much wider path must have op ened to permit
the nation to cross the sea within the few hours of night during “the morning watch”
indicated in Exod 14:24 ( from approximately 3:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.). On the other
hand, if the sea opened to allow a path a mile wide and if Israel walked 1,00 0 abreast
(which allows each p erson to have abo ut 5.28 feet of “personal space”), with an
average of five feet b etween each line, then the distance from front to b ack would
still be 10,000 feet, almost two miles. Since Israel had flocks and herds with them
and probably did not march in rigid rank o rder, requires ev en more space. T he
mathematical calculations require a substantial opening in the sea.
Other areas of concern involve such problems as: the identification of all
the places named in the Exodus account, many of which are uncertain while others
are unknown; the route taken by Israel in their exodus, whether northern, central, or
southern; and the significan ce of the Lord ’s command for Israel to “turn back” (Exod
14:2). Did Israel turn north or south at that point? Although some scholars favor a
turning north, H ubbard b uilds a substantial case fo r turning south, which accords
with an actual Red Sea (G ulf of Suez) crossing.109
CONCLUSION
Assuming the integrity of the biblical accounts of the exodus of Israel from
Egypt and the biblical consistency of the terms used in those accounts, this essay has
argued that the Hebrew term for Red Sea, yam-sûph, is invariab ly used in Scripture
passa ges no t specifica lly referring to the exo dus to identify either the Gulf of Suez
(and probably the modern Red Sea itself in one instance) or the Gulf of Aqaba. In
no instance d oes the term refer to any other body of water, especially not a lake in
Egyp t. A study of ancient Greek w riters verifies that the G reek tra nslation of yamsûph, ¦DL2D 2V8"FF", consistently refers to the Red Sea and to larger bodies of
water with which it connects—the Gulf of Aqaba, the Persian Gulf, and the Arabian
Sea. NT references to the Red Sea co ntinue that consistent identification.
W hen an interpreter explains the biblical text of Exodus 14–1 5, that passage
should harm onize with the testimony of other Scriptures.
Table 1— OT P assages Naming the “Red Sea”
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Wood, Judges 106 n. 88.

R. L. Hubbard, Jr., “Red Sea,”in The International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, ed. Geoffrey
W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988). Maps for a possible southern route for the Red Sea
crossing reaching the Gulf of Suez itself are provided by McQuitty, “The Location and Nature of the Red
Sea Crossing” 105, 121.
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Exod 10:19
Exod 13:18
Exod 15:4
Exod 15:22
Exod 23:31

Num 14:25
Num 21:4
Num 33:10-11
Deut 1:40
Deut 2:1

Deut 11:4
Josh 2:10
Josh 4:23
Josh 24:6-7
Judg 11:16

1 Kgs 9:26
Neh 9:9, 11
Ps 106:7, 9, 22
Ps 136:13, 15
Jer 49:21

Table 2— Indirect OT References to the “Red Sea”
Num 33:8
Ps 66:6
Ps 74:13
Ps 77:16-21

Ps 78:13, 53
Ps 114:3
Isa 10:26
Isa 11:15

Isa 43:16
Isa 51:10
Isa 63:11-13

Nah 1:3-4
Hab 3:8, 15
Zech 10:11

Table 3—Additional Pertinent OT References to Sûph
Exod 2:3, 5

Deut 1:1

Isa 19:6

Jon 2:5(6)

Table 4— NT R eferences to the “Red Sea”
Acts 7:36

1 Cor 10:1-2

Heb 11:29
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MATTHEAN PRIORITY/AUTHORSHIP
AND EVANGELICALISM’S BOUNDARY
Gary W. Derickson*
Evangelicals’ experimentation with critical methodology has re sulted in
questions being raise d ab out lo ng-held viewpoints regarding the priority of Matthew
as the first Gospel to be written and abo ut wh ether Ma tthew himself actu ally wrote
the Go spel. Such questions recall instances in the recent past when what looked like
a minor departure from a traditional belief soon became an issue of questioning the
auth ority and inerrancy of Scripture. Historical-critical approach es to Scripture
have, over time, proven to be a threat to evangelicalism’s traditional view of
Scrip ture in both doctrinal and practical realms. The movement among
evange licals to em brace M arka n instead o f Ma tthean prio rity appears to be another
first step away from the valued evangelical view of Scripture, because it assumes
that someone other than an eyewitness of Jesus’ life com posed the Gospel of
Matthew. The churc h fathers w ere una nimo us in naming Ma tthew as the first
Gospel to be written and in iden tifying th e apostle M atthew as its author. Their
testimony indicates that it was the dominant Gospel in the early church and contains
nothing about any literary dependence between writers of the two Gospels. The
issue of ap ostolic authorship is at stake in one’s viewpoint on this matter. If at any
point a Go spel writer, be it pseud o-M atthew o r any o ther Go spel writer, has
embellished eyewitness testimo ny to prom ote his ow n theolog ical viewpoint, that is
a violation of biblical inerrancy that lies outside the boundary of evangelicalism.
*****
Historical Criticism, a First Step toward Errancy?
The place in order of compo sition among the four Go spels and authorship
of the Gospel of M atthew was not questioned until the rise of critical scholarship.
Evangelicals continued to accept both until recent decades when representatives of
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the movement began to experiment with critical methods. Initially, conservative
evangelicals rejected the ideas of the liberal critics. 1 Nonetheless, the trend has been
to adopt critical methods in order to “dialogue” with critical scholars under the
assumption that their methods in and of themselves are not flawed, just their
presupp ositions. Add itionally, only the antisupernatural presuppositions undergirding their methods should be rejected . This trend has become more and more apparent
over the last decade as an attitude of “pushing the limits” of evangelicalism has
grown. The question of the day seems to be: How liberal is too liberal and how much
of critical scholarship’s methods and presuppositions are acceptable without crossing
the boundaries of evangelicalism?
In the early eighties, when Robert G undry in his com mentary on M atthew’s
Gospel took the redaction-critical method too far, the Evangelical Theological
Society censured him and requested his resignation.2 But others have used the same
method with similar presuppositions and conclusions, couched in less direct
language, without being censured.
Evangelical publications contain articles in which those w ho choose not to
use critical methods are described in anything but conciliatory terms. For example,
Robert Guelich is critical of those who reject the use of critical methods and talks of
a “consensus” amon g those scholars “who have worked extensively in the gosp els
themselves” while “the evangelical scene at large— including lay people, pastors,
colleagues in other theological disciplines, and even some in Biblical studies— still
operates on the basis of the gospels’ being essentially verbal snapshots whose redletter editions highlight the very words of Jesus,” i.e., a naive approach. 3 Do nald
Hagner describes tho se unwilling to use critica l metho ds as guilty of a “docetic view
of Scripture.” 4 John Piper accuses traditionalists as being guilty of “epistemological

1
Though Grant Osborne argues for its acceptance by representative leaders of evangelicalism,
Robert Thomas amply responds to his misuse of history (Grant R. Osborne, “Historical Criticism and
the Evangelical,” JETS 42 [1999]:193; Robert L. Thomas, “Historical Criticism and the Evangelical:
Another View,” JETS 43 [2000]:98-99).
2
Robert H. Gundry, Matthew: A Commentary on His Literary and Theological Art (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1982) 623-40. For example, Gundry identified what he considered Matthew’s changes to the
story and then argued for his use of midrashist and haggadist “embroidery” of the traditions with no
attempt at historicity, comparable to recent novelists who write historical fiction. He says most clearly,
“Comparisons with the other gospels, especially with Mark and Luke, and examination of Matthew’s
style and theology show that he materially altered and embellished historical traditions and that he did
so deliberately and often. ... Matthew’s intent was to tell the story of Jesus with alterations and
embellishments suited to the needs of the church and the world at the time the gospel was written” (639).
3
Robert A. Guelich, “The Gospels: Portraits of Jesus and His Ministry,” JETS 24 (1981):122 (123,
emphasis added). Yet, when he lists what must be accepted by evangelicals to proceed with an
evangelical use of critical methods, he lists thoroughly liberal presuppositions.
4

Donald A. Hagner, “Interpreting the Gospels: The Landscape and the Quest,” JETS 24 (1981):26.
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fiat, which we den y to every other religion.” 5
Though some evangelical scholars have expressed disapproval, 6 the
legitimacy of their disapproval has been questioned.7 Noting a “new series of attacks
against the viability of higher critical methodologies” in his article critical of The
Jesus Crisis, 8 Grant Osborne respo nds to Robert Thomas by saying, “In the fourteen
years until The Jesus Crisis appea red, there were no attacks on the orthodoxy of
evangelical redaction critics.” 9 This ignores the works of Eta Linnemann, someone
emine ntly qualified to know the dangers higher critical methods pose to evangelicals,
published in 1990 and 1992, and the statements of Norm Geisler in 1998.10
Linnemann has continued her warnings to evangelicals in her latest work, Biblical
Criticism on T rial: How Scientific is “Scientific Theology”? 11 Significant scholars
have been objecting. But have they been given a hearing?
In 1976 Harold Lindsell, as one of the founding fathers of Fuller sem inary,
created a firestorm with his exposure of the seminary’s departure from evang elicalism. He described inerrancy as a “watershed question” for evangelicalism as a
mov ement. 12 He warne d then that d eparture from inerrancy would lead to further

5
John Piper, “Historical Criticism in the Dock: Recent Developments in Germany,” JETS 23
(1980):325-34. He gives two alternatives, “make one’s starting point the unity and infallibility of
Scripture and ... rule out the use of criticism” or “renounce this sort of epistemological fiat, which we
deny to every other religion and to ourselves in every other area of life” and use critical methods (333).
He chose the critical option and used Stuhlmacher as an example of a believing critical scholar in
Germany.
6
Thomas, “The Hermeneutics of Evangelical Redaction Criticism” JETS 29/4 (June 1989):447-59;
idem, “Historical Criticism and the Evangelical: Another View” 97-111; Robert L. Thomas and F. David
Farnell, eds., The Jesus Crisis (Grand Rapids: Kregel, 1998); and Eta Linnemann, Is There a Synoptic
Problem? (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1992).
7
Osborne, “Historical Criticism and the Evangelical” 193-210; and “Historical Criticism: A Brief
Response to Robert Thomas’s ‘Other View,’” JETS 43 (2000):113-17.
8

Osborne, “Historical Criticism and the Evangelical” 195.

9

Osborne, “Historical Criticism: A Brief Response to Robert Thomas’s ‘Other View’” 113.

10

Linnemann, Historical Criticism of the Bible: Methodology or Ideology?, trans. Robert W.
Yarbrough (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1990); idem, Is There a Synoptic Problem? Norm Geisler’s
presidential address to the Evangelical Theological Society, published in JETS 42 (1999):3-19.
11

12

(Grand Rapids: Kregel, 2001).

Harold Lindsell, The Battle for the Bible (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1976) 23. Fuller Seminary,
per Lindsell, was founded to “be an apologetic institution” that “would provide the finest theological
defense of biblical infallibility or inerrancy. It was agreed in addition that the faculty would publish joint
works that would represent to the world the best of evangelical scholarship on inerrancy at a time when
there was a dearth of such scholarship and when there were few learned works promoting biblical
inerrancy” (ibid., 106-7).
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departures in orthodox faith over time.13 He identified the historical-critical method
as “a deb ilitating influenc e which brings with it decline and deca y for the church.” 14
He described the method as destructive, not neu tral. 15 He said then, and it still stands
true, “To day an increasing num ber o f evangelicals do not wish to m ake inerrancy a
test for fellowship even though ordinary consistency requires an evangelical to
believe it.” 16 But, “any definition of what evangelicals believe must include biblical
inerran cy.” 17
Comp are Lindsell’s assessm ent of Fuller Seminary with that of Alan W olfe
who describes Fuller as “conservative.” In his Atlan tic Month ly article entitled “The
Opening of the E vangelical M ind,” Wolfe draws a distinction betwe en an e vangelical and a so-called fund amentalist. 18 The recent use of “fundamentalist” as a
pejorative designation has become postevangelicals’ way of justifying their departure
from evangelicalism’s traditional view of Scripture and silencing any objectors. If
one objects to the theological shift, he is not a modern thinker. He is not progressive.
He is not really evangelical. He is a “fundamentalist” with all its nuances of
ignorance, intractableness, and intolerance.
W olfe’s version of evangelicals is what he calls moving forward with “the
rest of American religion” while “fundamentalists moved back ward .” 19 And, Fuller
Seminary is his model of a “conservative evang elical” institution that illustrates “the
sensitivity of the evangelical m ind.” 20 Where Lindsell warned of erosion of other

13
Ibid., 120-21. Lindsell notes, “No matter how sincere a man may be, and however carefully he
guards against further theological concessions, they are inevitable once inerrancy is given up” (142). And
he warns, “The second generation will follow through on the implications contained in the abandonment
of inerrancy and will make concessions on questions that pertain to matters of faith and practice as well
as to matters of history, science, and chronology” (159). This warning was repeated in The Bible in the
Balance ([Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1979] 184).
14

Ibid., 275.

15

Ibid., 283. He says, “Anyone who thinks the historical-critical method is neutral is misinformed.
Since its presuppositions are unacceptable to the evangelical mind this method cannot be used by the
evangelical as it stands. ... It appears to me that modern evangelical scholars (and I may have been guilty
of this myself) have played fast and loose with the term perhaps because they wanted acceptance by
academia. They seem too often to desire to be members of the club which is nothing more than practicing
an inclusiveness that undercuts the normativity of the evangelical theological position. This may be done,
and often is, under the illusion that by this method the opponents of biblical inerrancy can be won over
to the evangelical viewpoint. But practical experience suggests that rarely does this happen and the cost
of such an approach is too expensive, for it gives credence and lends respectability to a method which
is the deadly enemy of theological orthodoxy.”
16

Ibid., 303.

17

Ibid., 306.

18

Alan Wolfe, “The Opening of the Evangelical Mind,” The Atlantic Monthly 286/4 (October
2000):58.
19

Ibid.

20

Ibid., 65.
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doctrines as a consequenc e of departing from an inerrant Scripture, Wo lfe praises
Fuller Seminary for having “evolved a ‘Do n’t ask, do n’t tell’ policy with respe ct to
hom osexuality.” 21 Fuller is acceptable to him precisely because it pursues all the
“politically correct” issues of our humanist media and libera l colleges. 22 Yet, can a
school be said to have a high view of Scripture when it does not disallow lifestyles
that the Scriptures condemn in no uncertain term s? Is this where evangelicalism
should be going?
Lindsell’s questions need to be asked again, “When does one cease to be
an evangelical? ... How many of the tenets of evangelicalism can one surrender
without forfeiting the right to the use of the evangelical label?” Also, “Does the
denial of any one of the basic evangelical tenets mean that a person has forfeited the
right to the use of the term?”23
In 1980 J. Barton Payne warned against evangelicals using critical methods
in order to gain acceptance by the critical community, the academy. He wrote, “No
theory of literary o rigins ma y be co nsidered legitimate that calls into question the
historicity of the biblical content it is seeking to explain.” 24 He posed the question
back then ab out “limits— of de ciding just ho w far the critic can o r should go.” 25
Payne gave the example from Matthew’s Gospel of the baptismal formula in the
Great Commission (Matt 28:18-20) and rejected an appeal to literary genre, called
“gospel,” in which the red actor legitimately “reshap es the histo rical trad ition” as
justification for denying its historical accuracy. 26 The needs of the com munity— its

21

Ibid.

22

He defends the school by saying, “It would be inaccurate to describe Fuller’s faculty as liberal.
These men and women are, theologically speaking, conservatives; they have all signed Fuller’s credal
[sic] statement emphasizing that the Old and New Testaments ‘are the written word of God, the only
infallible rule of faith and practice.’ Yet Fuller’s widespread culture of care means that the faculty is
hardly right-wing either. ... Once we leave homosexuality and other contentious issues behind, and focus
on the way wealth and power are distributed around the world, Fuller seems little different from other
campuses that have made issues of globalization and poverty central to their concerns” (ibid., 68).
23

Lindsell, The Battle for the Bible 308 (emphasis in the original).

24

J. Barton Payne, “Higher Criticism and Biblical Inerrancy,” in Inerrancy, ed. Norman L. Geisler
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1980) 99.
25

26

Ibid., 90.

Ibid., 97-98. Payne says, “If ... we follow redaction criticism concerning the Great Commission’s
formula for baptism ... and conclude ‘that at some point the tradition of Matthew expanded an original
monadic formula ... to make Jesus’ teachings meaningful to their own Sitz im Leben rather than to
present them unedited,’ we indulge in illegitimate negative higher criticism, especially if we raise
questions against the reliability of Matthew’s autograph. The apostle specifies in his inspired statements
that Jesus spoke this baptismal formula (28:18) and gives the circumstances of its verbal composition:
It was uttered in Galilee, on a mountain, to the eleven disciples who had witnessed Jesus’ resurrection
(28:17). We are therefore committed to the validity of God’s inerrant Word. ... This example from the
first Gospel raises a crucial issue that seems to be emerging among conservative scholars today. Some
interpreters consider themselves advocates of inerrancy, but are willing, nevertheless, to grant the
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Sitz im Leben—do not justify lying about what happened.
Eta Linnemann’s warning just ove r a decade ago still needs to be heeded.
She identifies the influence of German liberal theology, termed “historical-critical
theolo gy,” as a very real, though insidious, threat to evangelicalism. It arose from the
use of historical-critical methods and presuppositions by German liberal scholars. 27
In this system of thought, she notes, “The con cept Holy Scripture is relativized so
that the Bible is nothing more than a religious writing like all other religious
writings.” 28 The foundational presupposition of the approach is that “the content of
biblical writings is seen as merely the creation o f theological writers, any given verse
is nothing more than a non-b inding, human theological utterance .” 29 As a result,
“What the text clearly states can, by no means, be true. The exe gete’s task is to
discover and solve ‘difficulties’ in the text of the Bible. The better the interpreter, the
more ingenio us this will be. For to amo unt to anything a professo r must ‘make a
name.’” 30
But what is the problem of the literary criticism being practiced by
evangelicals today? Linnemann notes that in this form of literary criticism every
question raised “is answered on the basis of assumptions,” none that can be verified,
but all made “tenable through their plausibility and through the researcher’s artistry
of grounding his assumptio ns in argumentation.” 31 Further, the danger of choosing
to accept certain critical assu mptio ns while denying others, is the fact that because
they are so intimately re lated, “knit together,” that “bringing in one of them tends to
call forth them all.” 32 She re jects two things characteristic of critical studies, whether
done by liberals or evang elicals, in that they end up in “pointless controversies and
rationa listic quests for novelty.” 33

existence of erroneous statements in Scripture about the circumstances of the origin of a given passage.
The errors are due to the literary genre, or form (namely, the gospels) in which the statements occur.
Since the Bible contains such literary figures as hyperbole and parable, both of which are fictional, could
it not be, they argue, that the Gospels form a particular type of Christian literary genre, in which a
redactor, in the interests of his theological message, reshapes the historical tradition he has received? The
message is thus said to prevail over historical accuracy, with no attempt to deceive being intended by the
author/redactor. In other words, the question is simply one of exegesis and hermeneutics, not of errancy.
... An author who intends to use a fictional form should make this fact, as well as his reason for using
such a form, clear to his readers. The four Gospels, however, contain no clues that they are fictional in
the sense claimed by those using the methods of current redaction criticism.”
27

Linnemann, Historical Criticism of the Bible: Methodology or Ideology? 84.

28

Ibid., 84-85 (emphasis in the original).
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Ibid., 86.
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Ibid., 87 (emphasis in the original).
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Ibid., 94.
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In his pap er entitled “The Social Effect of B iblical Criticism,” Walter
Sundberg, who describes himself as a member of a liberal church, acknowledges that
a critical approach to Scripture “is a serious problem for any community of faith that
reveres the Bible as the authoritative source of divine revelation and assume s that its
fundamental meaning is clear to the average believer and enduring across the ages.” 34
He describes the “disruption” higher c riticism has produced in “liberal and mainline
churches” as it has resulted in “a group that lac ks conviction .” 35 He acknowledges
as legitimate Linnemann’s “witness to a negative social effect of biblical studies that
is felt by more pastors and scholars than is often acknow ledge d.” 36 And, as
Linnemann has said, he ackno wledges that it is precisely
because biblical criticism holds to a set of philosophical presuppositions, originating in
the Enlightenment, which inexorably brings it in opposition to the church. Individual
biblical scholars may embrace these presuppositions, ignore them, or try to resist them
as they go about their work. But the discipline as a whole cannot escape them. These
presuppositions involve deep-rooted assumptions or modes of thought that exercise
extraordinary influence on academic and religious perceptions. … They are usually of
such inescapable force that they place limits on the possibilities of dialogue with an
opposing point of view.37
Yet, having described its dangers and the harm it has do ne to his own denomination,
Sundberg still considers it necessary to teach the method while informing “believers
that the discipline of biblical criticism comes with a price tag,” a “cost” to the
church.38
In contrast to Linnemann, Grant Osborne is an exam ple of an evangelical
scholar who believes that one can both use critical methods and remain evangelical
when those methods are “prope rly used.” 39 He contrasts his approach on the one
hand to “radical criticism” and on the other hand to traditional evangelicalism,
labeled by him as “fundamentalism.” 40 According to him, radical critics are “Arian”

34

Walter Sundberg, “The Social Effect of Biblical Criticism,” in Renewing Biblical Interpretation,
ed. Craig Bartholomew, Colin Greene, and Karl Möller (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2000) 69, 80.
35

Ibid., 72-73.

36

Ibid., 69.

37

Ibid., 77-78.

38

Ibid., 80.

39

For example, he says that “redaction criticism, properly used, is a positive tool for biblical
research, and evangelicals should be in the forefront of research into its constructive possibilities”
(Osborne, “Redaction Criticism and the Great Commission: A Case Study Toward a Biblical
Understanding of Inerrancy,” JETS 19 [1976]:73).
40
In “Historical Criticism and the Evangelical,” Osborne’s objection to Robert Thomas’ language
is a similar smoke screen that blurs the real life-and-death issue the church faces over this issue (JETS
42 [1999]:209).
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in their approach to Scripture while traditional evangelicals are “Docetic.” He, on
the other hand, is “Athanasian,” combining “the human and divine elements in a
God-ordained tension that recognizes the interplay betwe en bo th aspe cts behind the
origin of the sac red text.” 41 Using the Great Commission in Matthew’s G ospel to
model an evangelical redaction critical approach, he seems to argue for an inspired
alteration of history by an editor.42 Two years later, he clarifies his position: while
seeing the evangelists as editors reflecting later church issues, “we refuse to view
them as playwrights who construct scenes to fit a later theological emphasis that
Christ never intended. Instead, they apply the data from C hrist’s life and teaching to
their later Sitz im Leben.” 43 In another follow-up article, he provides further
clarification by affirming that the evangelists “never twisted or created new
meaning” or data,44 though they did “paraphrase” Jesus’ words, but not “out of
keep ing with the original occurrence.” 45
In Osborne’s defense, he clarifies his view and defines evangelical
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Osborne, “Redaction Criticism and the Great Commission” 83.
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He began by affirming, “Too often we have accepted the negative criteria of the radical critics as
the only mode within which redactional work may be done. But redaction criticism, properly used, is a
positive tool for Biblical research, and evangelicals should be in the forefront of research into its
constructive possibilities” (ibid., 73). But then he accepted certain critical assumptions that cut at the
heart of inerrancy, while still saying he held to inerrancy. He describes the Great Commission in higher
critical terms as having “its foundation in tradition” and being “redacted by Matthew” (ibid., 74). He
concludes that “It would seem that the tradition came to Matthew, possibly via Mark, as a single whole,
but that he stated it in his own style and words” (ibid., 75). What Osborne seems to be saying in this
article, ultimately, is that whoever this “Matthew” is, he is not an eyewitness who heard those words
spoken by the Lord. He received them from a “tradition” that had developed, possibly being passed on
by Mark. And, he altered it for his own purposes, under inspiration. Osborne justifies this later in his
article by arguing for inspired alteration of history by an editor. He says further, “(1) Matthew was not
freely composing but sought to interpret the true meaning of Jesus’ message for his own day; (2) both
ipsissima verba and ipsissima vox are inspired words of God” (ibid., 80). But what of Matthew’s
account? He says, “[I]t is difficult, if not impossible, to trace the exact words that Jesus spoke on the
mountain in Galilee. However, we can know that Matthew has faithfully reproduced the intent and
meaning of what Jesus said. In fact, we can rejoice because Matthew has rephrased it in such a way that
it illuminates his entire gospel and applies the meaning of Jesus’ life and ministry to the present mission
and responsibility of the church” (ibid., 85).
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Osborne, “The Evangelical and Traditionsgeschichte,” JETS 21 (1978):128-29. He precedes this
by saying “that the gospels were written by men who selected and shaped the traditions to present a
certain theological theme. The selection and shaping process, however, did not involve creating or
changing the historical data. Therefore there is no danger in a positive approach to redaction or
traditional criticism” (ibid., 127). This is a welcome clarification. In this article, though, he argues that,
“Inerrancy is based on inspiration, and the latter covers both fact (the original event) and interpretation
(the explanation of the ramifications of the event for the readers). There is no dichotomy between the
two, and there is no ‘error’ in the latter aspect” (ibid., 127-28). Unfortunately, his example of
interpretation involves alteration of the original event.
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redaction criticism as mea ning “that the w riter selected his so urces and fro m his
memory those details that he wished to highlight. Every saying and every story came
from the historical event and from what Jesus originally said.” H e also defends his
approach by noting that his doctoral dissertation defended the historicity of the
synop tic differences, saying that he argued “that all the redactional changes were
historical and that the authors under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit were selecting
different details from the o riginal histo rical event.” 46 This is something a so-called
“fundamentalist” non-redactionist would say. But, concern needs to be expressed
about other statements, such as that “the evangelist was free to expand, omit or
paraphrase on the basis o f what Jesus had originally said and do ne.” 47 Also holding
to Markan priority raises problems since it necessarily assumes that Matthew used
and consciously modified M ark’s account for his own theological purposes. It is this
conscious modification of inspired, inerrant text that is the concern. Again,
evangelicals must ask, how far is too far?
Is the mo vement to accep t the higher critic’s do ctrine of Ma rkan p riority a
departure from evangelicalism, or a legitimate option that one may hold in clear
conscience? It seems that a growing number of evangelical scholars are opting for
Markan priority in synoptic studies. But is it evangelical?
M arkan Priority and Inerrancy
Is the M arkan prioritist moving away from evangelicalism’s core belief in
inerran cy? Does not the approach necessarily accept certain liberal-critical
presuppositions and propositions that would seem to mandate a lower view of
inspired Scripture?
To defend Markan priority one must assume someone other than an
eyewitness of Jesus’ life, the apostle himself, composed M atthew and used Mark and
other “traditions” as his source. Ye s, some M arkan prioritists argue that Matthew
himself actually used Mark. But why wo uld an eyewitness need or even want to use
someone else’s acc ount? This is especially difficult to understand in light of Jesus’
personal promise to Matthew and the other eyewitnesses of His ministry that the
Holy Spirit would “bring to your [their] remembrance all things that I said to you”
(John 14:26). 48
To arrive at Markan priority is to accept the methods, and key presupp ositions, of liberal scholarship that have chosen to deny the overwhelming evidence
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Though some apply this promise to the church as a whole, it has its most specific referent in the
apostles dining with Jesus that evening, including Matthew. It is difficult to take “all things that I said
to you” and change it to “those oral or written traditions circulating through the church in a few
decades,” or “just the concepts but not the actual words,” or “a general gist of what was said.”
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contradictory to their purely speculative theories. 49 The M arkan prioritist must ignore
the external evidence of history by rejecting the witness of the earliest church fathers.
But why do es one find this necessary? It is necessary only because liberal scholars
over the last century have rejected that witness. The earliest church fathers
emphasized both the prio rity and M atthean authorship of the NT ’s first Gospel. John
Rist’s work, On the Independence of Matthew a nd M ark, 50 argues that the ea rly
church fathers at least preferred Ma tthew’s Gospel to M ark’s. But, when perusing
his evidences, clear indications show that they eithe r did not have Mark or, in fact,
ignored it. The idea of Markan priority is the product of liberal scholarship’s denial
of Go d’s involveme nt in the authorship of Scripture. This is combined with an
assumption of late dates (now disproved) and oral sources necessary to explain away
the miraculous without the problem of eyewitnesses still being around to challenge
pious myths.
The danger of ac cepting later d ates for the Gospels is reflected in
Linnemann’s warnings about the danger of assumptions guiding interpretation. Such
assump tions include such things as a “Gospel’s theology and bias, as well as the
nature of the co mmunity which it reflects.” 51 By m oving the author to a different
context, interp reters give meaning to the text based on imagined contexts that may
or may not have existed and are not demonstrable. Accurate understanding becomes
impossible.
Evangelicals have determined already that inerrancy does not permit pious
fiction in the Gosp els. But, any redactional appro ach that discusses Matthew’s
motives for changing Mark, has essentially accused Matthew of altering the truth.
W hy? W e also believe that when M ark penned his G ospel on the basis of Peter’s
testimony, he did so inerrantly. Its original autograph was insp ired. It wa s verbally
and plenarily inerrant in matters of history and fact just as much as in faith and
practice. And unless there is compelling literary evidence, falling back to ipsissima
vox (i.e., the very voice) and allowing alteration is a denial of the author’s evident
intention that his readers understand it as ipsissima verba (i.e., the very words).
M atthew’s Authorship and Inerrancy

49
Examples of the Markan-hypothesis advocacy can be seen in such scholarly works as: Frederick
D. Bruner, Matthew A Commentary, vol. 1 (Dallas: Word, 1987) xvii; C. F. D. Moule, The Birth of the
New Testament, 3rd rev. ed. (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1982) 107-8; Alfred Plummer, An
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Denial of M atthew’s authorship is disturbing and reflects what appears to
stem from an unwillingness of some evangelical scholars to stand against the
presuppositions of critical scholarship. When challenged, the answer is given: “Since
the Go spel does not claim Matthean authorship, I do not have to hold to Matthew as
the author.” 52 So who is the author of the G ospel? W as he a non-apostle from late in
the first century? 53
W hy is the apostle M atthew rejected? Evangelicals reject Matthew o nly
because Markan priority is the accepted view of the academ y, controlled by critical
scholars, who c ontinue to hold to it in the same way as those who continue to teach
Darwinian evolution in the face of ove rwhelm ing data to the contrary. Since those
reasons for rejecting him as author have proven spurious, we should ask why anyone
should doubt M atthew’s authorship, in light of the question such doubt raises about
apo stolic authority?
Testimony of the Church Fathers
David Farnell has produced an excellent description of the problem and an
accounting of the evidence from the church fathe rs for M atthew’s authorship of the
Gospel bearing his name, as well as its priority in the order of writing.54 He
demonstrates convincingly that the testimony of the church fathers was “unanimous”
that “Matthew w as the first go spel written.” 55 He also demo nstrates that the early
church fathers, legitimate scholars in their own right, identified the Gospel with the
apo stle Matthew (and not some later redactor) on the basis of widespread testimony
and not isolated personal theories. 56 He aptly notes, “The universal ascription of the
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This was the response given to me by a seminar leader at the Annual Meeting of the Evangelical
Theological Society in Massachusetts, November of 2000.
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F. David Farnell, “The Synoptic Gospels in the Ancient Church: The Testimony to the Priority
of Matthew’s Gospel,” The Master’s Seminary Journal 10/1 (Spring 1999):53-86. He notes well,
“Apostolic origin of the gospels is vital for a canonical document that purports to be a record of Jesus’
historical ministry on earth. The anonymity of the Matthean gospel argues strongly for the validity of
tradition that attached Matthew’s name to it, because such anonymity is inexplicable apart from its direct
association with the apostle Matthew. Matthew was a relatively obscure figure among the Twelve, so no
adequate reason exists to explain why the early church would have chosen his name rather than a betterknown apostle if he had not indeed written it” (ibid., 62).
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The so-called existence of an Aramaic Matthew is not a problem since “early and consistent
ascription of the Greek gospel to Matthew would indicate that the transfer of connection from Matthew’s
Aramaic version mentioned by Papias to the Greek gospel occurred at a very early stage well into the first
century. Such a very early stage would have placed Greek Matthew into a period when people, such as
surviving apostles, eyewitnesses, and others who possessed first-hand knowledge regarding the Gospel
would have linked the Aramaic and Greek versions together as coming from the hand of Matthew” (ibid.,
67). And, “[T]hough patristic witnesses like Papias uniformly spoke of an Aramaic original for the
gospel, they accepted the Greek Matthew as unquestionably authoritative and coming from the Apostle
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Greek M atthew to the Apostle Matthew and the failure of tradition to mention any
other possible author except Matthew renders unconvincing any suggestion that the
early church forgot the true autho r of the work.” 57 Better yet, “An analysis of data
from the church fathers results in one conspicuous conclusion: they do not support
either the Two-Document Hypothesis or the Two-Gospel Hypo thesis. The assumed
dependence of Matthew and Luke on M ark is totally without historical foundation,
as is the assumed dependence of Mark on Matthew and Luke instead of on Peter’s
preaching.” 58
So, why does “modern” scholarship reject or explain away the church
fathers? It does so because of the growing “adherence to an assumed hypothesis of
literary dependence, which is the basic assumption of Historical Criticism.” And
what is Farnell’s solution with which I concur? “Instead of being outrightly rejected,
explained, or enervated by a preconceived agenda or predilection toward a particular
synop tic hypothesis, the statements of the fathers should have their full weight in any
discussion o f the synoptic issue.” 59
But more than the early church fathers speaks against M arkan priority.
Evidence Against Literary Dependence
W hile it seems that more and more evangelicals are willing to accept the
critical supp osition of literary d ependence between the syno ptic G ospels, the data
does not support the proposal. The works of Rist, Massaux, and Niem elä are just a
small sampling.
Rist’s work, now o ver twenty years old, argues strongly against any literary
dependence between the Gospels of Matthew and M ark, questioning the existence
of Q, based both on the textual evidences and church fathers. 60 He describes well the
attitude prevalent in liberal scholarship then, an attitude b ecoming increasingly
obvious in so-called evangelical scholarship now. “We are confronted here with a
not unfamiliar syndrom e in scholarship: my result must be right; if my reasons for

Matthew himself.” Further, “all references to the Gospel of Matthew in the early church fathers reflect
the Greek Matthew rather than the Hebrew” (ibid., 68).
57
Ibid., 69. Farnell is also accurate in saying, “The only adequate explanation for the gospel’s
influence and overwhelming popularity in the early church is its apostolic authorship.” What is its
significance in the higher critical debates on source? “Besides nullifying the Two- or Four-Source
Theory’s view of Markan priority, Irenaeus’ testimony also negates literary dependence of Mark on
Matthew as proposed by the Two-Gospel Hypothesis, because it states that Mark depended on Peter’s
preaching, not on the other written gospels of Matthew or Luke, for his information” (ibid., 71). Further,
there is the stark reality that “the early church fathers overwhelmingly neglected Mark,” which only
makes sense if Matthew was all they had to work with from the beginning (ibid., 84).
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subscribing to it are demo nstrably false, I must hunt up some mo re.” 61 Rejecting the
presupp ositions, where does Rist arrive? “In brief there is as yet no convincing
evidence that Irenaeus was wrong when, perhaps paraphrasing or rewriting Papias,
he declared that Matthew’s Gospel was written while Peter and Paul were gospelling
in Rome and laying the foundations of the Church.” 62 He also notes, “W hat the
tradition says nothing about is any influence of Mark on Matthew or of Matthew on
Mark. ... W hat the ancient traditions do in fact imply is that Matthew and Mark
derive indep endently from apostolic witne ss.” 63 He concludes, “There is no evidence
in the texts themselves which necessitates literary dependence o f Mark on Matthew
or of Matthew on Mark; and there is no evidence whatever in the early tradition to
indicate that such dep endence was tho ught to have existed.” 64
Edouard Massaux ’s more rece nt work, The Influence of the Gospel of Saint
Matthew on Christian Literature before Saint Irenaeus, challenges the assumption
of Markan priority on the basis of its total neglect by the church fathers. W here they
knew and quoted extensively from Matthew, Mark was ignored. 65 He also found that
the use of Matthew included far more than the Sermon on the Mo unt and reflected
a “literal depend ence” such that it is evident that the church fathers were using a
com plete Gospel text and not just some separate tradition(s) or “edition of the
Serm on on the M ount.” 66
Most recently John Niemelä has produced a dissertation debunking Markan
priority and the need for a Q docum ent by demonstrating through statistical analysis
that Mark could not have bee n the basis of M atthew and Luke’s Go spels. 67 Though
his assumption of some form of literary dependence leads him to conclude that Mark
used Matthew and Luke, the evidence is more compelling that neither Mark nor
Matthew used anybody. 68 But why is this so im portant?
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other Gospels for his outline, but wrote in his own words. The differences in most blocks (and perhaps
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Issue of Apostolic Autho rity

One of the key issues at stake is that of ap ostolic authority. Though some
say it does not matter whether M atthew wrote the Gospel or not, it does matter,
because ultimately Peter, Pau l, and John all appealed to apostolic authority. John
said he saw, heard , and handled em bod ied E ternal Life, Jesus (1 Jo hn 1:1 -4). Peter’s
legitimacy grew out of his eyew itness relationship to Jesus’ revelation (2 Pet 1:1618). Likewise, a non-eyewitness, Paul based his authority on direct revelation from
Christ (Gal 1:11-12).
An apostolic connection is important for the normative authority of the
W ord of God. T o say that it is some o ther elder’s writing from the late first century,
utilizing and altering traditions passed down and mo dified over decades, makes it no
more authoritative than the writings of any of the church fathers. Also, to say that it
does not carry apostolic weight is to deny its authority as God’s W ord. The nonapo stolic Gospels and epistles of the NT all had apostolic connections that resulted
in their acceptance by the early church. And there is where the und erlying attack to
an adequate view of inspiration comes for those who say Matthew does not have to
be the author of Matthew. The primacy of Matthew’s Gospel over the others, based
on the testimony of the early church fathers, came precisely because it was from the
hand of an apostle and eyewitness. Mark’s Gospel did not achieve a similar status
and was largely ignored by the church fathers precisely because it was only based on
an apostle’s testimony and not from the hand of an apostle, and beca use it
contributed essentially nothing new to Matthew’s testimony. It may have been of
help to the church in Rome, but the rest of the church fathers already had M atthew’s
Gospel and were obviously satisfied with that. The same can probably be said of
Luke’s Gospel, though it was quoted more than Mark. Though they were respected
as authentic Gospels with intermediate apostolic connections, their intended
audiences were much more limited. And as a result, so was their influence.
It is legitimate to say that three of the Go spels reflect eyewitness accounts;
Mark is based on Peter’s acco unt of wh at he saw and heard. Their variation in
wording reflects differing perspectives of events and memo ries of Jesus’ statements.
This is consistent with the veracity and viewpoint of eyewitnesses. It is altogether
another thing to say Mark was written in Greek, and pseudo-M atthew took Mark and
consciously altered the words of Jesus for theological purposes, knowing that Jesus
did not really speak those w ords, but using the alteration to help him pro ve his point
to his readers. T his is no different from Gundry’s claiming that Mark’s stories were
“embellished” by “M atthew” for theological purpo ses.
Departure from Inerrancy

every block) in Mark from Matthew and Luke should argue against block copying and argue for a
separate source (Peter himself) who would have told the same story in his own words (ibid., 125).
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The use of redaction criticism, for which Markan priority is a normative
assumption, necessarily requires that an unknown author other than Matthew, or
even Matthew himself, modified the tradition and/or Mark’s account in o rder to
express his own theolo gical views and address the p roblems o f his own com munity,
whatever the modern-day scholar determines that to be. It is in the area of the
changes made by Matthew that the problem with inerrancy surfaces. Does inerrancy
allow for Sp irit-inspired chang es? Is that consistent with our un derstanding of God’s
nature as a G od o f truth who does not lie? Article 12 of the “Chicago Statement on
Biblical Inerrancy” states in part, “We affirm that Scripture in its entire ty is inerrant,
being free from all falsehood, fraud, or deceit.” How d oes it fit with the expectation
that evangelicals will hold to an inerrant Scripture? It is the question of falsehood
that must b e add ressed. If M atthew took som e tradition and corre cted it in
accordance with his recollectio n of the event, guided by the H oly Sp irit, we have no
problem. But, if Matthew “corrected” Mark or took some other “tradition” and
altered its message to suit his own purp oses, a nd his changes did not happen nor
were part and parcel with the meaning of what Jesus said, then a falsehood has been
presented as truth by the Holy Spirit! Is this not exactly the point of all redactioncritical analysis and conclusions, especially those Matthean studies that assume
Markan priority? Something was con sciou sly changed!
But, then, how exact should we be in our definition of inerrancy? Is
ipsissima vox enough? W hen addressing the issue of His view of Scripture, Jesus
said that, “till heaven and earth pass away, one jo t or one tittle will by no means pass
from th e law till all is fu lfille d” (M att 5:18). For Him inspiration extended to the
very letters of the text. Why? It was because those letters formed the very words, not
just the ideas or sense of a passage. Those exact words were contained in historical
narratives as well as prophetic writings. Also, since Peter eq uated Paul’s epistles
with “the rest of the Scriptures” (2 Pet 3:15-16) and Paul considered the Gospel of
Luke to be Scripture when quoting Luke 10:7 in 1 Timothy 5:18, the NT d ocuments
are as equivalent in authority and inspiration as the Old. That being said, Jesus’
equation must still stand. Thus we hold to verbal plenary inspiration in the original
autograp hs. Ho w do es this impact the issue of ipsissima vox? Vox does not extend
historical accuracy to the very words. Vox is not what Jesus meant in His view of the
OT Scriptures. Vox should not be a sufficient evangelical view of the NT.
How does this impact the so-called evang elical use of redaction criticism?
The modus operandi of redaction criticism lies in its purpose and presum ptions,
namely to discover and demonstrate an author’s theolo gy on the basis of changes he
has made to the received “tradition,” whether it is oral, Mark, Q, or some sayings
source, reflected in the differences discovered in the synoptic texts. Every
redactional study must of necessity argue for an autho rial alteration of p reviously
received information, whether from church tradition (arising from source criticism)
or a prior Gospel account. Gundry gave us 585 pages of this and then admitted that
he believed the author of Matthew produced intentional embellishments. Are
evangelical re dactionists qu alitatively or just quantitatively d ifferent?
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Conclusion

The anti-supernatural foundation and non-evangelical assumptions that
form the basis of the denial of Matthew’s priority and authorship must be recognized
and avoid ed by evang elicals if they are to remain true to Scripture’s inspiration and
authority.69 To permit this theological drift within evangelical churches, colleges, and
seminaries poses a threat to the vitality and future of evang elicalism as witnessed in
the decline of mainline denom inations. 70
Eta Linnemann is correct in her warnings that evangelical adoption of
critical method s, such as Redaction Criticism, ultimately leads to the same liberal
conclusions, since tho se methods were designed to prove the evolutionary theory of
religious development and deny divine inspiration. The danger arises from accepting
the presuppositions of modern scholars and their theories in the face of the evidence
of early church fathers whose testimonies can be trusted.
W hen science told us creation was impossible and the world was billions
of years old, theologians came up with theistic evolution as their means of being
accepted, at least in part, by the academ y. Why? Th ey were too c oward ly to confess
that God knew what He was talking about in Genesis 1–11. Even today, men like
Hugh Ross try to tell us that we must interpre t Genesis 1– 11 consisten t with their
present understanding of the universe—what they perceive to be undeniable
evidence based on their discipline’s theories and interpretation of data.71 But does
science really have the answers? Macro-evolution has been demonstrated to be
abso lutely impossible at the cell level by M ichael Beh e, who only put in writing what
scientists knew for years and kept q uiet about. 72 Why? The academy, controlled by
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evolutionists, could not live with truth that completely invalidated their philosophical
unde rpinnings, which were necessary to m aintain a denial of God’s existence. Are
we not seeing the same thing happen in the area of biblical studies? Are not too many
of our numbers adop ting discredited theories, created by unbelievers in their
rejection of God’s revelation, and allowing them to degrade a correct handling of
Scripture? How does God feel about this? Paul wrote, “O Timothy! Guard what was
committed to your trust, avoiding the profane and idle babblings and contradictions
of what is falsely called knowledge—by professing it some have strayed concerning
the faith” (1 Tim 6:20-21 ).
W hether from the pulpit or the classroom podium, evangelicals have an
obligation to the body of Christ to strengthen its faith, which requires a strong view
of the authority of Scripture. This obligation is to the man and woman in the pew.
Redactional analyses NEVER strengthen the authority of the text. Redactionists try
to make it sound like they are the only ones with a handle on the truth, and they lump
dissenters with the common folk who do not know any better. That does not
strengthen the authority of Scripture. Have evangelicals forgotten that their task as
pastors and teachers comes with a mandate from our Lord to strengthen the faith of
that man o r wom an sitting in the pew, “rightly dividing the wo rd of truth” (2 Tim
2:15), not being puffed up with what is falsely called knowledge?
Evangelicalism must return to its ro ots and recommit itself to a defense of
God’s Word against destructive outside influences. This is not just about Matthew
and Mark. It is ab out what distinguishes evangelicals from the rest of the theological
world in building up the body of Christ, not weakening its faith.
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Clinton E. Arnold, ed. Zon dervan Illu strated Bible Backgrounds Comm entary. 4
vols. Grand R apids: Zond ervan, 200 2. 2,924 p p. $3 9.99 /vol. (cloth).
Reviewed by James E . Rosscup, Professor of Bible Exposition.
This work (ZIBBC) attempts verse by verse comments on each N T bo ok,
but skips some verses. The volumes, beautifully produced, have many multi-colored
picture s on cu stoms, maps, and sp ecial panels on such topics as the background or
meaning of key issues. Entries on the Roman calendars, the date of Jesus’s birth,
Pharisees and Sad ducees, and the meaning of the millennium (which never prefers
a meaning but is content merely to mention three views) illustrate the kinds of key
issues dealt with.
Several noted scholars such as Michael Wilkins (Matthew), David Garland
(Mark), Mark Strauss (Luke), Andreas K ostenberger (John), D ouglas M oo (R omans,
James, 2 Peter, Jude), Ralph Martin (Galatians), Peter Davids (1 Peter), Robert
Yarbrough (1, 2, 3 John), and Arnold himself (Colossians) deal with individual
books. A major contribution explains customs behind passages, as the custom of
the Roman triumph in 2 C or 2:14. W riters disp lay a rich awareness of ancient
literature with details that shed light from the ancient world on the NT. Endnotes for
each biblical book reflect an awareness of current scholarly literature.
Here and there, users will find com ments especially good for understanding
NT statements. Yet the thin and cursory nature of much discussion raises a question
about the need for such an elaborate production in light o f a pletho ra of available
good commentaries that say much more. The wo rk will help at certain points, adding
insights cove red b y other w orks, b ut probab ly will not be practical for individ uals
(ca. $160.00 for the 4 volumes) who have less expensive access to fuller d etail
regarding the sam e issues. V agueness, lack of de finition, or scholarly timidity to
com mit to one view will be disappointing for many. One wonders about the absence
of a single meaning for the “kingdom” in Matt 13:11, of a specific identification of
the “restrainer” (2 T hess 2:6, 8) where a list of eight views leaves the cho ice up in
the air, of reasons to defend verses in M atthew 24–25 as referring to the church
rapture, and of the choice of and reasons for a particular view of the “thousand
years” in Revelation 20. ZIBBC views Hebrews 5:11–6 :11 as referring to the
genuinely saved though immature (ZIBBC 4:34), but later comme nts cause
amb iguity, calling peop le as in 6:4-8 “apostates” whose “inevitab le outco me . . . is
devastation” (38-39), “an inevitable curse” (39). Comments on a similar problem
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text in 10:2 6ff. clearly view those sinning as the wicked in contrast to the genuinely
saved (66-67). It is also puzzling to call those in 10:32-34 “Christians” who
formerly made a good response to God, then later to say that vv. 38-39 contrast the
unsaved who do not persevere with the saved who do (67). Do some who were once
saved later lose salvation? No explanation of this inconsistency is given.
On the other hand, the work can also offer help though brief. James 2:14
refers to “that” faith which a person falsely professes. Jame s 5:14 presents a
definitive view of physical illness. Christ’s preaching in 1 Pet 3:19 is during H is
time in the tomb, directed to evil angels who fell in Gen 6:2-4. The “dead” in 1 Pet
4:6 are Christians who died when persecutors “judged” them . In 2 Peter 2 false
teachers who were never really saved are in view. The “sin unto death” (1 John
5:16-17) is committed by pretenders and deceivers as in 2:19 and 4:1; such persist
in sin and wind up in eternal jud gment, whereas by contra st those w ho genuinely
know Go d (5:20) show signs of the life He gives.
In other cases, a mixture of both the good and the confusing app ears.
Allego rically, John 15:2a, 6 picture a professing but unsaved person; “husband of
one wife” (1 Tim 3:2) means an elder who has his one wife should not have one or
more concubines also; “stars” in Re v 1:20 symbolize celestial angels. The 144,000
(Rev 7:4-8) related to Israelite trib es are Jewish believers, but it is difficult to exp lain
how in 7:9 the 144,000 Jews are “transformed into an inclusive multitude
encompassing every race, ethnic group, and nation on earth” (ZIBBC 4:296).
Another puzz le is to exp lain how the tem ple (R ev 11 :1) can be “ p rimarily a figure
for the church,” but secondarily the temple still standing in Jerusalem (4:311). Why
both? The two witnesses in Revelation 11 are not two individuals but “representative of NT spiritual realities,” but no explanation clears up what that means (4:313).
On Colossians, Arno ld’s brief comment takes “firstborn” (1:15) to focus on
Christ’s sovereignty, not on His being a prior creation. What Paul’s filling up
afflictions of Christ in 1:24 means is unclear. Imagery of a Roman triumph is clear
in 2:15, but the triumph is not related to details elsewhere (2 Cor 2:14f.; Eph 4:8).
Like other c ontributors, A rnold is vivid in his descriptions of background analogies
that illustrate truths: the triumph (2:15), chains on a Roman pr isoner (4:3), and
intense athletic compe tition (4:1 2).
The volumes co ndense a lot of material, and either labor to state a view or
to avoid stating a preference. Their main and hop efully extensive use will be as a
library reference source, while individuals invest in more detailed helps that expound
all the verses.

Cyril J. Ba rber. The Faithfulness of God: Devotional Studies in I Chronicles. Santa
Ana, Calif.: Promise Pub lishing, 20 02. 287 pp. $12.95 (paper). Reviewed by
James E. Rosscup, Professor of Bible.
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W ithout denying that a person can mingle exegesis, exposition, and
devotional truths integra l to the spiritual import of G od’s W ord, one can classify
com mentaries broadly into three catego ries: exegetical, expositional, and devotional.
The present, prolific author of more than 30 books (e.g., Judges, R uth, 1 and 2
Sam uel, The Minister’s Libra ry) here crafts exp osition within a devotional sp otlight.
As in many of his works, he evidences an ability to gather life-shaping expositional
aspects of passages and focus their lessons with crystal clarity and vividly engaging
readability.
In this case what B arber has p roduced is a simplified revision of a detailed
manuscript originally intended for a series on Judges through 2 Chro nicles. He uses
17 chap ters of 15-20 page s each to exp lain selected sections with provocative
spiritual lessons. With lead-on or later illustrations, he surveys passages that furnish
key guid elines to enrich readers devotionally.
The author sees Ezra as the probable writer, before 400 B. C., who used
various available sources such as Nehemiah’s library. Barber cites different views
along with well-known scholars against and for his perspective (iv-viii). A two-anda-half-page outline preced es the chapters. H e does not attempt a verse by verse
analysis, but pic ks out m ain episodes to furnish suggestive spiritual principles. In
the long genealogy section (1 Chronicles 1–9), Barbe r keys on lessons in Jabez’s
prayer (4:9-10) and their impact for today (4:2-14). Some ideas are good, but others
seem subjective and debatable—e.g., Jabez was possibly the youngest in his fam ily,
and his father was perhaps slain by raiding Amalekites. Later, Barber has
provocative comments on Saul’s decision to assure his own death before enemies
could humiliate him (19–21). Three chapters on David’s mighty men (51-99) have
stimulating lessons. Other discussions include The M arks of Friend ship (11:15-19),
The Power W ithin (11:20-21), Success W ithout Comp romise or Regret (11:22-25),
The Loyalty of a Friend (1 1:26 -27), G od-G iven Success (18:1–2 0:8), and God’s
W rath and Mercy (21:1–2 2:1).
The main value lies in the simple, attractive lessons for personal life. Lay
people, students, pastors, and speakers seeking p riming id eas will receive worthwhile
input from flowing emphases a long with well-crafted illustrations and sometimes
arresting quotes. A similar work on 2 Chronicles by Barber from the same publisher
arrived just before p ress time for this issue of TMSJ.

John Barton. Ho ly Writings, Sa cred Text: T he C ano n in E arly C hristian ity.
Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 1997. xiii + 210 pp. $19.95 (pap er).
Reviewed by W illiam D . Barrick, P rofesso r of Old T estament.
Ho ly Writings, Sacred Text is the American edition of The Spirit and the
Letter (London, SPC K, 1997 ). The author is Professor of the Interpretation of Holy
Scripture in the University of Oxford. He also wrote Rea ding the O ld Testam ent:
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Method in Bib le Study (Westminster/John Knox, 1984; revised 199 6). Readers with
a decided interest in the topic of canonicity will appreciate this in-depth analysis of
the early church’s views regarding the authority and meaning of the OT and NT. Few
seminary graduates would succeed in completing a reading of it—at times it is
exceedingly heavy.
Barton’s approach to the canon in this volume is historical. He attemp ts to
dem onstrate how the believing community has viewed the text of the Scriptures at
a variety of points in the past. In chapter 1 (1-34, “The Origins of the Canon: An
Imaginary Problem? ”) Barton proposes that the growth of the canon and the
delimitation of the canon are independent of each other. One significant observation
is that the acceptance of the Scriptures as authoritative already existed prior to any
formal canonization (23). As a result, the NT itself was already established as
authoritative for the Christian faith by the e arly seco nd ce ntury (24, 30 -31, 6 4). Early
synods (both Christian and Jewish) tended to “concentrate on exclusion rather than
inclusion, simply leaving the central core as they find it” (29). This situation paved
the way for the views of Marcion.
Marcion’s role in canonization is the topic of chapter 2 (35-62, “Marcion
Revisited”). Barton takes issue with Adolf von Harnack’s view that Marcion was a
radical innovator. Instead , he argues that “M arcion can be understood better as a
conservative, overtaken by events” (37). Marcion rejected the allegorical interpretation of the OT but proclaim ed that it was not Scripture for the Christian even though
it had been for the Jew (42 , 54).
Chapter 3 (63-15, “Two T estaments, One Bible”) discusses five issues. The
first is the relationship of age and venerability to the canonizing of the NT (64-68).
The second issue is the argument for NT authority on the basis of Christ being the
fulfillment of OT prophecy (68-74). The third issue is the tension created by the
early Christians who, unlike Marcion, began to view the OT as a Christian book (7479). Barton’s fourth issue is the idea that the NT served as an aid to the memory for
gospel proclamation (79-91). The last issue in this chapter is the relation between
oral and written traditions (91-104). Barton concludes that the authority of the NT
actually derive d from the fact that it embo died that which was accep ted as
authoritative: the gospel message (104-5).
Then, in chapter 4 (106-30, “Writings of Holiness”) Barton confirms what
the reader who has pe rsevered to this point alread y know s: this volume is not
intended as light reading. As he puts it, “The additional complication which I want
to introduce in this chapter is the question whether this [that texts were preserved
because of the importance of their contents] is necessarily the case” (107). This
chapter touches upon two m atters related to the OT canon. One is the Mishna h’s use
of the phrase “defile the hands” in a discussion of whether the Song of Solomon and
Ecclesiastes should be considered Scripture (108-21). Barton presents an intriguing
possibility that the question related to whether or not a book not containing the
Tetragrammaton could be included in Scripture. This wo uld also affect the problem
of the Book of Esther, since it, too, does not utilize the Tetragrammaton. The second
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matter concerns the kethib-qere’ (123-26). Appealing to James Barr (“A New Look
at Kethibh -Qere,” Oudtestamentische Studiën 21 [1981]:19-37), Barton claims that
the Masoretes were identifying two equally significant traditions of readings. The
first was the kethib (that which was written in the text). It was to be copied and
retained even though the qere’ (that which was preserved in the margins) preserved
the oral traditions that attempted to make the text more understandable and
meaningful. Acco rding to the author, “The Q is not a correction of the K , but a
registration of the reading tradition which enables the scribe not to be misled by it”
(124). Bo th of these matters lead to the conclusion that, even in the Gospels, the
holiness of the text itself may have be en mo re imp ortant to the early Christians than
its contents and meaning (130).
That conclusion is carried through into chapter 5 (131-56, “Cano n and
Meaning”) in which the author discusses divergent attitudes a bout the canon and its
meaning. He observes the differences between the ancient readers and modern
readers, and between Christian readers and Jewish readers. As Barton’s “Conclusion” (157-62) reveals, one of the underlying factors in the writing of this collection
of essays was a partial response to canonical criticism.

C. Hassell Bullock. Encountering the Book of Psalms: A Literary and Theological
Introduction. Encountering Biblical Studies. Grand Rapid s: Baker, 2001. 266
pp. $24.99 (cloth). Reviewed by W illiam D . Barrick, P rofesso r of Old
Testament.
Encountering Biblical Studies is a series designed for college-level B ible
courses (12). This volume is intended as a course subsequent to the OT survey by
Bill T. A rnold and Bryan E. Beyer (Encountering the Old Testament: A Christian
Survey [Baker, 1999]). The layout is functional and attractive with sidebars, chapter
outlines, chapter objectives, key terms in boldface type, study questions, reading
suggestions, and v isual aids (photographs, maps, charts, graphs, and figures).
Unfortunately, the employm ent of endnotes (239-43) instead of footnotes works
against the otherwise use r-friendly layout of the text.
Bullock rightly recognizes the danger of rampant typology and hypermessianization in the interpretation of Psalms, urging discretion and the application
of NT controls (47). However, interpretation based solely upon historical and
typological principles also can abuse the text. Using the words of Ps 22 :1 (“My God,
my God, why have you forsaken me?”) as an example, he insists that “to be fair to
the historical context, we sho uld assume that they we re spo ken by a real perso n in
ancient Israel, very likely even Da vid him self at some God-forsaken moment of his
life” (43). The same logic, if applied, for example, to Isa 45:1 (“Thus says the L ORD
to His anointed, to Cyrus”), could indicate that a contemporary individual named
Cyrus existed in Isaiah’s day and prefigured the future Cyrus, or that someone other
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than Isaiah wrote the prophecy after the fact (vaticin ium ex eventu). Application of
this metho dolo gy to the NT could result in a preterist interpretation of passages like
2 Thess 2:1 -4 and Revelation 17–18. Such interpretative m ethod s eliminate
prophetic pronouncements that have no fulfillment or representation in the author’s
experiential context. Bullock does not treat all the p rophetic eleme nts of Psalms in
this fashion, however. Of Psalm 2 he says, “I am inclined to believe that the
messianism of Psalm 2 belongs to the initial composition of the psalm and not to a
later period of interpretation” (61).
In discussing the editorial seams of Psalms, B ullock declares that “the
editor who installed Psalm 1 was a literary tailor of fine expertise, and he stitched
these two psalms together masterfully” (60). This implies that the editor wrote parts
of Psalms 1 and 2 so that their wording and structure would harmonize. The same
logic could lead to the conclusion that “Praise to the Lord, the Almighty” (written
by Joachim Nean der and translated by Catherine W inkworth) and “Praise the Lord!
Ye H eavens, Ad ore H im” (first published in 1 796) must have been edited by Tom
Fettke, Kenneth Barker, or another editor of The Hymnal for Worship & Celebration
(W ord Music, 1986) in which the two hymns occur back-to-back (numbers 8 and 9).
The last line of the former hymn is “Gladly for aye we adore H im,” while the first
line of the latter hymn is “Praise the Lord! Ye heav’ns, adore Him.” Both hymns
begin with “Praise (to) the Lord.” Additional parallels are present between these two
hymns. Howe ver, there is absolutely no reason to assume that the editors did
anything more than to arrange the placement or order o f the hymn s. W hy shou ld
anyone think that the ancien t editor(s) of P salms d id anything more than the editors
of mod ern hymnals?
Chapter 3, “The Seam s of the G arme nt of Praise” (57-8 2), provides a wellwritten examination of the overall structure of the Psalter in its five books. Bullock
demonstrates the affinities between Books 1–3 as well as between Books 4 and 5.
He also reminds the reader that the current order of the Psalter was established prior
to the translation of the Septuagint between 250 and 150 B.C. (71).
In chapter 5, “Encountering Theology and H istory in the Psalms” (99-118),
the author discusses biblical history as reflected in Psalms. Bullock stresses that the
psalm ists embraced that history as fact rather than fiction and focused on the divine
perspective more than the human.
Nine chapters (cha ps. 6–14) focus on nine different psalm genres: psalms
of praise (121-33), psalms of lament (135-50), psalms of thanksgiving (151-63),
psalms of trust (165-76), psalms of the earthly king (177-86 ), psalm s of the he avenly
king (187-97), wisdom psalms (199-21 2), psalms of Torah (213-26), and
imprecatory psalms (227-38). Analytical tables d isplaying the key elements for each
psalm are centerpieces for all nine genre discu ssions. B ullock’s approach is levelheaded. He recognizes that biblical writers were somewhat “form conscious, but not
nearly so much as modern scholarship has led us to believe” (64). Likewise, on the
issue of so-called enthronement psalms, he rightly concludes that even “though some
scholars have made much of the supposed existence of a festival in Israel that
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enthroned Yahweh, virtually no evidence in the Psalms or elsewhere in the Old
Testament supports this view” (196).
There are significant om issions in a number o f matters. S pace will permit
mention of only a few. In regard to the psalm titles (2 4-30 ), Bullock fails even to
mention the theory of James Thirtle (The Titles of the Psalms: Their Nature and
Meaning Explained [Henry Frowde, 1904]). No where in the volume is there any
discussion of the NT attribution of Davidic authorship to Psalms 2 (cf. Acts 4:25)
and 95 (c f. Heb 4:7). Both are listed as anonymous due to the absence of psalm titles
(26). In the discussion of the structure of Psalm 19, the author concludes that content
alone distinguishes the two strophes of the psalm (41). Ho wever, the psa lm could be
divided on the basis of the occurrences of the tricolon apart from any consideration
of conte nt: vv. 1-4 (closed by a tricolon), vv. 5-6 (closed by a tricolon), vv. 7-14
(closed by a tricolon), v. 15. In addition, the formulaic structure of vv. 7-10
(construct noun + Yahw eh + predicate adjective followed by construct participle +
noun) signals the special nature of these verses as compared to vv. 1-6. Bullock
totally ignores Spurgeon’s classic work on Psalms (The Trea sury o f David) and fails
to mention the commentaries of J. J. Stewart Perowne (The Book of Psalms
[Zondervan reprint of the 1878 ed ition]) and James L. Mays (Psalms, Interpretation
[John Knox, 19 94]).
In spite of some of the problems, Encountering the Book of Psalms is still
a quality production. It would make an excellent choice as a textbook in college
classes studying the Book of Psalms. Bullock is Franklin S. Dyrness professor of
Biblical Studies at W heato n Co llege and is also the author of An Introduction to the
Old Testament Poetic Books (Moody, 1979) and An Introduc tion to the O ld
Testament Prophetic Books (Moo dy, 1986).

John Jefferso n Da vis. The F rontiers of Scien ce & Fa ith. Downers G rove, Ill.:
InterV arsity, 200 2. 20 0 pp . $11 .99 (p aper). Reviewed by Trevor Craigen,
Asso ciate P rofesso r of T heology.
A glance at the table of contents causes the reader to lift an eyebrow at
some of the intrigu ing chapter he adings, e.g., “The Search fo r Extra terrestrial
Intelligence & the Christian Do ctrine of Redemp tion.” O ne almost wants to go to
that chapter first!
This collection of essays, subtitled “Examining Que stions from the B ig
Bang to the E nd of the Universe,” seeks to illustrate and explain certain theological
difficulties by paralleling them with vario us kno wn scientific principles, theorem s,
and laws. Chapter titles reflect this approach, e.g., “The ‘Copenhagen’ Interpretation
of Quantum Mechanics & ‘D elayed -Choice’ Experim ents,” which is intended to
bring in a new perspective to help understand the doctrine of predestination.
Receiving attention are the following: divine omniscience, determinism , full
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knowledge of the future and freewill, chance and providence, predestination and
election, human personhood and the image of God, the incarnation of Christ and the
atonement in relation to multiple worlds, and eschatological cosmic optimism and
despair. Receiving attention alongside these and in addition to the two already
mentioned above are: quantum indeterminacy, the Chaos Theory, Goedel’s Proof,
Artificial Intelligence, and the Anthropic Principle. Notably, holding highly favored
status in presentation and professed usefulness for origins is “Progressive Creation”
(113-28).
In the pre face D avis states his basic presuppo sition, with which there would
be no disagreement, namely, “that the results of modern science, properly understood, are no threat to Christian faith” (7), although the phrase “properly understood”
becomes the clinch er. His conviction is that the Christian faith and the scientific
method are complementary ways of knowing God’s creative work. Later, he speaks
of these as the “book of nature” and the “Book of Scripture” (128). The two
“books” are quite d isparate in character, however, and cannot be treated as being on
a par with each other. Invariably, the interpretation of Scripture is held hostage to
the prevailing scientific paradigms, theories, and opinions so that the biblical
acco unts of creation are treated w ith a great deal o f elasticity. Da vis did ackno wledge that the scientific method has limitations when it comes to answering
huma nity’s deepest ex istential questions (7).
Davis assumes that his readers will have a working knowled ge of those
different principles, theorems and laws to which he refers. This feature, which
certainly shows the author’s backgrou nd in physics, could cause a few readers to
abandon the book, finding it too difficult to keep up with the material. Reading it is
not without benefit, however, because one realizes afresh the obvious design and
order in God’s creation. Furthermore, the reader also learns of how some
researchers use these laws to gag God or make Him less than what He is, e.g., that
God has made a universe in which His own knowledge is limited by the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle (41). Surely, it only limits human researchers and certainly not
the Intelligent Designer who built it into His w orld and se t it in operation?
Summarily impo sing limits on God is itself off limits! Thankfully, Davis does not
appear to have d efended the untenable positions.
In the first chapter, “Genesis 1:1 & Big Bang Cosmology,” Davis rightly
concludes that Genesis 1:1, standing alone among ancient cosm ologies, presen ts a
singular, ex nihilo beginning for the universe. But then his conclusion falters when
he adds that as such, it exhibits “a convergence with recent big bang cosmological
mod els” (36). Unfortunately, Davis makes no mention of the creation week as a
whole, ignoring whether or not the rest of G enesis 1 with its tightly-knit six
consecutive 24-hour days really allows for a big bang model. The convergence
would seem to be in the eyes of the beholder! To be sure, Davis does emphasize that
God by the power of His almighty word called the universe into actual existence.
One wond ers just what is meant, however, when he also remarks that God worked
through the mathe matica l equations and quantum-mech anical laws H e Himself
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designed and which are uncovered by the sciences (36, 128). The influence of
“progressive creation” on his thinking is admitted and causes him to accept far more
time for Go d’s creative activity to take p lace than Ge nesis wo uld allow Him to have
(127). Further, the polemical nature of the Genesis account and its concern for the
relationship between God and His world and human beings (115) does not detract
from the imp act of the ord er of events in the creatio n week and the ob viously
restricted time span involved. Further, serious deficiencies in big bang theo ries,
which would make it difficult to continue proposing, without some major qualification, such a model for Gen 1:1, were not specifically noted. Supplemental reading
is in order here. Rea ders sh ould refer inter alia to John B yl’s God and Co smos: A
Christian V iew of Tim e, Space, and the Un iverse and to Douglas Kelly’s Creation
and Cha nge: G enesis 1:1–2:4 in the Ligh t of Changing Scientific Para digms, as
well as to ICR’s Impact 216 (June 199 1), “The Big Bang Theory Collapses” by
Duane T. Gish, in order to have up-to-date responses to this troubled theory of
origins. It is no t as settled a theory as Davis imp lies.
The author reveals bias when he remarks that “a Christian theory of origins
must acknowledge and incorporate the evidence for the evolutionary changes that
have occurred in the history of life” (127). He apparently also accepts the
probab ility of the emergence of life from inanimate matter over 3.5 billion years ago,
the sudden appearance of animal phyla at the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary 570
million years ago, and the sudden appearance of art and other expressions of
behaviorally modern humanity some 40 thousand years ago (128). The nature of the
creation week and its obvious impact on the age of the earth, and the matter of sin,
death, and the fall of m an and their imp act on the created o rder must all be
considered in any Christian cosmological proposals. Th ese we re noticeably absent
from the discussion.
In surveying the scientific developments since B ernard R amm’s The
Christian View of Science and Scripture in 1954, D avis omits, except for a passing
reference to John Whitcomb, Henry Morris, and Gary Parker (114 n. 6, and 127 n.
53), any real mention of the young-earth, recent-creation movement and the wea lth
of literature and scientific papers it has produced, e.g., via the Creation Research
Soc iety Qu arterly and CEN’s Technical Journal as well as the excellent Impact
bulletins from the Institute for Creation Research. They introd uce, at the least, a
healthy caution to avoid unwisely identifying the plain tea chings of Scripture w ith
even the mo st com pelling c ontem porary scientific and cosmological theo ries.
No matter how intriguing the content of the chapters may be, and no matter how
interesting an exercise it may be — and that it is— to find p arallels and analogies in
nature or in scientific principles, theorems, and laws, for explaining theological
difficulties, it must be acknowledged that the proper understanding and resolution
of these difficulties will come from a study of Scripture. Non-scriptural sources are
not definitive here.
The bibliography listed for chapter 6 is actually for chapter 7, which means
that the one for the chapter on artificial intelligence is missing. All chapters were
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marked (1) by informative reviews o r concise surveys of the history and development of the principles being presented, and (2) by extensive footnotes. These
resources inform the reader of a host of literature available on a wide array of
subjects, constituting a valuable bibliographic resource, reason enough to have the
work on one’s bo okshelf!

Susan E. G illingham. One Bible, Many Voices: Different Approaches to Biblical
Studies. Grand R apids: Eerd mans, 199 9. xx + 280 pp. $ 19.0 0 (paper). Reviewed
by W illiam D . Barrick, P rofesso r of Old T estament.
Gillingham is a lecturer in theology at Worcester College, Oxford, England.
Her volume incorp orates elements from a distance-learning co urse for students of St.
John’s College, N ottingha m, and elements from a later theology course for
undergraduates at Oxford U niversity (xiv). The work is for those who as adults have
a relatively new interest in theology or biblical studies (xv).
The spirit of this age, if we are to believe Gillingham, is postmod ernism
united with pluralism. In One Bible, Many Voices she pleads for such an approach
to biblical studies (4-5). She seeks “to show that pluralism, as one of the hallmarks
of postmodernism, can serve more as friend than foe in relation to biblical studies.
Far from threatening and fragmenting our understanding of biblical faith, it offers a
more reasonable, open-ended, integrative and ecumenical way forward” (5).
The book has two parts: “Plurality in the Making of the Bible” (7-113) and
“Plurality in the Reading of the Bible” (115-2 44). In the first part, four chapters
present the author’s view of the “disparate and diffuse nature of the biblical acco unts
… with different versions and different texts being used variously by different
comm unities” (4). Throughout these chapters Gillingham presents as fact that both
testaments have undergone substantial editing (cf. 17, 20-21). Out of her conclusion
that the Bible contains a diversity of theologies (cf. 31, 34), she identifies three
complementary approaches to biblical studies: the historical, the theological, and the
literary (44). Inherent in this system is a conviction that “it is impossible to give any
biblica l text absolute m eaning ” (45 ). This conviction produces the opp ortunity “to
create new interpretations, properly controlled” (45). What is meant, however, by
“properly controlled”? Theologians in a variety of traditions would offer the canon
itself as one necessary control. However, G illingham eliminates that control by
arguing that “it is impossible to draw up clear boundaries for the inclusion or
exclusion of particular boo ks” (46). T herefore, there is no single authoritative canon.
All of chapter 3 (“A Biblical Corpus? The Canon and the Boundaries of Faith,” 4671) deve lops the autho r’s view o f the canon.
Gillingham argues that a variety of translations (both ancient and modern)
prove that “a pluralistic, open-ended way of reading is again the only way forward”
(72). In the discussion of “The Qumran Scrolls” (77-79), she claims, “One of the
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most important asp ects about the Scrolls is that they have many affinities with the
Septuagint, and seem to sugge st a Hebrew prototype somewhat different from that
used for the M asore tic Text” (77). This is a popular exaggeration running contrary
to the evidence as presented by Emanuel To v (Textual Criticism of the Hebrew
Bible, 2nd ed. [Fortress Press, 2001] 114 -17), o ne of the most highly regarded
experts in that field of study.
Contrary to its title, One Bible, Many Voices, the conclusion of Part One
announces that no single, coherent Bible, no uniform biblical theology, no
universally recognized biblica l canon, and no standard biblica l text exist (112).
Gillingham presents Part Two as more positive in its agenda (113). The three major
approaches are each granted a chapter: “Theological Approaches to the Bible” (11743), “Historical Approaches to the Bible” (144-70), and “Literary Approaches to the
Bible” (171-86). The first of these three approaches is a survey of the hermeneutics
of Jewish tradition (the Samaritan Pentateuch, Septuagint, Targums, Dead Sea
Scrolls, Pesher, and Midrash) and Christian tradition (Paul and Hebrews in the NT,
a variety of church fathers from Irenaeus to Augustine, Gregory the Great, Aq uinas,
Richard Ho oker, a variety of 17th-century and 18th-century ap proaches, Karl Barth
and Rudolf Bultmann, and “biblical hermeneutics”). The author’s conclusion is that
“theological pluralism holds the key” (143).
In Chapter 6 (“Histo rical Approaches to the Bible”), Gillingham first
prese nts five problem areas: myth, biblical contradictions, miracles, religious
language, and the historical Jesus. Scholars have come to these problems in two
different ways: a diachronic approach and a syn chronic approach. T he diachronic
approach, or historical-critical method, can be exem plified in six different methods:
biblical criticism, source criticism, form criticism, tradition criticism, redaction
criticism, and canon criticism (157-69 ). The descriptions of these six methods are
brief, but fairly obj ective. For exa mple, G illingham observes that source criticism
is anti-authorial and hypothetical (162), form criticism is not science (164), tradition
criticism is the most attractive approach for the pluralist (166), and redaction
criticism is theologically biased (167). A very helpful set of charts (170) illustrates
the diachronic relationships of these six metho dologies.
The synchronic approach involves six examples of the literary-critical
method: literary criticism, narrative and poetic criticism, structuralist criticism,
rhetorical criticism, reader-respo nse criticism, and holistic criticism (176-86). Again,
charts (172) and a table (173) help the reader to visualize the relationships between
these metho dolo gies. T he co ncern that is paramount in the literary approach is the
readers’ contemporary setting (173, 174). Gillingham argues (quite unconvincingly)
that the historical, theological, and literary app roaches can be integrated so a s to
offer “some control and constraints on … op en-ended pluralistic readings” (185).
The final two chapters of the volume apply the three approaches to the
Psalter as a whole (187-231) and to Psalm 8 in particular (232-44).
Ironically, although G illingham argued for contro ls and constraints to
prevent abuse of the text (45, 185), in her formal “Conclusion” (245-47) she accuses
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all twelve methodologies in the diachronic and synchronic approaches of being
attemp ts to control the text and its interpretation. Where does that leave her? She
confesses that it “leads us with a sense that we should be as critical of pluralism per
se as we should be critical of any exclusivist approach which assumes that it alone
has the key control” (247). Her final paragraph’s call for recognizing a “fixed” text
and “ope n” voices in the text rings hollow. All she has left is “som ething o f a
mystery; and herein lies the challenge of biblical studies as an academic discipline”
(247).
An adequate knowledge o f contemporary theories and schools of thought
in the realm of biblical criticism is a necessity. In the first decade of the 21 st century
new methodologies continue to arise and the con servative theo logian finds himself
ever on the defensive due to his adherence to biblical inspiration, inerrancy, and
authority. What Carl E. Armerd ing wrote in 1983 still applies two decades later:
The issues persist today. They affect not only the evangelical scholar seeking to
preserve viewpoints which radically separate him from his more liberal colleagues, but
virtually every student of the OT as well. University lectureships are given on the basis
of adherence to critical thought, and textbooks are judged by the extent to which they
affirm the current brand of critical orthodoxy, while popular television programs
disseminate the latest theories to the waiting masses (The Old Testament and Criticism
[Eerdmans, 1983] 2).
Conserva tive evangelical theo logians cannot sit idly by, twiddling their
thumbs, hoping that the madness might somehow end without their entering the fray.
Vital issues are at stake. How we ap proach the Scriptures determines our theolo gy.
Year by year evangelical scholars continue to give up valuable ground to liberal
biblical critics by adopting their methodologies. Evangelicals attempt to baptize such
theories in evangelical waters without realizing that those methodologies have never
been converted. Pressured by publishers and “Christian” acade mia, evangelicals
borrow the cloak of critical terminology to clothe their work. T hough valuable
kernels of truth exist in contemporary critical studies, evangelicals must take great
care to irradiate the material with the unad ulterate d W ord of God so as not to
become infected by the Trojan viruses that saturate its thinking.
Gillingham’s volume should be read by conservative evangelical scholars
in order to understand that the critical methodologies are part and parcel of an
overall philosophy and system driven by a variety o f unbib lical concep ts. If a
pluralist like Gillingham can see the bankruptcy of critical methodologies, what does
that say about the thinking of evangelicals who continue to dabble in critical
methodologies, attempting to convert them for evangelical use?

Robert G romacki. The Virgin Birth: A Biblical Study of the Deity of Jesus Christ.
Rev. ed. Grand R apids: Kregel, 20 02. 2 40 p p. $11.99 (paper). Reviewed by
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Trevor Craigen, Associate Pro fessor o f The ology.
“About time!” is an appropriate exclamation at the publication of the
revised edition of Gromacki’s 1974 boo k. The first edition was much appreciated
by all who read it. Since J. Gresham Machen’s book, The Virgin Birth of Ch rist, was
not found that easy to read, G romacki’s becam e a mo st useful ad junct to it. This
revised edition, which is not that much of a change from the first edition, will prove
again to be a most useful and instructive addition to the personal libraries of layman,
pastor, student, and professor alike. Being thoroughly saturated with refere nces to
relevant Scriptures only adds to its value as a Bible study tool or textbook. The
author advised that he “tried to produce a volume that would deal with the virgin
birth of Christ on a level understandable to both the interested layman and the
serious Bible student” (10). He succeeded!
The sub-title, “A Biblical Stud y of the D eity of Jesus Christ,” although
certainly indicative of the emphasis given in the book, is nevertheless, in this
reviewer’s opinion, not fully descriptive enough since it is also a study of the
huma nity of Christ. The sub-title should read “A Biblical Study of the Deity and the
Humanity of Jesus Christ.”
A concisely summarized survey of the false concepts of Christ’s person
provides the reader with an informative snapshot of how down through the ages has
come a sharp reaction to or rejection of the scriptural evidence for both Christ’s
huma nity and d eity (194-99 ). Three chapters furnish information on the different
heresies and errant thoughts on Christ Jesus, namely, “Testimony of the Church
Fathers,” “Erro neous Co ncep ts,” and “The Onslaughts of False Teaching.” T hese
dem onstrate the pride of intellect of those who were critical of the biblical statements
and evidence. Rejection of the virgin birth, it was seen, went hand in glove with
rejection of the inspired and autho ritative, inerrant Scriptures.
Updated bibliographic resources on impeccability/peccability, such as
Canham’s article “Potuit Non P eccare Or Non Potuit Peccare: Evangelicals,
Herm eneutics, and the Impeccability Debate,” TMSJ 11/1 (2 000 ):93-114 , would
have been go od ad ditions for chapter 13 on Jesus’ sinlessness. Similarly, updated
bibliographic resources on the meaning and significance of almah, such as Niessen’s
article, “The Virginity of the almah in Isaiah 7:14” BSac 137/546 (1980):133-50,
would have been good additions for chapter 16 o n this important verse in Isaiah. At
the least, cross-referencing to them in a footnote would have been in order.
Since reference will be made to this book when studying the birth narratives
or when seeking clarification on the huma nity and deity of Jesus of Naz areth, it is
worthy of having near at hand.

Christopher A. Hall. Learn ing Th eology with the C hurch Fathe rs. Downers Grove,
Ill.: InterV arsity, 2002. 308 pp. $15.00 (paper). Reviewed by Larry D.
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Pettegrew, P rofesso r of T heology.

Most Christians would no doubt have to admit that they do not know
enough about their Christian roots. And if this is true, most Christians do not know
enough about the church fathers. And if this is true, most Christians do not know
enough about theology. For anyone who is willing to read it thoughtfully, this book
will help with all three problem areas.
The book is intended only “to be a primer for beginners” (12). And it
fulfills its goal admirably. The author writes clearly and carefully, trying not to bore
the reader or sc are him off through technical theological jargon. He is convinced
that the fathers are hardly eve r boring, so he tries with good success to present them
to the reader with enthusiasm.
The first chapter introduces the fathers and explains why we should know
about their contributions to theology. Each successive chapter familiarizes the
reader with doctrinal issues that the fathers debated and tried to clarify. These issues
include the relation of the Son to the Father, the Trinity, the two natures of Christ,
the deity of the Ho ly Spirit, sin and grace, providence, the Scriptures, the church, and
the resurrection of the body and everlasting life. Rather than bring in many voices
on every doctrine, the author explains the views of the two or three fathers who led
each debate. Usually he sum marizes their arguments in some detail, quoting them
when helpful.
Hall also tries to let the fathers speak without needlessly intruding into the
deb ate himself. Still, it is apparent that his sympathies lie with the orthodox views.
He sides with Augustine, for example, in his debate against Pelagius.
In an age when experience has conquered do ctrine in many churches, many
believers have d ifficulty articulating the basics of theology. This book will help the
serious reader to think more deeply about the importance that our spiritual ancestors
place d on getting the details o f theology right.

John D. H annah. Our Legacy: The History of Christian Doctrine. Colorado
Springs, Colo.: Na vPress, 20 01. 3 95 p p. $25 .00 (c loth). Reviewed by Clifford
B. McM anis, TMS alumnus and Associate Pastor, First Baptist Church, Los
Altos, California.
John D. Hannah has been the department chairman and distinguished
professor of historical theo logy at D allas T heological Seminary for almost thirty
years. This book is the by-product of his many years of study and teaching in that
capacity. Hannah specifically directs this book toward p astors, Christian workers,
and the laity with the hope of sounding the clarion call for true theological
reformation in the evangelical church abroad (9, 20). H e avers,
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It is time for a reformation in the church… . [T]he gre atest need in the
contemporary church is to rediscover the gospel, its glory, and its power. It is
time to return to the fundamentals of the faith and be refreshed in its truths, to
gain anew a love and respect for the Holy Scriptures (20).
The author believes such a reformation in the church is p ossible, but is
contingent upon C hristians gaining a new and fresh appreciatio n of their theological
“legacy” via the study of his torical theology. Studying key d octrine s of the faith
through the lens of history has many benefits. It helps the church distinguish between
the transient and the permanent. It also helps the modern church to discern error and
deception from the wealth of accumulated Spirit-led illumination provided to the
saints through the ages. Furthermore, studying theology in the vortex of history
manifests the developmental progress that certain doctrines have undergone over
time. In this se nse history is a teacher and informs theo logy.
Hannah examines what he considers to be the priority doctrines of the
church, dedicating a chapter to each. His analysis of each doctrine is from a
“systematic-historical approach” (28), whereby he isolates a particular doctrine,
tracing it through every stage of church history, highlighting the positive and
negative deve lopm ent through the centuries. His chapter titles represent his doc trines
of choice, which include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Autho rity: Where to Go for T ruth
The T rinity: God as Three-in-One
The Person of Christ: Meet the God-Man
The Work of Christ: What the Cross Means for Us
Salvation: A Story of Sin and Grace
The Church: G od’s G athered Comm unity
The End T imes: Fulfillment of Our Blessed Hope

Before analyzing the ab ove seven doctrines in their historica l context, in the preface
and chap ter one the author lays the foundation of his methodological approach. He
warns the reader that when it comes to historical theology, multiple models exist (2428). The a uthor clearly lays out his presuppositions in this vast field of study. They
include the authority of the Bible as a standard of objective truth, the doctrine of
illumination as the Spirit leads the saints individually and collectively into truth (1
John 2:27), and the sufficiency of the Scripture. Regarding the latter point, the author
believes the canon is closed and the role of history in the progress of dogma is
“explanatory” and “static,” no t “organic” and “exp ansive” (27 ).
One of the strengths of the book is Hannah’s lucid style of writing—he has
an uncan ny ability for distilling the complexities of history into digestible portions
for the reader. A nd his objectivity as a theologian is admirable. For example, when
dealing with the development of “premillennialism,” he seeks to let the historical
facts do the talking. Though acknowledging that the early church “Fathers embraced
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a premillennial understanding” (306), he notes that in its seminal stages it was not
formally systematized by them, nor did they jointly express that the kingdom was “to
be one thousand yea rs in duration” (306). Amillennialism came to the fore under
Augustine, overshadowing early prem illennialism, and enjoyed a hegemonic
dominance till Calvin, who labeled it “childish” (320 ). But with renewed interest in
biblical studies following the Re formation, premillen nialism b egan to establish itself
once again, this time more systematically and persuasively. The testimony of
historical data reveals that premillennialism is neither novel nor faddish, but rather
has roots in church history and biblica l theology.
The author concludes his book with an impassioned, practical plea for the
church to pro claim and teach with clarity the priority doctrines of the Bible (339-44).
The book includes a helpful glossary of term s (365-76 ).
Th is reviewer highly re com mends the b ook for pastors and serio us Bible
students. Bible colleges and sem inaries would do w ell to consider it as a fresh
survey text in historical theology classes.

David M . Hay. Colossians. Abingdon New Testament Commentary. Nashville:
Abingdon, 200 0. 182 pp. $ 22.00 (paper). Reviewed by James E. Rosscup,
Professor of Bible Exposition.
This book is by the Professor of Religion at Co e College, C edar R apids,
Iowa. Publishers view the series as giving compac t critical exegesis useful for
students of theology, university users, and pastors.
In Hay’s view, authenticity concerns not who wrote the letter, but whether
it gives truth. Yet the epistle claims that Paul wrote it, which is true or untrue. One
also has to fac e forthrightly Paul’s personal greetings in 4:10 -17. H ow realistic is
it to view the letter as reliable if it is untrue on some matters, yet truthful at other
points? Hay d oes not think it probable that Paul wrote Colossians, yet Paul may
have supervised Timothy’s writing (20, 23), or a disciple of Paul wrote after Paul
died (24). As a matter of convenience in the commentary, Hay refers to Paul as if
he was the writer, but this is not his own belief.
Verse by verse comments are closely-knit, often terse, yet much exegetical
learning cuts to the point in many cases. On frequent points, careful, good details
appear, e.g., “firstborn of all creation” (1:15; 55-57), or “filling up the afflictions of
Christ” (1:24; 7 2-74 ), or on Christ’s triumph (2:15). In o ther cases, ambiguity is
prese nt, as in 1:23 on how a necessity to continue in faith and goo d works as a
condition of salvation fits with NT salvation as a total gift (68).
The work responsibly traces thought in the letter, and tends to be on a
scholarly level. Locating a detail on a verse in the course of general remarks on
sections is some times hard. Headings introduce sections, but individual verses are
not in boldface or listed separately. The patient student can by combing slowly find
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a lot on essential details. In Colossians 4 Hay’s comment on Epaphras’ intercession
for spiritual growth is interesting. Since the letter calls readers to mature (1:28-29),
“one can regard it as part of the answer to Epaphras’ prayers” (161).
Hay is hit or miss in relating Colossian details with biblical passages
outside this epistle, an d this withholds m uch. An exam ple is discussing Christ’s
triumph over enemies in 2:15 without m ention of a po ssible link to “led captivity
captive” (E ph 4:8) or triumph language in 2 Cor 2:14 f.
The bibliography at the end reflects broad, diligent awareness of recent
literature. Overall, the work is among the somewhat helpful scholarly works that are
brief on detail. Students using fuller commentaries (T. K. Abb ott, Markus Barth,
and Helmut Blanke, F. F. Bruce, Peter O’Brien, E. Schweizer, or even the older
work by J. B. Lightfoot) will glean added assists from Hay only here and there.

Richard S. Hess and Go rdon J. W enham, eds. Zion, City of Our God. Grand Rapid s:
Eerdmans, 199 9. x + 206 pp . $22.00 (paper). Reviewed b y William D. Barrick,
Pro fessor o f Old Testament.
An international team of scholars approaches the topic of Jerusalem in the
First Temp le from a variety of perspectives in this collection of essays. All were
papers presented in a special meeting of the Tyndale Fellowship Old Testament
Study Gro up meeting at Cam bridge in 1996 (ix). Each essa y is thoroughly
documented by immediately accessible footnotes providing a wealth of sources and
supplementary information.
In “The T em ple of S olomon: H ea rt of J erusa le m” (1-22), J ohn M . Monson
(Wheaton College) examines Solomon’s Temp le in the context of recent archaeological parallels in Syria. This study of the biblical account of the Temple in the United
Monarchy, the intensification of the Zion tradition, and the contemporary archaeological parallels clearly demonstrates the Temple’s significance and nature. Special
attention is given to the neo-Hittite temple at ‘Ain D ara dating from the early first
millennium B.C. (12-21).
Richard S. Hess (Denver Seminary) contributed “Hezekiah and Sennacherib
in 2 Kings 18–20” (23-41), focusing on literary studies of Sennacherib’s siege of
Jerusalem. He emphasizes the problem of what appear to be two different accounts
in 2 Kings, dealing also with relevant materials in Isaiah and 2 Chronicles.
Examining the historical, critical, and literary approache s to the prob lem, Hess
concludes that 2 Kgs 18:13b-16 is the summary and 18:17–19:37 is a resumption and
expansion similar to the technique exhibited in Genesis 1–2 (37-40).
Two essays dealing with Chronicles (“Jerusalem in Chronicles,” 43-56, and
“Jerusalem at W ar in Chronicles,” 57-76) were written by Martin J. Selman
(Spurgeo n’s College, London) and G ary N. K noppers (Pen nsylvania State College),
respe ctively. Selman develops the long-term plan of God for Jerusalem as
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highlighted by the Chro nicler. R ebuilding Je rusalem in response to Cyrus’ invitation
was a necessary step in “becoming involved in the ongoing fulfillment of the Davidic
covenant” (46). K noppers’ essay “cha llenges von R ad’s influential view that holy
war in Chro nicles wa s entirely cultic in character” (57). His prim ary arguments
involve a proper understanding of the function of the Temple in times of war (61-64)
and the pattern of holy war as portrayed in 2 Chronicles 20 with regard to
Jehoshaphat (64-73).
“The Use of the Zion Tradition in the Book of Ezekiel” (77-103) by
Thomas Renz (Oak Hill College, London) looks at the contribution of ancient Near
Eastern beliefs regarding a holy mountain and early Israelite tradition to Ezekiel’s
message. One of the challenges of such a study is that Ezekiel never uses the term
“Zion” even though the Temple in Jerusalem is of obvious significance in the book
(86).
Psalms 120–134 receive sp ecial attention in P hilip E. Satterthwaite’s
(Biblical Graduate School, Singapore) essay entitled “Zion in the Songs of Ascents”
(105-28). The theme of these psalms is the L ORD ’s restoration of Zion on the basis
of His so vereign choosing o f both Zion and David (10 7). After evaluating the critical
views of L. D. Crow (The Songs of Ascents, SBLD S 148 [Scho lars Press, 1996]),
Satterthwaite concludes that the Songs of Ascents display a greater coherence and
unity than Crow’s redactionist views would indicate (113). The discussion divides
these fifteen psalms into triads “under a heading which seems to encapsulate a
leading theme of that triad” (117).
In the volume’s longest essay (“The Personification of Jerusalem and the
Drama of Her Bereavem ent in Lame ntations,” 129-69) Knut M. Heim (Wesley
House, Cambridge, England) develops the use of p erson ification in L amentations in
order to understand better how the community of Jerusalem dealt with its pain and
anxiety (129-30). He proposes that Lamentations “is not a reasoned treatise on the
nature of suffering; rather, it reflects a comm unity’s desperate grasping for meaning
as the world aro und it … has collapsed” (146). After investigating an inventory of
nineteen different utterances within Lamentations (147-67), Heim identifies seven
voices (three m ajor and fo ur mino r) in the public d iscourse about Jerusalem ’s
grieving process (167). He finds that the book appeals to mo dern readers “be wildered by their own helplessness when confronted with suffering on a global and local
scale” (169).
“Molek of Jerusalem?” (171-206) by Rebecca Doyle (Holy Light
Theological Seminary, K aohsiung, T aiwan) closes the collection of essays by
examining the cult of Molech (an alternate spelling more fam iliar to American
readers) by means of biblical and extrabiblical materials. The catalyst for this study
resides in the relative scarcity of information about this cult and the resulting
scholarly speculation (172). First, Doyle surveys the views of a variety of scholars
(172-82), concluding that there is plenty of “room for a difference of opinion as to
who Mo lek is and where he may have come from” (184). Second, an examination
of archaeological evidences from Ebla, M ari, Babylon, Uga rit, Turkey, Phoenicia,
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and Carthage (184-93) finds that there are only bits and pieces of evidence and that
their connections to the OT’s descriptions are tenuous (194). Lastly, the study of
Molech in the OT (194-204) d emonstrates that the Hebrew Scriptures are the “most
complete source of information that we have” (206).
The eight essays have a wealth of information about Jerusalem. The breadth
of their OT investigations encom passes espe cially the books of 1 and 2 K ings, 1 and
2 Chro nicles, E zekiel, Psalms, and Jeremiah. Interaction with historical, arch aeological, literary, and theological studies reveals the height and depth of the essays’ scope.
Hess and Gordon J. Wenham (Cheltenham & Gloucester Co llege, Cheltenham,
England) have p erform ed a valuab le service to O T scholarship by collecting and
publishing this book.

Harold W . Hoehner. Ephesians. An Exegetical C ommen tary. Grand Rapid s:
Baker, 2002. xxix + 930 pp. $54.99 (cloth). Reviewed by James E. Rosscup,
Professor of Bible Exposition.
This monumental work which displays probing exegesis and awareness of
scholarly opinion on Ephesians joins and surpasses, at least in detail, highly
contributive commentaries by Peter O’Brien, Andrew Lincoln, and the 868 pages of
M arkus Barth. Hoehner, Distinguished Professor of New Testament at Dallas
Theological Seminary where he has taught for more than three decades, argues for
Paul as the author and for including “in Ephesus” in 1:1. He writes fully on each
verse with penetrating analysis and copious footnotes that draw from a massive range
of expertise throughout the Christian era, including primary linguistic works and
other firsthand sources.
Hoehner’s fairness to views and arguments co mbine with readable clarity
and an adep t use of such items as context, word study, grammar, setting, and
customs. His work results from several trips for study abroad, a 33-page doublecolumn entry in the Bible Know ledge C ommen tary (1983-85), and persevering
research. His drive to “turn every stone” for evidence is plain as he weighs opinions
and gives seasoned logic.
Besides the introduction and commentary, excursuses probe the destination
in 1:1 (“in Ephesus”), views and structure of 1:3-14, “in Christ,” election, pl rÇ ma,
“mystery,” the household code, and slavery in Paul’s day. Hoehner lists commentaries, even a special bibliography on authorship (114-30), but omits a longer
bibliography because it would have added another hundred pages. Other features
include historical quotes on the greatness of the epistle among Paul’s writings (1-2),
support for Pauline authorship with answers to six major objections, problems such
as fraud in the view of a pseudonymous author, a 10-page chart on how 390 works
since 1519 viewed authorship, and sections on the history of Ephesus and seven
theolo gical em phases.
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On each verse, H oehner includes the Greek w ording, English rendering,
then comments on each word o r phrase. Explanations on 1:1-2 show why Paul could
know peop le at Ephesus, not mention pe rsonal relations, and w rite the letter even
when 1:15 refers to having heard of their faith and love (1 40-4 1). Attention to
grammar is meticulous, as o n sealing in 1:13 -14. H oehner relates sealing to Go d’s
ownership of believers, who belong to Him as His heritage, as in 1:11.
Here is a sampling of other well-supported views. “Spirit” rather than
“spirit” is meant in 1:17; inheritance in 1 :18 is God ’s, but in 1:14 that of the saints;
in 1:23 Go d’s fullness is filling Christ and the church; in 2:8b, the demonstrative
pronoun in “and that not of yourselves” refers back to 2:4-8a and mo re particularly
2:8a, salvation by grace through faith (Hoehner cites the demonstrative in 1:15
referring back to 1:13-14, and other examples); “mystery” in 3:3, not known by men
at all in OT times but now made known is the truth that God unites saved Jews and
Gentiles into one body without Gentiles having (as in OT days) to become Jews to
belong (433-34). Hoehne r has five supports, e.g., the “mystery” was forme rly
“hidden” (3:9), and a clear p arallel in Col 1:26 has “but” instead of “as” in Eph 3:5.
The following are other views of the author. In 3:19 “filled up to all the
fullness of God” has the preposition eis (“toward”) denoting moveme nt toward a
goal, here the goal of knowing the love of Christ. Yet saints never are as filled as
God, and never are God. “Captives” (4:8) are, in biblical usage, enemies over whom
God is victor (c f. Psalm 68). Captives in Ephesians 4 are Christ’s enemies (Satan,
sin, death), not captives of Satan who now are redeemed captives of Christ. A text
by Paul that Hoehner might include but does not is Col 2:15. The “lower parts of
the earth” (Eph 4:9) are earth’s lower parts, the grave, where Christ was before
ascending. In “arise fro m the d ead” (5:1 4), H oehner does not favor allusion to an
OT verse (e.g., Isa 26:19; 60:1). Rather Paul refers to an early hymn of Christians
about repentance/encouragement, relevant to deliverance from a walk in darkness,
and rising from dead ness to walk in C hrist’s light. Hoehner needs to clarify, for he
says that if “believers” continue in darkness (cf. 5:3-7 ), they will go into eternal
wrath (vv. 5-6). Since God seals genuine believers (1:13-14; 4:30) to the day of
future redemption, a true believer is secure from eternal wrath. If not, this would
entail a loss of salvation by continuing in sin. Church-related people who face
eternal wrath are merely professing believers, not genuine. Hoehner in 5:18a sees
the present imperative prohibition (“do not be drunk”) no t as mea ning to stop
drunkenness indulged, but as not permitting drunkenness to be a habit. The
believer’s behavior is to be filled (controlled) with the Holy Spirit (v. 18b).
On 6:14 -17, Hoehner sees the six parts of armor in a subjective sense, a
practical living of truth, righteousness, peace, faith, safety from the devil’s wiles, and
the Spirit’s em pow ering with the W ord. Prayer in vv. 18-20 is not an added part of
armor but vital in all armor to gain supernatural help.
In long works, especially of this great bulk, proofing slips can occur. A few
are: p. 23, “It must concluded . . .”; p. 29, “but not to enough to discount authenticity”; p. 38, “chose” in place of “choose”; p. 837, armor to “be able stand.” Tributes
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on jacket flaps and back cover are by recognized scholars, Clinton Arno ld, E. E arle
Ellis, Frank Thielman, Martin Hengel, Graham Stanton, Doug Moo, Ralph M artin,
Ernest Best, Frederick Danker, I. H. Marshall, Max T urner, and Donald Ha gner. A
rich use of this longest exegetical commentary ever done on Ephesians will help
diligent teachers, pastors, students, and lay readers to reason through issues. The
price, at first prohibitive fo r some, is much more manageable when one watches for
discounts.

James S . Jeffers. The Greco-Roman World of the New Testament Era: Exploring
the Background o f Early Ch ristianity. Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1999.
352 pp. $19.99 (pap er). Reviewed by Keith Essex, Assistant Pro fessor o f Bible
Exposition.
James S. Jeffers is an associate professor at Biola U niversity who also
teaches ancient history at California State University, Dominguez Hills. T his
combination of expertise in both Roma n history and early Christianity evidenc ed in
Jeffers’ teaching experience is also reflected in The Greco-Roman World of the New
Testament Era. He correctly states, “If the New Testament texts are written to make
sense to people in the first century, then we must try to put ourselves into their places
in order to determine what the writers of the New Testament intended their readers
to understand by wha t they wrote” (11 ). Therefore, the purpo se of this book is to
give the non-scholar an understanding of the Greco-Roman world at the time the NT
was written as an aid in b iblical interpretation (11, 293 ). This volum e “tries to
present [Hellenistic] society within the context of Roman control, hopefully in a way
that Christians in the first century wo uld have experienced it” (13). The boo k fulfills
its purpose as a goo d introduction to N T b ackgrounds.
The author presents in his first chapter a short, fictional dinner discussion
supp osed ly from first-century Jerusalem to orient the readers to the political and
cultural environment of the NT (14-18). Tho se readers who need a fuller historical
account to understand the allusions found in the first chapter are d irected to an
app endix where a summary of Greco-Rom an history leading up to and going through
the NT era is presented (293-320). The bulk o f the volume surveys different aspec ts
of first-century life (19-292). Jeffers introduces the reader to such topics as work,
travel, burial practices, city life, religious and secular associations, religious beliefs,
gove rnment, money, law, military, social classes, citizenship, slavery, fam ily
structure, and education in the time of the N T. In each chapter, the top ics are
presented with data known from Greco-R oma n sources as a basis for the insights
given by the author on how this aids in the understanding o f the biblical material.
Jeffers is concise, yet usually clear, in his discussion of both the background material
and its biblical application. T he volume is enhanced by a chrono logical char t of
significant events from 50 B.C .–A.D. 90 (321 -23), seven computer-generated maps
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(324-29), and subject and Scripture indexes (343-52). The book has a wealth of
useful information on how life was lived in the early Roman Empire.
Although the work is a fine introduction to its subject, the reader should be
aware of two w eaknesses. First, in his suggestions for further reading at the end of
chapters two through thirteen, Jeffers tends to direct the reader to books and journal
articles tha t are usually found only in university libraries. These resources are not
the kind of material to which the non-scholar for whom the book is intended would
have ready access. A better source would be the wealth of background information
in Bible dictionaries, encyclopedias, histories, and archaeologies that can be found
in Christian bo okstores and many p erson al and church libraries.
A second, and greater weakness, is found in Jeffers’ discussion of women
in Greco-R oma n culture and the NT (2 49-5 2). The author rightly states that women
were viewed in the culture to be intellectually inferior to men and that their main
function was that of childbearing and child rearing. Some wom en, particularly those
of the upper classes, d id bre ak out of the trad itional ro les, though this was frowned
upon within that society. These women were especially active outside the home in
religious matters. They were primarily attracted to cults practiced by women, but
also to those cults that were open to bo th sexes and to the official state cults. New
cults gave great freedo m to wome n to ho ld offices alongside m en. But as the cult
sought greater resp ectab ility from society, it would remove women from positions
of leadership. Jeffers implies that this also happ ened in early Christianity. He states
that Paul’s teaching and descriptions “present a softened version of the larger
society’s patriarchal fam ily structure” (252). W ome n were allowed to serve in
leade rship positions within the early church, although Jeffers does not know the level
of leadership exerted by women because of the difficulties in interpreting some of
Pau l’s comments concerning women. How ever, the only book to which Jeffers
directs the reader for further information is Craig S. Kee ner’s Paul, Women and
Wives: Marriage and Women’s M inistry in the Le tters of Paul (Hendrickson, 1992 ).
Keener’s work argues that women can exercise all the ministries/offices in the church
and that mutual submission in Christian marriage are the true interpretations of the
Pauline texts. By his favorable citing of Keener, Jeffers appa rently concurs. This
reviewer would direct the reader instead to Recovering Biblical Manhood and
Womanhood: A Re sponse to Eva ngelical Fem inism, edited by John Piper and W ayne
Grudem (Crossway, 1991) [see TMSJ, Spring, 1991, 107-9].
The Greco-R om an W orld o f the New T estam ent E ra is a valuable
introduction to NT b ackgrounds. However, the biblical exegete and expositor
should use Jeffers’ volume in conjunction with the more expan sive and detailed
Backgrounds of Early Christianity by Everett Ferguson (Eerdmans, 1993) [see
TM SJ, Fall, 1994, 216-17].

Gary V. Long. Grammatical Concepts 101 for Biblical Hebrew: Learning Biblical
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Hebrew Gra mm atical Con cepts through English Grammar. Peabod y, Mass.:
Hendrickson, 2002. xvii + 189 pp. $19.95 (paper) . Reviewed by William D.
Barrick, P rofesso r of Old T estament.
Grammatical Concepts 101 for Biblical Hebrew is a manual for students
who have fo und the voc abulary of gra mmatical description co nfusing—or, who
might have “slept through lessons on grammar during high school and college” (xiii).
Simp licity and information are aim s of this book intended to comp lement standard
teaching grammars (xv). Its three majo r parts cover the more basic concepts before
the higher levels of biblical Hebrew are addressed.
Long first introduces the student to basic linguistic terms and theory (3-6),
providing brief definitions for each gene ral element (e.g., “P HRASE is a language un it
referring to a string of words (a syntagm)—two o r more— that does not involve
pred ication … ; it does not have a sub ject and a predicate together,” 5). N ext, he
introduces the vocabulary and concepts of sound production (7-15). These two areas
are followed by simple, concise discussions of the syllable (16) and translation (1721), thereb y conc luding “Part I: Foun dations.”
“Part II: Building B locks” (23 -120) co vers twenty basic elements of
grammar. It carefully defines each element, illustrates it in English, and then gives
an example in biblical Hebrew. Special help is given in areas that are problematic,
like distinguishing some conjunctions and prepositions (32-33 ). Helpful charts
supplement the discussions (e.g., the catalog of semantic connections of biblical
Hebrew conjunctions, 33-35). The section covering the pronoun is twenty pages long
(39-58). Throughout the section, antecedents are clearly marked in the examples by
means of graphic arrows and identification labels. Nine tables also provide
additional visual means of organizing the information concerning pronouns. Long’s
treatment of “Tense” (87-91) and “Aspect” (92 -98) are more accurate than the
majo rity of standard grammars. However, categorizing veqatal (waw + perfect) as
expressing the imperfective aspect (96) is a gross oversimplification, ignoring the
category of non-consecutive waw + perfect (cf. R obe rt B. Chisholm , Jr., From
Exe gesis to Exposition [Baker, 1998], 128-33) and flirting with the long-outdated
theory of waw-conversive.
In the final part (“Part III: The Clause and Beyond,” 121-76), the section
on “Predicate/Predicatio n” (127-42) is quite detailed. It provides additional technical
material to supplem ent earlier treatments of such elements as the noun, relative
clause, adjective, adverb, and participle. “Semantics” (1 43-50 ) and “D iscourse
Analysis” (151-76 , limited to past-time narrative) are excellent introductions on
these two exegetically significant topics. The “Index of Topics” (179-89) provides
an alphabetical classified listing of all major terms for easily accessing the pertinent
discussions.
As in every gramm ar or gram mar help, sho rtcomings (by omission and
commission) are present. Participles were presented in a brief seven pages, about
equally divided between the English and Hebrew examples (73-79). Ho wever,
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infinitives received only a page and a half (80-81) without any Hebrew exam ples. In
the section labeled “Verb” (84-86), the student might be just as confused after
reading as he was before reading it. The distinctions between fientive transitives and
intransitives would have been more readily grasped had an examp le like that of “run”
been emp loyed (“He runs for exercise” is an intransitive fientive while “he runs a
factory” is a transitive fientive). In the eleven pages on “Moo d” (105-15) there is no
mention of the optative (cf. Paul Joüon, A Gramm ar of Biblical Hebrew, trans. and
rev. by T. Muraoka [Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1996], §112k). The m anual also
suffers from a lack of grammatical discussion of the verbal concepts of causation
(including the various kinds of causatives and the factitive).
Shortcomings aside, ho wever, Grammatical Concepts 101 for Biblical
Hebrew is a tool that every student of biblical Hebrew should keep close at hand.
This reviewer intends to require it for second and third semester Hebrew co urses.
Grammatically challenged students and their teachers will find it a godsend.

Carolyn Pressler. Joshua, Judges, and R uth. Westminster Bible Compa nion.
Louisville, Ky.: Westminster/John Knox, 2002. 31 2 pp. $24.95 (paper).
Reviewed by James E . Rosscup, Professor of Bible Exposition.
The authoress is Professor of Biblical Interpretation in United Theological
Seminary of the Twin C ities, at New Brighton, Minnesota. W BC volum es claim to
assist laity, individuals and groups with faith and practice. The present volume is an
exam ple of liberal biblical views as distinguished from evangelical views that
support the total reliability of Scripture.
In a brief, cursory introduction, Pressler assumes with many a
“Deuteronom istic history” of comp iling these books, with more final forms in the era
of King Josiah to bolster his refo rms (7 th century B.C .) and the 6th century with
events of 2 Kings’ last chapter (2).
Sma ll segments of the biblical books receive summary discussions, not
verse by verse examinatio n, yet have much relevant material. One can see, for
example, the self-manifestation o f God in Jo sh 5:13-15 to give p ower to win in the
promised land; here, God is free to d o as H e wills, not take side s, to display that He
is aweso me and H is word and w ill are holy (41-4 2).
Pressler frequently doe s not regard historic d escriptions as factually
accurate. She denies that the biblical version of Jericho’s fall “really happ ened .” In
her view, archaeology shows that at best few people were on the site when Israel
began in Canaan; she assumes a date in the later 13th century (44-45), where many
hold a date ca. 1405 B. C. and uphold the factuality. Little doubt can remain that her
words assume that the person writing Joshua 6 made a claim that was not historically
dependable, that Israel’s first battle in the land was at Jericho (45). Instead of such
alleged falsifying, many well-studied scholars claim the full veracity for the account.
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To Pressler, the record does not tell what happened in history, but illustrates what
God regularly has done, is doing, and can do (49). The Ai acco unt, likewise , entails
a story-teller’s “tale,” making up Achan’s sin and punishme nt to get across
theological points which P ressler se es as artificial to the battle account. To her, the
battle d etails also are unreliable (54 -55).
The trend of undercutting historical dependability keeps popping up. The
Gib eonite-Israelite treaty (Jo shua 9 ) did not occur according to Pressler’s view on
archaeology and textual matters (68). She casts much doubt on the sun standing still
in Joshua 10, and favors a m etaph orical, not a literal, idea (8 0-81 ). The Book of
Ruth is a “novella,” short story (tale). Somehow, P ressler allows it as “true,” yet one
has difficulty with inconsistency in her also saying it lacks historical factuality (261).
Positively, she does take Ruth’s lying on the threshing floor and talking with Boaz,
not as some writers suggest, as an invitation for sex but a decent proposal of
marriage (289-90). Back in Judges 11, she feels that evidence supports Jephthah
offering his daughter as a burnt offering to fulfill a misguided vow.
Helpfully, the work often sum s up matters, crystallizes some issues, and
explains custom s. But o verall it do es not offer outstanding assistance, and it does
not give a high view on the veracity of what the boo ks say. Mo re detailed works will
offer far more to laity, students, or pastors who believe in reliable bases for things
Pressler pronounces untrustworthy.

Richard Owen Rob erts. Repentance: The First Word of the Gospel. Wheato n, Ill.:
Cro ssway, 2002. 368 pp. $15.99 (paper). Reviewed by Trevor Craigen,
Asso ciate P rofesso r of T heology.
Displaying something o f his pastor’s heart— a note that persists throughout
the book— Roberts begins not with a formal preface but with “A Letter to the
Reader” in which he earnestly calls for no o ne to leave repentance out until it is too
late. The table of contents sho ws the m aterial organized in sevens—the seven myths,
maxims, marks, mo tives, fruits, models, and dangers of repentance and seven words
of advice to the unrep entant. R obe rts com municates like a preacher. The
introduction, not surprisingly, offers seven reasons why the doctrine of repentance
is being neglected or having little impact upon churches today (16-21). Comm itment
to success and not wishing to be divisive or negative contribute to the doctrine being
given such low profile. Tha t is an accurate assessment.
W ith frequent cross-referencing to and copious citing of Scripture (23-41),
Roberts lays out the evidence for repentance being a very important item in the
teaching and proclamation of the NT (23-41) T he O T d ata is well summarized under
seven foci (44-62), and is accompanied by an extensive use of appropriate Scripture
passages drawn from all literary genre. The N T data receives thorough treatm ent
under seven ‘doctrines’ (63-83). Again, an insertion of appropriate Scriptures
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dominates the content. T o ma intain the “se ven-motif,” these chapters could have
followed the pattern by being given headings such as “The Seven Foci of Repentance
in the OT” and “T he Seven ‘D octrine s’ of Repentance in the N T.” In fact, Ro berts
displays an am azing a bility to outline e verything in sevens. The read er quickly
notices this common denominator but soon begins to appreciate the skillful touch of
the author in compiling these breakdowns—they may very well prove to be a good
mnemon ic device. Go d’s message to Nineveh, for exam ple, is outlined under seven
salient features (58-60), one of which is particularly memorable, namely, “the mercy
God is always greater than the mercy of those servants He emp loys to proclaim it”
(59).
Techniques such as the listing of questions and p ertinent Scriptures, the use
of repetitive lead-in phrases, and numb ered lists of inform ation, comm unicate well
and draw the reader in and hold attention. A good listing of the different kinds of
sorrows— there are twelve, not seven of them—which have no necessary link to
repentance shows that thought had been given to the subject (17 6). A list of twelve
statements on what private confession of sin must be (193-94) and a list of ten
suggestions for public confession (196) are both of pastoral value.
In all chapters, appropriate stories from his own personal ministry
experience illustrate and enhance the points being made. Some of these highlighted
the angry resistance of individuals in the congregation to his preaching. It was
instructive to observe how he handled those awkward situations. Judging by such
incidents, one sees Roberts as wise and patient, yet a forthright counselor who
brought Scripture to bear upon life. He writes as a personal witness of the impact
of preaching repentance on a congregation and of the fruit of it in individual lives in
different parts of the world. He cites cases of pastors who attemp ted to justify their
immo rality while weeping crocodile tears, which should trouble the rea der who is in
pastoral ministry. It sho uld stren gthen the reso lve to be an ex amp le of purity to
those who believe.
Rob erts’ pastoral concern rings out in the earnest ap peal to the rea der to
think on whethe r or no t he bears fruit wo rthy of rep entanc e (27 ) and in his other c alls
to think sob erly on the possibility of false re pentance. One example of this would
be the comments ma de on legal as opp osed to evangelical repentance , i.e., what a
person does for himself as opposed to what he do es for G od (115 ). Discipleship labs
or small gro ups m ay very well benefit from using this bo ok as a basis for thoughtful
reflection on sin and repentance, humility, and sanctified living. Personal devotional
use is a valid option.
On the matter of national repentance (289-92 ), the author co ncisely surveys
the biblica l references thereon and then asks if all that could be done tod ay is being
done to call a nation to repentance. It makes one stop and think. What of the nations
today in the church-age and what of them beyond the rapture of the church?
A degree of overlap in content do es occur, with the last three chap ters in
particular picking up on and reiterating much of what had been put forward in the
earlier chapters. The book may not have a systematic theology format, but the reader
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quickly realizes (1) that its format and style helps gain a fuller understanding of this
important doctrine, and (2) that it is a treasure trove of biblical cross-references.
That definitely makes it worth having in one’s p erson al library!

Huub van de Sandt and David Flusser. The Didache. Minneapolis: Royal Van
Gorcum/Fo rtress, 2002, and K urt Nied erwimmer. The Didach e. Minneapo lis:
Augsburg/Fortress, 1998. Reviewed by William C. Varner, Professor of Bible
and Director of IBEX, The M aster's College.
Two separate vo lumes, issued in the last four years by the same publisher,
provide the best scholarly studies of the “The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles” that
have appeared since the docum ent itself was found in 188 3. Fortress Press is to be
commended for this achievement, which combines their efforts with those of Dutch
and German co-publishers. The first volume, henceforth referred to as “Sandt and
Flusser,” is part of the multi-volume project originally titled Compendia Reru m
Judaicarum ad Novum Testamentum (“Collection of Jewish Matters Related to the
New Testament”). T he series has been a joint effort betwe en D utch and Israeli
scholars, and this volume continues that practice with H uub van de Sand t, a
professor at Tilburg, and D avid Flusser, a late professor at the Hebrew University.
The second vo lume, henceforth referred to as “Niederwimmer,” is part of the
growing Hermeneia series of commentaries on the Bible and related literature.
Continental scholars have had far greate r interest in the Didach e and in
Patristic writings in general than English-speaking scholars. Therefore, much that
has been written abou t the Didache has been in German or French. Indeed,
Niederw imme r’s volume was translated by Linda Maloney from a German edition
published in 1989.
Before we co mpa re and contra st these vo lumes, it may be good to
summarize the scho larly consensus about the Didache which these volumes affirm.
In 1873 the G reek Orthodox M etropolitan Philotheus Bryennios discovered a
com plete copy of the Didache in a monastery in Constantinople. He edited and
published it in 1883. In 1887 the manuscript was transferred to the Greek Orthodox
patriarchate in Jerusalem where it remains today, referred to as “Hierosolymitanus
54.” The entire manuscript consists of 120 folio pages and a colophon at the end
states that the scribe was one “Leon” and the date he finished his copying was
Tuesday, June 11, 1056 . The Didache p ortion consists of less than five folio pages
in a clear miniscule script. The D idache contains fourteen brief chapters and around
100 “verses.” M ost o f the other works contained in the manuscript were already
familiar “subapostolic writings” such as the E pistle of Barnabas, the two Epistles of
Clem ent and the twelve epistles of Igna tius of Antioch.
It was the text of the Didache, however, that was the real “find.” Sandt and
Flusser compared the excitement caused by its publication in 1883 to the attention
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later given to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls (24—a bit overstated in my
opinion). Scho lars had considered it a lost wo rk that had been ob liquely referred to
as “The So-Called Teaching” by Eusebius and Athanasius in the fourth century. A
Latin version known as “Doctrinae Apostolorum” was referred to by “PseudoCyprian” around 300 and by Augustine around 400. The last mentio n of a
“Teaching of the Apostles” (“Didache Apostolon”) was by the Patriarch Nicephorus
in 829. After this, the Didache disappeared from history until Bryennios published
it in 1883.
The Jerusalem manuscript is the only known complete copy of the Didache,
although most schola rs think it lacks a few final lines due to its sudden ending.
There have appeared two small scraps of the Greek Didache amo ng the Oxyrhynchus
papyri fragments and a small section of it in Coptic was discovered soon after the
Greek papyri. Also, two small sections appear in the “E thiopian Ch urch O rder” in
a paraphrased translation (Sandt and Flusser, 24-2 6). Finally, the Greek “A postolic
Constitutions” (ca. 380) incorporates most of the Didache in a highly expanded,
commentary form.
The Didache’s sixteen b rief chapters are structured into four clearly
separated thematic sections: the “Two Ways” moral document (1-6); a liturgical
treatise centering on the Eucharist and baptism (7-10); a treatise on church
organization (11-15); and an eschatological section (16). The “Two Ways” section
is based on the double love comm and (“Love Go d and Love your neighbor”) and
also includes a section of positive commands in 1:3–2:1 which clearly echo the
admo nitions of the Sermo n on the M ount. M ost scholars, including the authors of
these two volumes, clearly discern a Jewish context in much of the Two W ays
section. Hillel’s famous dictum about the “Negative Golden Rule” appears, for
example, in 1:2. These authors, especially San dt and Flusser, expend much effo rt to
locate the essence of this section in an already existing Jewish tradition of ethical
teaching. With the addition of the admonitions from Jesus, this section probably
served as a pre-baptismal catechetical manual. This seems clear from 7:1: “As for
baptism, baptize in this way. Having said all this beforehand (i.e., all that was
written above), baptize in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Ho ly
Spirit, in running (literally ‘living’) water.” The section on the “Eucharist” (sections
9, 10) appears to set the ob servance in the context of a larger meal (the Agape). The
prayers to be recited are very similar to a Jewish prayer ending the meal (the “Birkat
Hamazo n”). The ritual order, interestingly, is the cup and then the b read. W hile the
“liturgy” is very simp le, there is a reference to this being a “sacrifice.” Niederwimmer, desp ite his Catholicism, argues that the language does not at all describe the
later sacramental sacrifice of the Mass, but the worshipers’ “sacrifice” was intended
to describe their praise and pra yer itself. He cites in this regard 1 Pet 2:5, Heb
13:10, 15, and Jas 1:27. “The whole action of the congregation is understood as a
sacrifice before God” (196 -97).
The section on how to treat traveling apostles, teachers, and prophets (1115) expands and applies further the command mentioned in the NT to show
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hosp itality to itinerant teachers (e.g., 3 John 5-8). It also offers some firm guidelines
on how best to prevent unethical “teachers” from presuming on the kindness of local
congregations as they make their way around. “If the person is just passing through
on the way to some other place, help him as much as you can, but he shall not stay
with you more than two or three days— if that is necessary” (12:2).
The last section on eschatology (ch. 16) is brief and centers on the ethical
parenesis that should be heeded in light of the future events. Much of it echoes the
teachings of the “Olivet Discourse” in Matthew 24. The increase of wickedness, the
antichrist (“the one who leads the world astray”), the resurrection of believers, and
the “Lord coming on the clouds of heaven” are mentioned. For those hungry to find
confirmation for the specifics of their eschato logical schem e, the D idach e will
disappoint with its general description of future events.
As to the date and provenance of this fascinating ancient document, both
of the two works affirm the current consensus that the Didache appeared no later
than the end of the first century A.D. and that it probably originally circulated in the
area of Syria. The evidence tha t points to this is the “primitive” characteristics of the
“liturgy” that it describes; the simple organizational structure of the local assem bly
(episkopoi and diakonoi, like Phil 1:1); the continued presence of apostles and others
in an itinerant practice, unlike later resident monarchial bishop s; and the use by the
Epistle of Barnabas of sections of the Didache around the year 125.
W hat is the difference between the volumes of Niederwimmer and
Sandt/Flusser? Simp ly put, the former is a commentary on the text of the Didache,
and the latter is a detailed study about the issues raised in the Didache. That
difference between the two justifies their inclusion in the series of works in which
they are found. The Hermeneia is a series of commentaries and the Comp end ia is a
series exploring the Jewish/Christian relationship at the end of the Second Temple
Period and the beginning of the Rab binic p eriod . If a reader is looking for help on
a specific passage in the Didache, then Niederwimmer will provide more help than
any other work on the Didache that this reviewer has seen. If the reader is looking
for a very scholarly and thoroughly researched study of the various issues that the
Didache raises, then Sandt and Flusser is the best study of that type that has ever
been written.
Protestants, and particularly evangelicals, have generally steered clear of
Patristic study. T his is understand able in light of their “Sola Scriptura” heritage, but
it is, I fear, to our detriment in the long run. Should we not be interested in how
those Christians closest to the apostles understoo d the teachings of the apo stles?
Should the excessive allegorizing of “Barnabas” or the strong emphasis on the
authority of the “episkopos” by Ignatius scare us away from the deep spirituality of
a Polycarp or from the simp le advice on local church practice in the Didache? Even
if someone is simply looking for confirmation o f their own beliefs and practices (a
less than noble aim for studying the fathers), we should sp end mo re time on these
fascinating book s.
It is helpful that some C hristians around 1 00 A .D. instructed us to imm erse
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in cold, running water those being baptized, even if they allow pouring with warm
water if the situation dem ands it (7:1-3). It is helpful to know that around A.D. 100
the episkopoi were selected by the local congregation and not elevated above the
presbuteroi as eventually developed in church order (15:1). It is helpful to know that
around A.D. 100, the day on which believers were to gather for the breaking of bread
was Sund ay, not the Sabbath as some would have us believe (14 :1). It is helpful to
know that around A.D. 100 Christians did not teach that Jesus came in A.D. 70 as
some preterists teach. It is interesting to kno w also that these early Christians taught
that a separate resurrection of believers will take place at the Lord’s coming (16:6-8)
instead of a general re surrection, as so me would have us believe today.
No, I do not need the Didache as an authority for what I believe, but I also
want to know if what I believe is contrary to what the earliest Christians believed.
Even if a student does not purchase one of these excellent books, he should check
out the Didache on his own. He can find it in a numb er of ed itions of The Apostolic
Fathers that are availab le today.

Mark S. Smith. Un told S tories: T he B ible and U garitic Stud ies in the Twe ntieth
Century. Peabo dy, Mass.: Hendickson, 2001. xix + 252 pp. $29.95 (cloth).
Reviewed by W illiam D . Barrick, P rofesso r of Old T estament.
Ugaritic studies are som etimes overlooked by evang elicals because they
have tended to be more enthusiastic about the Qumran scrolls and recent discoveries
like the Tel Dan inscription, the James o ssuary, and the mo re recent Jeho ash
Inscription. Smith’s volume dem onstrates that U garitic stud ies are alive and well
throughout the world. The volume is a selective survey of Ugaritic and biblical
studies from 1 928 to 19 99. P roceeding in historical order, four periods are covered:
1928-1945 (between the two wo rld wars), 1945-1970 (post-World War II), 19701985, and 1985-1999. For each of these four periods the author provides a list of
basic texts and tools produced, a discussion of major advances, a presentation of the
major figures and acad emic pro grams, and “an issue representative of the intellectual
climate of each period” (7). Smith stresses “questions of grammar, literature, and
religion over issues of archaeology and history” (9).
This book has a wealth of anecdotal material about key players in U garitic
studies. This reviewer foun d himself drawn into the intriguing web of scho larly
interaction betwe en me n like Cyrus Gordon, E . A. Sp eiser, W illiam Fo xwell
Albright, Theod or Gaster, Marvin Pop e, and Frank Mo ore Cro ss. Tantalizing tid bits
of information open the door for a peek at events in the lives of major Ugaritic and
biblical scholars. The following are but a few examples: Frank Moore Cross was a
student of Frank R. Blake whom Cross considers “the best language teacher I ever
had” (25). Blake characteristically illustrated grammatical phenomena by appealing
to Tagalog. Cross commented, “I think I was half through the first term before I
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discovered that Tagalog was not a Semitic language, and tradition has it that several
finished their degrees still under the impression that Ugaritic and Tagalog were sister
languages” (43). Godfrey Rolles Driver, son of Samuel Rolles Driver, “was a young
prodigy. At age sixteen he helped his father with the 1910 production of Gesen ius’
Hebrew Grammar” (57). Marvin Pope (author of the Job and Song o f Songs
commentaries in the Anchor Bible) was a student of William Stinespring who was
Albright’s brother-in-law (65). Cyrus Gordon’s tenures at Dro psie an d at B randeis
produced Ugaritic programs in which Kenneth B arker, W alter K aiser, and Edwin
Yamauchi participated (76, 77 , 79). D avid N oel Freedman, whose father w rote
material for the Ziegfield Follies, graduated from UCL A at the age of 17 (109).
Anyone reading this book will gain a heightened appreciation for the ro le
of Ugaritic in biblical studies. Smith provides a thorough report on wo rks still in
progress that will continue the production of quality tools for the study of both the
archaeology and the texts from ancient Ugarit. His discussion of major themes helps
the reader to understand the scope of Ugaritic studies. In one particular area, that of
myth-and-ritual (82 -100 ), Smith ’s discussion is heavier and more
extensive—perhaps due to his own personal interest and involvement in that area of
Ugaritic studies.
Mark S. Smith is the Skirball Professor of Bible and Ancient Near Eastern
Studies at New York University. His books include Lam ents of Jere miah an d Th eir
Contexts (Scholars Press, 1990) , The Origins and Development of the WawConsecutive (Scholars Press, 1991), and Ugaritic Narrative P oetry (Scholars P ress,
1997).
David Noel Freedman aided in the editing of Untold Stories. He “quipped
that the piece sometimes reads like a phone bo ok, with too m uch detail and too many
figures” (8). Those details and many figures were what this reviewer found so
interesting. It is a must read for those who love the areas of OT studies, archaeology,
and Ugaritic.

R. C. Sp roul. Saved from W hat? Wheaton, Ill.: Crossway, 2002. 128 pp. $8.99
(cloth). Reviewed by T revor Craigen, Associate Pro fessor o f The ology.
A sermon preached, then scripted and printed, led up to this little book,
which could be described as an extended gospel tract. It could also serve the
purpose of being a primer on the doctrine of salvation, prompting further detaile d
study of just what salvation is. The book makes for easy reading—an hour or so will
do it. The use of personal anecdotes and a number of Scriptures from different
settings as illustration adds color to the book. It is neither textbook nor commentary
nor exposition of a specific passage, but a topical sermon delivered at a Christian
Boo ksellers Convention, a sermon sp arked by a survey which showed that many
evangelical believers could not give an adequate definition of the gospel (15).
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Eight chapters arranged under three obvious questions—“Saved from
W hat?,” “Saved by W hat?,” and “Saved for W hat?”— nicely cover the points the
author wished to emphasize and the different terms he chose to bring forward and
define, such as “reconciliation” and “redemptio n,” “exp iation” and “p ropitiation,”
and “justification” and “adop tion.” Sin and man’s depravity, as well as the abso lute
necessity of substitutionary atonement, God’s holiness, Ch rist’s righteousness, and
the believer’s blessed future in eternity are also concisely presented.
Interestingly enough, the sermon which gave rise to the book was based on
that graphic description of the great day o f the Lord in Zeph 1:14-18. H owever,
given the aud ience and the occ asion, the autho r had a certain amo unt of free dom in
deciding what to use as the launching pad for his subject matter. As he himself
indicated, this passage certainly does highlight the outpouring of God’s wrath, and
as he also noted, the end of this minor prophet’s book does give the promise of
redemption. His theological system forced him to overlook that this redemption
relates to Israel’s millennial future. Further, one would have to question the citing
of Deuteronomy 28 as having some application for people or church today (73-75).
And certainly, one would have to question whether o r not the NT teaching of the
church as the bride of Christ really does look back to Exodus 21 and the law on
indentured servan ts (87-88). S trange! Inadequate or incomplete comments can
always be found when an extensive topic is being so conc isely surveyed. Y es, a
mental note was made of other p oints to be explained in more detail were this book
to be used in having someone think further about the gospel and salvation.
Pro vocatively, Sproul answers his first question by stating that the need is
to be saved from God. As he puts it, “God in saving us saves us from Himself” (25).
This unusual way of expressing it makes the reader pause and think a little before
nodding o kay and moving on.
This book, unless the reader determines to make use of it, is likely to be
placed on the shelf with a murmured “that was a nice read” and perhaps thereafter
remembered on occasions. The publisher’s foreword shows a real desire that readers
would have the most important question in life answered for them as they read Saved
from What? If it serves that purpose, then rejoicing would certainly be in order.

Ben Witherington III. New Testament History. Grand Rapid s: Baker, 2001. 430 pp.
$26.99 (cloth). Reviewed by William C. Varner, Professor of Bible and Director
of IBEX, The M aster's College.
Ben Witherington, Professor of New Testament at Asbury Theological
Sem inary, has written prolifically on NT themes, especially in the areas of “Jesus
Rese arch.” (No te espe cially his The Jesus Quest: The Third Search for the Jew of
Nazareth [Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1995]). It is not surprising, therefore,
that Witherington often refers to his o wn pu blications in this present b ook, especially
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his socio-rheto rical co mmentaries on M ark and Ac ts.
Inevitably, a book with this title invites compariso n with another wellknown work by F. F. Bruce (New Testament History [New Y ork: Doubleday and
Compa ny, 197 1]). As a matter of fact, I. H oward M arshall mentions this in his
laudatory recommendation on the back cover: “I can think of no higher praise than
to say that this book may well do for this generation what F. F. Bruce’s New
Testament History did for an earlier one.” Since this reviewer was part of that
“earlier” generation tha t profited from and utilized B ruce’s volume often, a
comparison is appropriate, esp ecially since W itherington and his publishers chose
the same title for this book. Though we should also evaluate Witherington’s volume
on its own merits, we should explore the question of whether this volume will serve
this generation in the sam e way as Bru ce’s did his.
The book carries readers from the time of Alexander the Great to the reign
of Dom itian and the exile of John. More specifically he explores the “intertestamental” events (two chapters); the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus (three and a half
chapters); the apostolic events (eight and a half chapters), and the po st-70 events
(two chapters).
Bru ce’s treatment was more detailed on the pre-John and Jesus history
(fully one third of his book). This reviewer thinks that Witherington could have
given more detailed coverage of this perio d, esp ecially the H asmo nean perio d (only
three pages, 40-42), which left such a deep impression on the background history of
Second Temple Judaism.
W itherington seeks to explo re the ge ographica l, political, so cial, and
religious influences that shaped the leaders and movements of the day. The degree
to which he succeeds in doing this is debatab le. He seeks to accom plish this purpose
by a series of more focused sections he calls “A Closer Look.” In these he gives
greater attention, for example, to “The Pharisee s” (45 -48), “T ime and Calend ars in
Antiquity” (62-64), “Josephus the Jewish Historian” (84-86), “Zealots or Bandits?”
(87-89), “Essenes and Qumranites” (93-96), and “Significance of the Sanhedrin”
148-50). These are some of the most help ful contributions of the book, not only for
the insight into these important subjects, but for the insight they sometimes provide
into W itheringto n’s personal views. T his can be seen, for example, in “Q and A on
Q” (100-10 3) and “M iracles and H istory” (1 20-2 1).
The fact, however, that W itheringto n works in his particular interpretation
of the data should not be surprising or objectionable in itself. In a very interesting
“Prolegomenon” (14-28) he makes a very good case for the statement, “There is no
such thing as un interpreted history” (15). It is obvious that Luke and John were not
attemp ting to be neutral about their subject matter since they provide clear
statements that their writing was evidently tende ntious (L uke 1:1-4 an d esp ecially
John 20:31). The question that must be asked about a historical treatment of certain
events is whether the facts are illumined or obscured by the presentation.
Witherington appears to affirm that the “historians” who penned the first
five books of the New Testament did not obscure the facts, although it would be
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helpful if he mad e that clearer at times. For examp le, while our autho r seem s to
argue for the historicity of the resurrection (it is the best explanation of the
subsequent changed lives of the apostles and the existence of the church), one wishes
that he had attemp ted to address the charge that the G osp el writers present
contradicto ry accounts of the post-resurrection events.
A few mo re criticism s are in o rder. Witheringto n is too dependent on
Hayes and M andell’s work, The Jewish People in Classical Antiquity: From
Alexander to Bar Cochba (Louisville: W estminster/John K nox, 1998) and less
attentive to the classic work of Em il Schurer, The History of the Jewish People in the
Age of Jesus Christ, both in its original and in its revised editions (rev. and ed. by G.
Vermes and F. M illar, Edinburgh: Clark, 1973 ). This shows up also in his refusal
to see any real “Jewish” commitment on the part of Herod the Great. Anyone
attempting to tout H erod as a co nsistent, G od-fearing Jew has a huge task on his
hands. W itheringto n’s rejection, ho wever, of the m agisterial work on H erod by
Peter Richa rdson, Herod the Great: King of the Jews and Friend of the Romans
(Columbia, S.C.: University of South Carolina P ress, 199 6), is disappo inting. It is
well known that Herod, in addition to building man y lasting mo nume nts for his
Jewish subjects, most notably the Temple, also constructed some pagan temples,
although not in Judea. To conclude that “Herod was not a monotheistic Jew,” as
W itherington does (footnote, 53) simply is not warranted by the evid ence. Herod
was the consummate survivor. He knew whom he had to please to keep his position:
the Romans who put him in power and kept him there. His temples in honor of
Augustus were simply acts of gratitude to his patron, not indications of his
polytheism! These buildings were evidence of his political “kowtowing,” not
indications of som e religious commitment. Richard son’s evidence of Herod’s many
acts of benevo lence towards his Je wish sub jects also contra dicts the charge of his
commitment to paganism. This reviewer does not want to be accused of defending
the sadistic b ehavior of H erod , especially towa rd his own family. Witherington’s
rejection of his Jewishness, however, d oes not take into account all the facts. We
simply do not know for sure what Herod personally believed. To imply that he was
a polytheist, however, goes far beyond a sob er consideration o f all the facts that we
know about him.
Readers who hold to the traditional evangelical positions on authorship of
the Gosp els and the literary relationships between the Synoptic Gospels need to
know that W itherington believes that only Mark was composed before A.D. 70
(363). He assigns the Gospel attributed to Matthew to the mid to late 70s and denies
that the apostle assembled its c onte nts, proba bly only c ontributing the “M ” material
unique to the Gospel, such as Matthew 1 and 2 (38 1-83 ). He suggests Luke wrote
his two volume work in the late 70s or early 80s and ended the account at about A.D.
64 (Acts 28) because he had gotten too old to bring the story any further up to date
(387). Such conclusions seem to be motivated by the author’s commitment to (1)
Markan priority, (2) the literary dependence of Matthew and Luke on M ark, and (3)
the existence of the mythical “Q” document (100-10 3, 37 8-81 ). Though this is not
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the place to give evaluatio ns of these po sitions, let it be said that such ideas were
foreign to the patristic writers, some of whom remembered the apostles, and also
were foreign to G ospel scho larship for 1,70 0 years after the apo stles!
I do not want to leave the impression that Witherington’s book is without
real value and positive contribution. He knows his subject well and has
communicated it clearly. I am not ready, however, to have his book replace the
classic work by F. F. Bruce on my co urse reading lists.

K. Lawson Y ounger, Jr. Jud ges/R uth. The NIV Application Commentary. Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 2002. 511 pp. $ 24.99 (cloth). Reviewed b y James E.
Rosscup, Professor of Bible Expo sition.
This is as a fairly go od contribution b y the Professo r of Old T estament,
Sem itic Languages, and Ancient Near Eastern History, at Trinity Evangelical
Divinity School, Deerfield, Illinois. It is in a series representing, on several biblical
books, some well-known scholars: Daniel Block (E zekiel), David Garland (M ark,
also Colossians and P hilemo n), Douglas Moo (Romans, 2 Peter, Jude ), Craig
Blomb erg (1 Corinthians), Scott Hafemann (2 C orinthians), W alter Liefeld (Pastoral
Epistles), and Craig Keener (Revelation). Brief evaluations for m ore of these appear
in this reviewer’s forthc oming revisio n/expansion of Com men taries for Biblical
Expositors (Grace Bo oks International: The M aster’s Semina ry, Sun V alley,
California, fall 2003). Several volumes are available, others in preparation. Each
volume works through a biblical book, offering three parts on each passage: the
original meaning, bridging the biblical setting and today, and then contemporary
applications.
One finds a va riation in value betwee n different authors’ works, with some
explaining the text well and others being quite cursory, and with some being topheavy in application but inadequate in commentary leading up to it. One sometimes
wishes for mo re exp lanation to lay the groundwork. Yo unger does a fairly consistent
job of providing light on the passages, then making usable applications. He devotes
387 pages to Jud ges and 10 4 to R uth, then p rovid es Scripture, subject, and author
indexes. He su rveys introductory conc erns fairly well, for ex amp le on Judge s’ main
theme to give selectively the consequences o f disob edience to G od and H is law (23).
One can doubt his concept that numbers such a s 40 ye ars ma y not be literally
accurate but a round or figurative number for a generation (25). Quite a number of
evangelical works on Judges are unmentioned in an extended bibliography (50-58)
even when they have seriously discussed problems (cf. e.g., Paul Enns, Judges, and
Leon W ood , The Distressing Days of the Judges).
Sometimes com ments on phrases are m issing in general surveys of sections,
for instance “lead captive your captives” (Judg 5:12; 151). One looking for verse
by verse help is frequently disappointed. The decision of editors to have bits and
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pieces of explanations of a passage in three different sections can disunify matters
and make it difficult for a student who is trying to work out the whole picture or find
where an explanation occurs. One can see, for example, Jael’s killing of Sisera
(Judges 5) strung out in various p laces. Still, much insight is pre sent for the patient,
even if the “user unfriendly” approach turns readers away with only a partial picture.
Younger often helps on customs, as when he argues in Jephthah’s coming
home that he was surprised (shocked)—as seen in the word hinneh, “look”— in
11:34b, suggesting a look of recoil when o ff guard (264). The co mmander, having
made a vow, did not expect his daughter, but an animal, to come out first, since
homes then included a room for animals (26 3). Y ounger favors the view that
Jephthah o ffered his daughter as a sacrifice, a calloused wrong (262-67). He goes
on to make helpful applications about wife or child abuse in today’s world (268-70).
Insight on Sam son’s desire for the Philistine woman being “of the Lord”
(Judg 14:4 ) is helpful. “Go d uses Sam son in sp ite of his wrong motives and actions
(cf. Gen 50:20)” (30 2). Many comments on details are perceptive, for example, on
Sam son’s sins based on selfish will going against God’s laws. Yet often no helpful
suggestion is offered. O ne case is the silence about how Samson m ay realistica lly
have caught 300 foxes or jackals and managed to hold them until he could tie and
loose them to destroy Philistine grain (326). Wisely, contrary to so me interpreters,
Younger sees R uth’s encounter with Boaz by night as showing decency and integrity
(463).
All in all, the less technical work is one of the more frequently contributive,
careful efforts on the two books. Younger does furnish considerable expertise on
context, grammar, words, customs, and overall content, and often is rich in sensible
app lication. T eachers, pastors, stud ents, and lay peo ple will benefit.

